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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to examine in detail
Irwin Russell's Negro dialect poetry, to determine the
features used by Russell to present Negro dialect, and to
make an estimate of the accuracy of his presentation.
There are twenty-four extant Negro dialect selec
tions written by Irwin Russell.

In the analytical study of

these poems every departure from conventional literary
English was listed.

From these lists certain apparent dia

lect features emerged and these features were categorized
into ten classificatory divisions original with the present
writer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.

Dialect Indicators
Lost Word Elements
Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants
Substitutions
Vowel Changes
Concord and Verb Form
Intrusive Vowels
Intrusive Words
Word Order
Word Changes and Word Substitutions

The second step of the study was to check the accu
racy of Russell's concept of Negro dialect by comparing it
with the speech of six local Negro informants above fifty
years of age and from the same geographic region as Russell's
home, which was Port Gibson in the West Central part of the
state of Mississippi.

The advanced age of the informants

and the geographic location of their residence adds valid
ity to the use of their speech as a means of evaluating
Russell's use of Negro English dialect.
The selected informants were interviewed individu
ally.

The interviews were informal and the informants were

encouraged to talk freely and naturally.

They were asked to

discuss in detail subjects that paralleled the material cov
ered in Russell’s poems.
The phonetic analysis of Russell's literary dialect
of Negro English as compared to the speech of the informants
led to the following conclusion concerning the ten classificatory divisions.
(1)

Dialect Indicators are a feature of a literary

dialect and as such were effectively used by Russell.
(2)

The dialect feature of Lost Word Elements was

present in each of the twenty-four dialect selections, and
was present in the speech of all the informants.

(3)

The feature Loss of Consonants was much more

prevalent in Russell’s use than in the speech of the inform
ants.

However, all but one had its counterpart in the

informant's usage.
(4)

Russell used ten consonant substitutions,

three of which were not used by the informants.

The inform

ant's use varied from eight to fourteen times.
(5)

The vowel changes used by Russell were found

in the speech of the informants.
(6)

All of the major variations in Concord and

Verb Form as used by Russell were present in the data
obtained from the six informants, but not in the same fre
quency .
(7)

Russell's use of the Intrusive Vowel was not

found in the speech data obtained from the informants.
(8)

Intrusive Words were found in the speech of the

informants in the same forms as used by Russell.
(9)
the poems.

Russell used unusual word order in thirteen of
The six informants used unusual word order a

total of fifteen times.
(10)

Word Changes and Substitutions occurred in

twenty-three of the twenty-four poems and in the data
acquired from each of the six informants.

It may be concluded, therefore, that Russell's
literary dialect is probably a reasonably accurate represen
tation of the composite features he heard in the speech of a
number of speakers.
The kinship of Russell's literary dialect to the
koine of the area does not weaken it.

The Negroes represented

by Russell as part of the geographic language community
learned the language which they used from those with whom
they associated.

INTRODUCTION
Irwin Russell's principal contribution was his
success in the use of Negro dialect as a literary style.
"He was among the first to put the Negro character to
literary account."^

Some of his works were selected for

publication by Scribner's Monthly, P uck, S t . Nicholas,
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Southern Writers —

Selections

in Prose and Verse (Macmillan Co.), Modern American Poetry,
(Harcourt, Brace and Co.), and An American Anthology
(Houghton Mifflin Co.).

The Century Company made three

printings of his book of poems, two in 1888 and a second
edition in 1917.

2

Russell's works, credited by Joel

^C. W. Warner (ed.), Library of World's Best
Literature, Ancient and Modern (New York:
International
Society, 1898), XLIII, 473~.
2

The first edition, entitled Poems by Irwin
Russell, was published as a memorial.
The introduction
to it was written by Joel Chandler Harris, and in it he
says of Russell's use of dialect poetry, "I do not know
where could be found today a happier or more perfect
representation of Negro character."
(Poems by Irwin
Russell, the Century Company, New York"J 1888, pH 11. )
The i8U8 edition contains sixteen Negro dialect poems
and fifteen poems other than Negro dialect. The 1917
edition, entitled Christmas Night in the Quarters, was
expanded through the efforts of Maurice Fulton to include
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Chandler Harris and Thomas Nelson Page as the inspiration
for their use of Negro dialect, merit analysis and evalua
tion .
The purpose of this study is to examine in detail
Irwin Russell's Negro dialect poetry, to determine the
features used by Russell to present Negro dialect, and to
make an estimate of the accuracy of his presentation.
The 1917 edition of Russell's poems contained
twenty-four Negro dialect selections and these were used
for the

a n a l y s i s .

^

jn the use of a literary dialect Russell

was limited to those distinguishing features that can be

nine poems not included in the first edition. Three of
these were from unpublished manuscripts furnished Fulton
by Russell's sister. The others he got from the files of
the local Port Gibson paper, the New Orleans Times, and
Puck magazine. Eight of the nine thus added to the Russell
collection are Negro dialect poems. This edition also
contains a biography of Russell written by Maurice Fulton.
Shortess Book Shop, Inc., of Baton Rouge has been able to
secure four copies of Russell's poems for this writer from
other book dealers. This represents the efforts of almost
ten years. Three of the copies are of the 1888 printing and
one is of the 1917 edition.
^The 1917 edition was selected for use in this
study because it contained eight more Negro dialect poems
than the 1888 edition. The two editions were carefully
checked to be sure changes had not been made in the dialect
representation. Those poems published in Scribner's
Monthly were also checked against the 1917 edition. The
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represented in written form.

He also had to choose which

of these he considered essential to suggest the dialect
without making it cumbersome and difficult to read.

For

this study, every departure from conventional literary
English was listed.

In the process of making these lists,

certain characteristics became apparent, and these char*
acteristics were considered to be Russell's choices of dis
tinguishing traits for a Negro dialect.

The second step

in the analysis of Russell's dialect presentation was to
recheck the twenty-four poems and to separate the dia
lect features into the general categories established by
the initial listings.

The ten classificatory divisions

thus determined are:

notes and clippings of newspaper accounts collected by
Mrs. Maggie Musgrove Taylor were loaned to the writer by
her nephew and these were also used for comparison. Fulton
mentions Mrs. Taylor as a source of material for his biog
raphy, as she was a contemporary of Russell's, living in
Port Gibson. The original manuscript of "Christmas Night
in the Quarters" was available for checking through the
Mississippi Archives of History in Jackson, Mississippi.
The only variation in the two editions is "A Sermon for
the Sisters." The 1888 edition spells a word with a "c"
and in the 1917 edition the same word is rendered "s."
The line in the 1888 edition is "Yo* preacher ain't been
paid a cent sence somewhar in November."
(p. 57.) The
1917 edition gives since the dialect spelling sense.
(p. 83.) As the change does nothing to the sounds in
the word, one spelling would serve as well as the other.

4

1.

Dialect Indicators

2.

Lost Word Elements

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

4.

Substitutions:

5.

Vowel Changes

6.

Concord and Verb Form

b for v
f_for "["©]
rifor [13]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

8.

Intrusive Words

9.
10.

t_ for [0]
d, ^or t$]
d[ for [0]

Word Order
Word Changes and Word Substitutions

The second part of the study was to check the
accuracy of Russell's concept of Negro dialect as pre
sented in the twenty-four poems considered.

In order to

do this a comparison had to be made between the dialect
according to

Russell’s use and that actuallyused

Negro residents of the

by

west central sectionofMississippi.

Studies of speech characteristics of the Mississippi Negro
were not available, so speech samplings had to be taken.
To assure a degree of accuracy and to minimize as much
as possible the lapse of time from Russell's productive
period, 1875-1879, until the present, the informants
had to be advanced in years, and they had to be from the

same geographic region.

Russell's home was Port Gibson

in the west central part of the state of Mississippi.
Six informants, all above fifty years of age, were secured
from that section of the state.

They had been residents

of the area all of their lives and none of the six had
traveled extensively or for long periods of time out of
the state.

The parents of the informants were also native

to the same area.

Two of the informants gave accounts of

pre-Civil War days when their fathers had been slaves
belonging to plantation owners living in the west central
section of the state of Mississippi.

Two of Russell's

poems mention the fact that the Negro narrators had been
slaves.

The advanced age of the informants and the geo

graphic location of their residence adds validity to the
use of their speech as a means of evaluating Russell's
use of Negro-English dialect.
The selected informants were interviewed indi
vidually.

The interviews were informal and the informants

were encouraged to talk freely and naturally.

They were

asked to discuss in detail subjects that paralleled the
material covered in Russell's poems.

These subjects were

dogs and hunting, fishing, preachers and church activities,
favorite stories or jokes, customs, home remedies, gardening,

interesting work they had done, early memories, and
people they had known.

The interviews were tape recorded

in order to allow replaying for accuracy in phonetic
transcriptions and in order to preserve the speech of
the informants.
Phonetic transcriptions were made from the tapes
of each of the informants.

These phonetic transcriptions

were then analyzed according to the ten divisions deter
mined by the study of Russell's dialect writing.

Since

it is the privilege of a writer to select the details
of a dialect he chooses to use in his literary form,
this study does not attempt to determine all character
istics of Negro dialect, but is confined to those used
by Russell.

After the analysis of Russell's Negro dia

lect writing as represented in the twenty-four poems and
the analysis of the speech samplings from the six
informants, the two were compared and conclusions drawn
concerning Russell's dialect presentation.
This study parallels in some respects "Negro
Dialect of the Uncle Remus Stories," Ph. D. dissertation,
University of Texas - (1950) by Sumner Ives.

Ives used

the Uncle Remus stories as the data for the evaluation
of Negro dialect as presented by Joel Chandler Harris.
The body of dialect data used by Harris is much more
extensive than that furnished by Russell's twenty-four
poems.

It should be further noted that "The Uncle

Remus Stories" are prose and Russell's writings used
for this study are poetry.

Ives used field records

compiled for the Linguistic Atlas of the United States
and Canada for his comparison and evaluation.

In order

to have informants from the Georgia area of which Harris
was a native, he was limited in choice and had to use
both Negro and white informants.

No Linguistic Atlas

material is available for Mississippi, as such work
remains to be done in that state; so six Negro inform
ants were used to secure the necessary data for com
parison and evaluation in this study.
The second chapter of this study contains the
biography of Irwin Russell and a discussion of his
literary significance.

Chapter III deals with the

characteristics of a literary dialect and sets up the
form to be used in the analysis of Russell's literary
dialect.

The fourth chapter is a detailed analysis of

the twenty-four Negro dialect poems written by Russell

and published in the collection of poems entitled Christmas
Night in the Quarters and Other Poems.

Chapter V contains

the analysis of the speech of the six Negro informants
using the same system used on the poems.

Chapter VI is

a comparison and contrast of the features of Negro dialect
used by Russell as a literary form and the same features
in the speech of the Negro informants.

Chapter VII makes

an evaluation of the phonology of Irwin Russell as it is
recorded in his Negro dialect poetry.

CHAPTER II

The material in this chapter is divided into two
parts.

Part I contains a biographical sketch of Russell's

life; Part II establishes Russell as a literary figure.
I.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Irwin Russell was born in Port Gibson, Mississippi,
June 3, 1853.

His father, Wilborn McNab Russell, a young

doctor of promise, came to this flourishing community in
the 1850*s.

In August of 1852 he married a teacher in the

Port Gibson Female *,cademy, Elizabeth Allen.

Mrs. Russell

was of New England parentage but was a native of New York.
When Irwin Russell was only three months old, one
of the many epidemics of yellow fever made its appearance
and young Irwin was among those stricken.
Little else is known of the Russell's first stay
in Port Gibson, for in 1855 when Irwin was but two years
of age, his father moved the family to St. Louis where he,
Dr. Russell, opened an office and practiced medicine.

At

about this same time Irwin lost the sight of one eye through
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an accident.

Under his mother's guidance, Irwin's educa-

tion was started at a very early age.

Irwin said of him

self that he could not remember learning to read."*- He gives
the following details regarding his proficiency in one of
his letters:
I could read as well as anyone when I
was four years old. I began school at seven
and was put in the class which read McGuffey's
Fifth Reader--the highest one published at
that time--but I was soon excused from read
ing and spelling as requiring no further instruc
tion in these branches.2
It is evident that Irwin was a remarkably precocious
child and legend has it that he could read and understand
Milton at the age of six.
The outbreak of the Civil War brought the Russell
family back to Port Gibson.

Dr. Russell "sympathized

with the South and wished to throw his lot with the
Confederacy."3

Dr. Russell was classified as a surgeon

with the Confederate Army, but because of the need for a

-1-Katherine Taylor Baskerville, "A Study of the Life
and Writings of Irwin Russell" (Unpublished Master's Thesis,
George Peabody College for Teachers, 1929), p. 2.
2Ibid., p. 4.
3M. G. Fulton (ed.), Christmas Night in the Quarters
and Other Poems (New York: Century, 1917), p. 15.

physician in the Port Gibson area, he was unable to stay
on active duty.
Irwin's childhood was not a happy carefree one.
This was probably caused by the war influences coupled
with his mother's attempts to protect as well as train a
highly intellectual child, handicapped by the loss of an
eye plus a frail constitution.
When the scenes of conflict began to reach the
Claiborne County area, the Russell family, along with
several other families, were refugees to Georgia.

They

remained in Atlanta for almost a year.
With the close of the war, Dr. Russell and his
family returned to St. Louis.

This furnished the oppor

tunity for Irwin to continue his education at St. Louis
University, am old institution founded by the Jesuits
about 1818.

Irwin completed the commercial courses

offered by the college in three years.
"At college he exhibited a studious disposition and
displayed excellent talents, especially in the line of
higher mathematics."4

4Charles C. Marble, "Irwin Russell," Critic, XIII
(October 27, 1888), 199.

The University did not occupy all of his time,
because he also studied drawing with T. S. Noble, an artist
fairly well known for his portraits and historical canvases.
Noble encouraged the young Russell to continue in the field
of art, but Irwin, never long satisfied with any one area,
soon sought other fields of study.
Irwin graduated from St. Louis University at the
age of sixteen.

Soon thereafter his father again moved the

family to Port Gibson.

After his return to Port Gibson,

young Irwin began studying law in the office of Judge L. N.
Baldwin, a warm personal friend of Dr. Russell.

This was

the usual method of preparation for law practice, to study
with an already established lawyer.

Irwin did not limit

his interest or his reading to law; he spent much time in
wide and miscellaneous reading, ranging from the older
English poetry of Chaucer through Byron, Fielding, Thackeray,
Moliere, to the sea tales of Marryat and the Indian tales
of Cooper.

In the very year he started to read law with

Judge Baldwin, he is also accredited with his first poem,
A Chinese Tale.
The Port Gibson Standard carried another of his
poems in October of 1871, and from that time on he was an
occasional contributor to the local paper.

It was during

this period that he also began his use of dialect writing
as a literary form.

Charles C. Marble quotes Russell's

personal account of his first use of dialect:
It was almost an inspiration. You know
I am something of a banjoist. Well, one eve
ning I was sitting in our back yard in old
Mississippi 'twanging' on a banjo, when I
heard the missis
our colored domestic,
an old darky of the Aunt Dinah pattern-singing one of the out-landish camp-meeting
hymns, of which the race is so fond. She
was extremely 'religious' character, and,
although seized with the impulse to do so,
I hesitated to take up the tune and finish
it. I did, however; and in the dialect I
have adopted, which I then thought and still
think is in strict conformity to their use
of it, I proceeded as one inspired, to com
pose verse after verse.^
The above mentioned activities would have filled the
time of an average individual, but not so with Irwin Russell.
To the study of law, extensive reading, writing poetry, he
added another accomplishment--printing.

His versatility

and artistic inclinations contributed to this acquired skill.
His talent for drawing, cultivated to some extent while a
student in St. Louis, helped him as a designer and producer
of print work.

For a short period of time, he considered

this as a possible career, with the apparent blessings of

5I b i d ., p. 199.

his father, who bought him a press and an assortment of
type.

As soon as he had proved his ability and gotten

much "job work" because of the quality of his typography,
he was ready to move on to greener pastures.

He closed

the print shop and found no further use for the skills
until in January, 1876, he tells of using this skill
briefly in connection with a job opportunity in Natchez
where he was to help with the establishing of a new news
paper to be called the Southern Reveille.

Unfortunately,

his connections with this venture lasted only one day.
From late in the year 1869 or early 1870 young
Russell studied law with Judge Baldwin.

"Under a special

act of the legislature he was admitted to the bar, though
a minor, September 11, 1873, as the minutes of the Circuit
Court of Claiborne County show."
There is little indication that Russell, at the
early age of nineteen, was seriously interested in the prac
tice of law.

He became apt in the intricate details of real

estate business, particularly as it related to conveyances
for special cases.

"But one of his peculiar tastes and

6W. L. Weber, Selections from the Southern Poets
(New York: MacMillan Co., 1905), p. ~24.

disposition could hardly be expected to confine himself
to the daily routine and drudgery of the law office."^
Russell seems to have been a restless sp:rit which
was constantly seeking new adventure and experience.

This

particular characteristic is pointed out by Fulton in his
historical sketch of Russell's life in the following:
When he was about nineteen and under
the spell of Marryat's sea stories, he dis
appeared from home, and after a search of
six weeks was found living in a sailors'
boarding house in New Orleans. He had even
endeavored to carry his wanderings farther
and had rowed out to a ship about to sail
for the Mediterranean to interview the
captain in regard to shipping as a sailor.
But, becoming aware of the probability of
hard and long service without the opportunity
he craved to see life, he had thought better
of his determination and given it up. At
other times he felt keenly the call of the
West. Once he started to California, where
an uncle was living, but after running
through, follishly, in Tennessee the money
with which he was provided, and becoming
ill, he returned home. On another occasion,
he went to Texas and spent several months
there, but again an empty purse and illness
sent him back to Port Gibson.®

^William Malone Baskerville, Southern Writers
(Nashville, Tenn: M. E. Church South Publishing House,
1907), Vol. I, p. 10.
®Fulton, op. cit., p. xix.
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In this restless manner Russell spent the days of
his youth and early manhood.
It is impossible now to determine with
what poem he began the use of Negro dialect.
Very likely the earlier dialect poems were
published in local papers, but those con
tributed to the Bric-a-Brac Department of
Scribner's Monthly represent the earliest
at present known. The first of these "Uncle
Cap Interviewed"--appeared in January, 1876,
and during the next four years most of Russell's
other better known poems appeared in the same
magazine. His work also appeared in Appleton’s
magazine, Puck, and other periodicals. As
much of his poetry was published anonymously
or under various pen names ("Job Case" being
one of these), it is probable that many of
his poems still elude collection.^
Much of the misfortune and ill health accredited to
Russell was self-inflicted because of alcoholism.

However,

in the fall of 1877, Russell returned to the practice of
law with his old tutor, Judge Baldwin, who had one of the
best law practices in the state of Mississippi.

In that

year the Judge entrusted to Russell some of his most impor
tant cases, which was obvious testimony as to his ability
in law practice.

He and his father were both active in

community service projects and efforts toward reconstruction.
In the years 1877 and 1878 Russell seemed to give
ostensible evidence of settling down to his law practice

9Ibid., p p . xx-xxi.
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and began serious consideration of developing his literary
talents.

In 1877, he planned and started a Negro novel.

An outline and partial sketches of chapter content are
extant but the manuscript, if it was ever written, has
been lost.

He also planned a volume of prose sketches

entitled, "Cotton Bolls Gathered in Mississippi."
According to Fulton's historical sketch, Russell
wrote a Negro dialect play in 1878.

The following account

tells its unhappy fate.
He attempted a play in Negro dialect.
This was written under agreement with a
theatrical manager in New York for its
production. But being anxious to try it
out before sending it on, Russell secured
the cooperation of his friends in Port
Gibson for an amateur performance. Rehears
als were in progress at the time of the
yellow fever outbreak, but in the resulting
confusion all the parts were lost by those
to whom roles were assigned, and hardly
any detail regarding the play can now be
recovered.
Thus ended his most serious effort in the field of drama.
The tragic yellow fever epidemic of 1878 swept away
Russell's law practice, his play, his novel, and what physi
calstamina he seemed

to have left.

Russell stayed with

father in Port Gibson and acted as a nurse, giving

IQlbid., p. xxx.

aid in

his

any way he found it possible.

In a letter written in

September, 1878, we find the following reference to his
experiences <furing the epidemic.
I am worn out from nursing night and
day, and performing such other duties as
were mine as a 11Howard-and simply as a
man. Four days ago I for the first time
in a month sat down to a regularly cooked
and served meal. I have been living as
Doctor Wango Tango of Nursery fame, "on a
biscuit a day"--when I could get it. Between
six and seven hundred people (out of six
teen hundred) remained in town to face the
fever. Out of these there have been about
five hundred and seventy cases, and one
hundred and eighteen deaths, up to this
time. I will not attempt to give you an
idea of the awful horrors I have seen—
among which I have lived for the past five
or six weeks— besides which X have seen or
heard nothing whatever. Hendrick Conscience,
Boccaccio, and Defoe tried to describe simi
lar scenes, and I now realize how utterly
they failed. No description can convey a
tithe of the reality.11
The epidemic ended when cold weather came to the
Port Gibson area.

The calm which followed was somewhat

like the calm which comes after a long and terrible battle.
Those

who are still alive begin to feel the impact of

exhaustion and fatigue.

With everything seemingly swept

away at home, Russell decided to go to New York and try

llMarble, op. c i t ., p. 10.

his luck at writing.
York.

In January, 1879, he went to New

He carried a considerable number of articles with

him and sold them without difficulty; however, he seemed
not to be able to write while away fxom his old habitat and
surroundings.
It is impossible to pinpoint the cause of his lack
of productivity while in New York, but contributing factors
are not hard to find.
he went to New York.

His health was all but gone before
He left his family in near destitute

circumstances as were all of those in the Port Gibson area
as a result of the yellow fever epidemic.

He carried to

New York with him more than an average store of memories
of horror, suffering and anguish.

He had little more than

explored his new surroundings when he received word of his
father's death in April, 1879, of inflammatory pneumonia.
Russell's father had always been his constant help in time
of need; someone to turn to when his own plans did not turn
out as he had hoped.

Russell became a victim of depression,

and succumbed to an attack of some kind of fever.

It* is

little wonder that he determined to return to the South.
The exact circumstance of his return trip to New Orleans
is not recorded as authenticated, but neither is there any
real reason to doubt its validity.

The best account is

given by Catherine Cole (Mrs. Cole), then on the staff of
the New Orleans Times.

Russell himself was her source of

information.
During the slow days of convalescence
his head was still seriously affected. *1
remember nothing of the time but the mad
wish to run away,1 and so still dazed, he
wandered from his rooms down to the docks
and upon the deck of the steamer Knickerbocker,
where he begged to be allowed to work his
way to New Orleans. . . .
'Gaunt and weak and wretched as I was
they took me, and I did a coal-heaver's and
fireman's duty almost all the way down.
Landed in New Orleans, I had no money, no
friends, no clothes. I was as black as an
imp of Satan and I had the very devil of
despair in my heart. I wrote out some
stuff--an account of the trip, I believe-signing my name took it to the office of the
New Orleans Times. The city editor, Major
Robinson, took my copy, looked it over as
if he wondered how such a dirty wretch got
hold of it, asked me how I came by it. I
told him that I had traveled South on the
trip with Mr. Russell, and that he had sent
me.
'Go back and tell Mr. Russell that 1
will be pleased to see him* said the Major,
and I did so. I could not present myself
again at the Times office, so I left a
letter there, telling the whole truth and
winding up thus:
'What a time I had in
that den of a fireman's forecastel, living
on tainted meat and Mark Twain Slum-gullian,
I won't try to tell you. I only tell you
all this in order to make you understand
why I did not let you know I was my own
messenger last night. I never was in such
a state before in my life and was ashamed
to make myself known. However, needs must
only suffer from Panurge's disease, lack

of money, but it is hard to smoke the pipe
of contentment when you cannot get tobacco.' 12
Robinson knew about Russell as a contributor to
Scribner's Magazine and so did not turn a deaf ear.
. . . He sent a note to the address
which Russell had given him. . . . and
offered to print and pay for anything
which the poet might write. Russell lost
no time in presenting himself at the office,
rather cleaner than before, and advance
enabled him to get fresh clothing. From
that time, August 18, 1879, till his death
four months later, he was a frequent con
tributor to the Times. He was not connected
with the staff. The condition of his health
precluded the performance of the exacting
routine tasks of journalism; and even had
he been sufficiently strong otherwise, his
constant indulgence in intoxicants made his
steady employment anywhere impossible.^
There is no way to determine the extent of his writing dur
ing this period, but few poems or prose selections appeared
above his name.
By a strange premonition, his last
published verses were upon the subject of
his own grave. In a poem entitled "The
Cemetery," published anonymously in the
Times barely ten days before his death,
his thoughts turned pathetically to his
childhood home and the old cemetery where
his father was buried and where he hoped

l^Katherine Taylor Baskerville, op. cit., p. 44.
s. Kendall, "Irwin Russell in New Orleans,"

Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. XIV, pp. 322-323.
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to be . . . . O n December 23, 1879, in
an unpretentious boarding house on 73
Franklin Street, attended in his last
moments by his Irish landlady, Russell's
life came to an end.1^
Little notice was given to his passing.

Catherine

Cole, a feature writer for the Times, gave an account of
his last illness and credited his landlady with being kind
and gracious to him in his last hours.15
Although Russell's body was buried in New Orleans
on December 24, 1879, it was later sent to St. Louis,
Missouri, and interred in the Beliefontaine Cemetery on
March 20, 1880.
Irwin Russell was a wayward genius;
he drank perforce from the cup of poverty,
humiliation, and neglect. He starved in
the streets of our towns and cities, yet
he placed Mississippi on the literary map
of our country.1^
If honor and recognition had had the power to change
the course of life for this native son of Mississippi, they
came too little and too late.

His body still rests in an

unmarked grave.17

i^Fulton, pp. cit., p. 25.
15Times (New Orleans), December 27, 1879.
iforhe Southern Reveille (Port Gibson, Mississippi),
September 29, 1929.
17Katherine Taylor Baskerville, op. cit., p. 45.
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II.

RUSSELL'S LITERARY SIGNIFICANCE

Interest in the value of Russell as a literary figure
has never completely faded since his first dialect poem was
published in Scribner’s Magazine in 1876.

At intervals

this interest has been fanned by special efforts to a promi
nent position in literary affairs.

The first of these

upsurges gained significance in 1888 when Harris wrote the
introduction for the first publication of his poetry under
the title Poems by Irwin Russell, published by the Century
Company of New York, copyright date 1888.

Added honor came

to Russell's literary image when Baskerville wrote an arti
cle in his praise for Southern Writers Magazine in 1897.
In 1907 Albert A. Kern wrote an article concerning Russell's
contributions for the Library Southern Literature.

The

second edition of his poems, expanded through the efforts
of Maurice Fulton to include five more poems than the
first edition, contributed a sustaining element to Russell's
literary value.

The date of this edition was 1917.

It,

too, was published by the Century Company of New York.
Fifty years after Russell's death his home town made its
contribution to the acknowledgment of his literary ability
by dedicating a bridge and the town library to his honor.
At about this same time in 1929, a master's thesis written
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by Katherine Taylor Baskerville for George Peabody College
was c o m p l e t e d . A g a i n , in 1936, Will Conerly Daniels used
Russell as the subject for a master's thesis entitled "The
Life and Works of Irwin Russell" as a partial fulfillment
of the requirement for a master's degree in English from
Louisiana State University.^

These high points of interest

have been fortified by numbers of newspaper articles, many
of which are included in the bibliography.
Let us briefly follow the trend of these evaluations
in order to place Russell's literary significance in proper
perspective for this study.
"Surely the element of genius may be conceded to
any man who comes upon a new vein of expression."^®

This

new vein of expression was the use of Negro dialect in his
writings.

Joel Chandler Harris, considered by many as the

greatest writer of dialect literature, wrote the introduction
for the first edition of Poems by Irwin Russell.

In this

introduction he evaluates the place of Russell as follows:

l®Katherine Taylor Baskerville, op. cit.
l^Will Conerly Daniels, "The Life and Works of Irwin
Russell" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Louisiana State
University, 1936).
^®Tiroes Picayune (New Orleans), January 23, 1929.
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Irwin Russell was among the first -if not the very first -- of Southern writers
to appreciate the literary possibilities of
the Negro character, and of the unique
relations existing between the two races
before the war, and was among the first to
develop them. The opinion of an uncriti
cal mind ought not to go for much, but it
seems to me that some of Irwin Russell's
Negro-character studies rise to the level
of what, in a large way, we term litera
ture. His Negro operetta, "Christmas
Night in the Quarters," is inimitable. It
combines the features of a character study
with a series of bold and striking planta
tion pictures that have never been surpassed.
In this remarkable group -- if I may so term
it -- the old life before the war is repro
duced with a fidelity that is marvelous.
But the most wonderful thing about the
dialect poetry of Irwin Russell is his accu
rate conception of the Negro character. The
dialect is not always the best -- it is often
carelessly written -- but the Negro is there,
the old-fashioned, unadulterated Negro, who
is still dear to the Southern heart. There
is no straining after-effect -- indeed, the
poems produce their result by indirection;
but I do not know where could be found
today a happier or a more perfect represen
tation of Negro character. ^
As was explained more fully in the biographical
sketch, Russell's productive years were limited by death
to ten.

Those ten short years bore a remarkable harvest
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Irwin Russell, Poems by Irwin Russell with an
Introduction by Joel Chandler Harris (New York: The
Century Company, 1888), pp. 10-11.

in influence upon another great dialect writer, Thomas
Nelson Page.

Page made a notable contribution to the

Russell image by dedicating his book, Befo1 de War, to
him with this statement:
who awoke the first echo."

"To the memory of Irwin Russell
Page confessed his obli

gation to Russell's sister in a letter.

The following

excerpt from that letter gives a fuller statement of his
appreciation:
. . . I owe Irwin Russell a great deal.
I wonder if you ever saw the little bit of
dialect verse in the volume Armistead C.
Gordan and I wrote entitled, Befo1 de War.
I wrote it the evening I saw the account
of your brother's death. The volume is
dedicated to your brother's memory. But
I owe more than I could pay in that or any
other way for he unlocked
the outer door
no
and let me in . . . . 3
Page is further quoted as saying that Rus^ll " . . .
laid bare a lead in which others have since discovered
further treasures."24
Harris and Page thus furnish validity to the theory
that "Russell's place in literary history does not depend
solely on the estimation put on his own work but is assured

York:

22a . C. Gordan and T. N. Page, Befo' de War (New
Scribners, 1888), dedication page.
23Katherine Taylor Baskerville, op. c i t ., p. 52.
24william Malone Baskerville, op. cit., p. 10.

by the fact of his influence on those he preceded in this
new field.rt25
Not only did he bring into use the differences of
dialects, but he was an opportunist of a sort by capita
lizing upon local color to add interest.
His priority in the fictional use of
Negro dialect has been frequently empha
sized, but I wish to emphasize his prior
ity in utilizing for literary purposes the
social and institutional conditions in
which he himself lived. Skill in the use
of a dialect is a purely literary excel
lence, but when a writer portrays and thus
perpetuates the peculiar life of a people
numbering four million, he is to that extent
historian; Irwin Russell's example in this
respect meant a complete change in Southern
literature. He did not go to Italy for his
inspiration as Richard Henry Wilde had done
. . . but you find the deeper poetic vision
that saw pathos and humor and beauty in the
humble life that others had condemned.26
"The year 1870 marks an epoch in the history of the
South.

...

new,for in

In literature it was the beginning of the
1870 the new movement in Southern literature

may be said to have been inaugurated in the works of

25w. L. Weber, Irwin Russell (publication of the
Mississippi Historical Society, 1899), p. 20.
26c. Alphonso Smith, Historical Elements in Recent
Southern Literature, (publication of the Mississippi
Historical Society, 1899), Vol. II, pp. 8-9.

Russell."27

Russell’s contribution is further substani-

ated by Albert Kern, writing for Library of Southern
Literature:
Irwin Russell's title to fame depends less
upon the quantity and quality of his poetry
than upon the nature of his material and its
historical significance. If the promise of
later development contained in his work be
set aside, it may be truthfully said that
his field was limited, and that, even though
the technique was excellent, the narrowness
of the range would ordinarily have prevented
him from receiving more than a passing notice
of Southern literature. But it is his dis
tinction to have discovered not only a new
literary form--the Negro dialect poem--but
also a new literary field--that of Negro life
--which has since been the most widely culti
vated of all fields in Southern literature.
These facts are sufficient to entitle him to
honorable mention; but it is his crowning
glory that in revealing this hitherto unworked
ground, he also turned the attention of Southern
writers to Southern subjects and caused their
writings to take on a truer and more distinc
tive note. He was a pioneer in the movement
that has caused Southern literature since
1870 to reflect (as true art must always do)
the life of the people that produce it, and
it is just because of this clearly defined
right to distinction that Russell's fame will
live longer than that of many writers who
have surpassed him in the volume of their
work and in the breadth of their renown. It
is for this reason also that he has been
ranked above many who are better known, and

27Ibid.. p. 7.

has gained a place among the leaders of
Southern Song--Lanier, Hayne, Timrod,
Russell.2®
Accredited as being the M . . . first to put the
Negro character to literary a c c o u n t " a n d ". . . a pioneer
writer in the exploration of Negro character and life for
purely artistic

p

u

r

p

o

s

e

s

,

he also " . . .

won reputa

tion for his metrical delineation of Negro character."31
Russell was one of the pioneers of the
new era which had as its most marked charac
teristic the use of American themes and back
ground and absolute truth to American life.
No section of the social era was too lowly
or unknown for him to take as material for
his art. He could even plan to write a
Negro novel with all of its characters Negroes
and write the first chapter. Little, however,
that he planned ever came to completion;
the thin volume of poems published after his
death was but a fragment of what he might
have written under happier conditions. As
it is, he must, like Lanier, be treated as
one of those brief excited lives that are
found ever at the opening of new romantic

2®Alfred A. Kern, "Irwin Russell," Library of
Southern Literature (New Orleans: Martin and Hoyt Co.,
1917), Vol. X, pp. 4606-4607.
29c. D. Warner (ed.), Library of the World1s Best
Literature, Ancient to Modern (New York: International
Society, 1898), Vol. 43, p. 473.
®OWalter L. Fleming, The South in _the Building of
the Nation (Richmond, Virginia: Southern Historical
Publication Society, 1909), Vol. XII, p. 365.
3lMontrose J. Moses, The Literature of the South
(New York: Crowell, 1910), p. 472.

eras--Novalis, Chatterton, Burns, Keats-poets who left behind only fragments of what
might have been, but who influenced enor
mously the writers that were to be. 32
Russell's literary significance is well defined,
though limited in scope.

He undoubtedly inspired others

to follow his lead in the use of dialect as a tool to
be used in vivid character portrayal.

He depicted the

South as he knew, appreciated, and enjoyed it.

Had he

lived in less trying times, perhaps his contributions
would have been greater in all the fields of his literary
endeavors.
is not

However, the primary interest of this study

the quantity but the quality of his work.

scopeof this study will be limited to his

The

poetry written

in Negro dialect.
There is included in the appendix a bibliography
of Russell's published works and a bibliography of accounts
written about him and his works.

See pages

32pretj Lewis Pattee, American Literature Since
1870 (New York: Century, 1915), p. 292.

CHAPTER III

A LITERARY DIALECT AND A
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A literary dialect is a limited modification of
a given language.
Both the terms the 'language* and
a 'dialect* designate merely the peculiar
body of linguistic detail which the
speakers of a particular group under ob
servation at a given moment are seen to
have in common. . . . Dialects of all
kinds are merely the convenient sum
maries of observers who bring together
certain homogenetics in the speech
habits of a group and thus secure for
themselves an impression of unity.1
The modifications to the "language" in the dialect
under consideration are regional, social, and cultural.
It is regional, being confined to the west central
section of the state of Mississippi and is limited to
the Negro speech of that region.

2

Let us note, however,

^George Philip Krapp, The English Language in
America (New York: Century, 1925), Vol. I, p. 226.
2

Much of the material for Irwin Russell's
poems was gathered by observation or experience and
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that the race alone does not produce the dialect as "a
normal Negro has no physical handicap which would hinder
him in forming any sounds in the English language.

He

is the subject or victim of environment just like any

is definitely related to the Port Gibson area. The fol
lowing information was obtained from the private papers
of Mrs. J. M. Taylor loaned to me by her nephew. Mrs.
Taylor was a personal friend of Russell's and devoted
much of her time prior to her death in establishing
a Russell Memorial; the Port Gibson City Hall is housed
in the Irwin Russell Memorial Building.
"Christmas Night in the Quarters" was written
as a result of one of the poet's visits to Jefferies
Plantation about eight miles from Port Gibson. The
poem "Nebuchadnezzar" is based on an incident that hap
pened on the main street of Port Gibson. Mahsr Johnny,
in the poem "Business in Mississippi," was Mr. John
Burnet, and the store building is now occupied by the
Claiborne Hardware Co. The poem, "Mahsr John" is about
Mr. John Taylor Moore of Port Gibson. The two poems
that deal with law, "Wherefore He Prays that a Warrent
May Issue," and "The Mississippi Witness" are supposed
to have been based on experiences that Russell witnessed
while a partner in Judge Baldwin's law office in Port
Gibson. These accounts are also recorded in a Master's
Thesis, "A Study of the Life and Writings of Irwin
Russell," by Katherine Taylor Baskerville, George Peabody
College, 1929. Marble quotes Russell as having told
him that the first inspiration to use dialect came
while listening to a domestic called Old Misis. Russell
further states that this is the dialect he adopted.
He continued, "I then thought and still think it (the
dialect he adopted) is in strict conformity to their
use of it." (Charles C. Marble, "Irwin Russell,"
Critic, XIII (November 3, 1888), 214.) The incident
to which Russell referred happened in Port Gibson when
Russell was about seventeen years of age, and he was
still living in Port Gibson when Marble questioned him
about the source of the dialect.
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other person confronted with a language; he but reflects
his teachings and associations."

3

The social and cultural modifications of the
dialect cannot easily be separated, but they are both pre
sent in a marked degree.

The relatively complete separation

of the Negroes into communities in certain areas helped
Negro-English dialects to persist.
In 1850, the Negroes in Mississippi accounted for
51.2$ of the population of the state.

In 1860,

the last normal year of slavery, the
Negroes of Mississippi numbered 437,303,
as compared with 353,901 whites. (All
but about seven hundred of the Negroes
were slaves.). . . . The great mass of
those (the slaves) who were of working
age were field hands, and knew little
more than the simple skills which were
needed in their daily tasks. Rela
tively small numbers had received spe
cial training as artisans or house
servants. Even smaller numbers had
received the cultural veneer and com
parative sophistication that came with
town life.

3
T. Earle Pardoe, "A Historical and Phonetic Study
of Negro Dialect" (Unpublished dissertation, Louisiana
State University, 1935), p. 250.
4
Vernon Lane Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi
1865-1890 (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 13.
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In the post-war South, the majority of the Negroes
would have preferred to own or rent land, but their eco
nomic status forced them to work as agricultural day
laborers.

Limited educational facilities and poor economic

conditions deterred and delayed social and cultural changes.
These delays consequently delayed language change.
It is to Russell's credit that he recognized the
literary possibilities of this group and represented them
with appreciation.

Russell declared his esteem in a letter

to Marble preserved for us in the Critic.

The following

excerpt serves as a basis for understanding Russell's
attempting to write poetry in Negro-English dialect.
Many think the vein is a limited one,
but I tell you it is inexhaustible. The
Southern Negro has only just so much civili
zation as his contact with the white man
has given him. He has been only indirectly
influenced by the discoveries of science,
the inventions of human ingenuity, and the
general progress of mankind. Without edu
cation or social intercourse with intelligent
and cultivated people, his thought has been
necessarily original. He has not been con
trolled in his convictions by historic prece
dent, and yet he has often manifested a
foresight and wisdom in practical matters.
I am a Democrat, was a rebel, but I have
long felt that the Negro, even in his
submission and servitude, was conscious
of his higher nature and must some day
assert it. The white master alone stood
in the way of it. I have felt that the
soul should not be bound and must find a
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way for itself to freedom. The Negro race,
too, in spite of oppression, has retained
qualities found in few others under like
circumstances. Fortitude, it has always
been distinguished for; hospitality and
helpfulness are its natural creed; brutality
considering the prodigious depth of its
degradation, is unusual. It does not lack
corage, industry, self denial, or virtue.
The petty vices it is true, are common,
and perhaps inevitable, and are the best
assurance of the absence of those that
are more formidable and dangerous. Surely
the Anglo-Saxon deprived of the ordinary
helps and stimulants of civilization,
would have degenerated into the beasts of
the field. So the Negro has done an
enormous amount of thinking, and with
only such forms of expression as his
circumstances furnished him, he indulges
in paradox, hyperbole, aphorism, sen
tentious comparison. He treasures his
traditions, he is enthusiastic, patient,
long suffering, religious, reverent. Is
there not poetry in the character? I
say there is. But it is a despised and
humble race, and is not contemplated in
this respect.
The accuracy of the presentation of a literary
dialect depends upon the clarity of conception in the
author's mind.

Professor Kern, writing for the Library of

Southern Literature, says:

"The dialect of Russell is that

spoken by the Mississippi Negro, and in the main his use of

5Charles C. Marble, "Irwin Russell," Critic,
XIII (November 4, 1888), 214.

it is correct."^

A contemporary of Russell, Charles C.

Marble, gives the following evaluation:
He was extremely nice in the use
of language, being for so young a man,
deeply read in English literature, which
he had lovingly studied and habitually
imitated. The closeness of his study of
Chaucer and Percy's Reliques may account,
in some degree, for the accuracy with
which he produced the dialect of the
Southern Negro. His ears and eyes were
trained and his excellent knowledge of
phonetics enabled him to represent
vocal sounds with singular success.
Marble was familiar with Russell's study and read
ing habits, and he may be accurate in evaluating Russell's
ability; but his academic record does not bear witness
to any formal training in the fields of phonetics or
linguistics.

Perhaps Russell was an opportunist, as he

was not the first to use Negro character or to suggest
g

Negro dialect.

^Alfred A. Kern, "Irwin Russell," Library of
Southern Literature (Atlanta: Martin and Hoyt Co., 1907),
Vol. X, p. 4606.
7
Marble, op. cit., p. 199.
g

There is no record of formal training in dialect
study, but this does not eliminate the possibility of an
acute awareness of dialect. Prior to the time that Russell
was attending St. Louis University, work was being written
on Negro-English and its dialect characteristics. F. Max
Muller, Professor of Comparative Philology at Oxford and a
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All the evaluations of Russell's dialect writings
were not complimentary.

Paul H. Buck in his book The Road

to Reunion, says that Russell was undisciplined, careless,
and untrained in his poetry and that it was his inner sense
rather than the use of dialect character that made him the
progenitor of Harris.

9

There is some evidence to support the theory that
he was first in using Negro-English dialect with any degree
of accuracy.

Dr. Alphonso C. Smith, in the section, Dialect

Writers, prepared for the Cambridge History of American
Literature, says that Russell's dialect, "both in grammar and
in its rhetoric, is an improvement on everything that had
preceded it."

Foreign Member of the French Institute, used the topic
Phonetic Decay and Dialectic Growth in Negro English as
part of a lecture entitled Phonetic Changes delivered at
the Royal Institution in 1861 and again in 1863. These
lectures were later published in book form by Charles
Scribner's Sons, entitled The Science of Language Founded
on Lectures Delivered at the Royal Institution in 1861
and 1863.
9
Paul H. Buck, The Road to Reunion (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1938), p. 201.
Alphonso C. Smith, Dialect Writers, Cambridge
History of American Literature (New York: C. P. Putman's
Sons, 1918), Vol. II, p. 354.

Some element of truth is present in all of these
reports, although at first glance they seem to contain
contradicting evaluations.

In subjecting Russell’s Negro-

English dialect writings to careful analysis, a more valid
estimate of his presentation can be made.
No valid evaluations of standard or dialect speech
patterns dating to the period or Russell's productivity
are available.

It is safe to assume, however, that some of

the dialect characteristics Russell uses as Negro had their
counterpart in the speech of the white of the same area.
The case for this assumption is adequately proven by many
writers on Negro-English dialect; Wise, Pardoe, Krapp, and
Ives are but a few.

Ives says, " A dialect, then, represent

the use in one locality of speech traits that are generally
found elsewhere but nowhere in exactly the same combination
Such dialects as have been used for
literary purposes in America represent on
the whole relatively slight departure from
the forms of standard speech, and they
always imply the standard speech as the
background against which the dialect speech
is contrasted.^

Sumner Albert Ives, "The Negro Dialect of the
Uncle Remus Stories (Unpublished dissertation, University
of Texas, 1950), p. 34.
Krapp, op. c i t ., p. 228.

Russell as a pioneer in a field lacked a prece
dent as to form.

He had to establish a method of portraying

what he thought he was hearing.

In facing the problem of

the
. . . manipulation of the conventional
alphabet to represent pronunciation, an
author is further limited by his desire to
be read and by his sense of artistic fit
ness. . . . His literary representation,
therefore, must be restricted by what he
is able to indicate clearly and by what he
considers the proper compromise between
art and linguistics. ^
There are many features of pronunciation that are
considered dialect in one area that in another area would
not be so considered.

Russell was exposed to two areas

during the formative period when his language patterns would
have been crystallizing.

Russell was writing in Mississippi

he considered this state his home, but his early educational
training was in St. Louis, Missouri.

This factor cannot be

overlooked in analyzing his dialect writings.
If Russell's speech patterns follow that of General
American, the Negro-English pronunciation would necessitate
the use of dialect writing of the "r's."

13

Ives, o p . c i t ., p. 37.

It is important to
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remember that an author of a literary dialect which repre
sents the speech of a literary character from his own area
may not feel the necessity of recording features that a
reader from another area would consider essential.
However, if a Georgian were writing
the speech of an Oklahoman he might write
wahterr; and an Oklahoman might write
wawtuh in representing the dialect of a
Georgian. Neither, when trying to repre
sent the speech of his own area would
find any reason to alter the spelling of
the word. Nor should the literary critic
or casual reader feel any annoyance at
this practice, for spelling changes that
would appear necessary to a reader from
Chicago would appear merely capricious
to a reader from Atlanta and a reader
from Boston would expect still another
set of spelling changes.^
Since an author speaks some dialect of a language,
it but naturally follows that he associates his pronunciations
with the vowels and consonants in conventional orthography.
In summary, if a literary dialect is to be accu
rately analyzed the analysis must take into consideration
the author’s dialects and the dialects of the people repre
sented.

These restricting features are intrinsic, and

Russell’s literary dialect cannot be separated from them.

14

Ives, op. c i t ., pp. 39-40.
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The sample of data for this study is Russell's
twenty-four Negro-English dialect poems.
the twenty-four poems are monologues.

All but one of

The exception is

"Christmas Night in the Quarters," which is expository
verse.

However, within its framework are contained three

monologues.

The monologues are all spoken by men, with the

possible exception of the "Mockingbird" in which the speaker's
identity is not clearly established.

Four of the poems are

about birds and animals, four can be classified as character
studies, four deal with

some form of amusement, five treat

the subject of business, and seven discuss religion in some
form.
In establishing a method of analysis, the first
step was to list all the features used by Russell that could
be considered dialect.

This listing included all words

indicating a dialect by phonetic, grammatical, or lexical
peculiarities.
In the process of listing the data, Russell's
variations assumed a pattern.

"When an author sets out to

represent a dialect in literature, he makes his own selection
of what features to record."^

So it was with Russell, and

^Ives, o p . c i t ., p. 35.

in completing the listing certain groupings

became

evident, and since an analysis must be based on the features
selected by the author for his use in representing the
dialect, these became the features for consideration.
The word lists for each poem were rearranged so
that words similar in dialect characteristics were placed
together.

After going through all twenty-four of the poems,

sorting and listing dialect features, ten general categories
emerged under which all of the collected listings could be
categorized.

Although the words are used as individual

units taken out of context, it should be noted that they
are written as part of a whole utterance.
Let us look briefly at each category.

1.

Dialect Indicators
As the term implies, the words classified under this

category do not contribute to the actual dialect.
eye dialect words only.

They are

The changes in the orthography do

not change the pronunciation.

Examples are Russell's use of

Krapp calls these centers of association.
George Philip Krapp, English Language in America, I,
(The Century Co.: New York, 1925), p. 230.

See

"w'u'd" for "would,” "sh'u’d" for ’’should” and "lissen” for
"listen.”

The dialect indicators contribute nothing con

structive; their sole value is to help condition the reader.

2.

Lost Word Elements
In Russell’s writings the most conspicuous use of

Lost Word Elements is the absence of prefixes.

Three

examples from the poem "Blind Ned” are "amuses” written as
" ’muses”; "around” written as "’roun"' and "requires”
written as ” *quires."

17

It should be further noted that lost word elements
as used here as a classification follows Wise’s classi
fication and is used to indicate "various forms of syllable
loss."

3,

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants
Russell uses the device of Dropping Sounds or the

Loss of Consonants in all twenty-four poems.

The t_ and d

17Tremaine McDowell, "Notes on Negro Dialect in
American Novels to 1821," American Speech, V, No. 4 (April,
1950), p. 293. "Combined with the loss of word elements is
the use of the apostrophe to indicate omissions. This
helpful device in reading orthographic dialect was first
introduced by James F. Cooper in The Spy."
18
Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 293.
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are the consonants most frequently dropped.

Twelve other

consonant sounds are occasionally dropped.

The following

are taken from the poem "Blind Ned" and illustrate the
dropping of t and d.
left is written“lef1
just is written jes1
let is written le1
fast is written fas'
fanciest is written
fancies1
finest is written fines1
let me is written l e ^ e
4.

Substitutions:
b for v1®
t_ for [0]
d for [0 ]

blind is written blin1
behind is written behin1
second is written secon1
mind is written min1
and is written an1
kind is written kin1
land is written Ian'
send is written sen

for [0 ]
_d for [8 ]
n for [q]

The substitution of t and f for [0] and of cJ for
[8 ] in the initial and medial positions is used with a great
deal of consistency by Russell.
In a final position f and v are frequent sub
stitutes for [0 ] and [8 ], and d is substituted for [0 ] in
the final position occasionally, primarily in "with."

19The earliest use found by the writer of the
substitution of b for v as a characteristic of Negro dia
lect in consistent manner was the year 1808. Mrs. Tabetha
Tenny in Female Quixotism set this as a trait of NegroEnglish dialect and it has been a rather consistent part
of dialect studies ever since. (Tabetha Tenny, Female
Quixotism Exhibited in Romantic Opinions and Extravagant
Adventures of Dorcasins (Boston: Sheldon, 1808, 2d Ed.).)
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The use of n as a substutite for (13] in the final
position is found in all of the poems.
Although the following verse from "Selling a Dog"
does not contain an illustration of all of the types of
substitutions used by Russell, it will serve to illustrate
this category:
Now, Master will you knows it -he's wuf mo'n dat a heap
R'al'y, I's a-doin' wrong to let
him go so cheap.
Don't you tell nobody, now what
wuz de price you paid -My ol' ooman's gwine to gib
me fits, sah I's afraid.
5.

Vowel Changes
All orthographic Vowel Changes that Russell uses in

his dialect poetry are listed.

Some of these do not indicate

a change of pronunciation and so are listed both under Vowel
Changes and Dialect Indicators.
"stayed" written "staid."

An example of this is

In this word the substitution does

not actually indicate a pronunciation different from the
standard, although it is not written in the usual orthography.
However, in no case of an indicated pronunciation change is a
historical shift implied.

In each of the twenty-four poems

the feature of Vowel Changes is present.

A few illustrations

of spellings that indicate a pronunciation change are:
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Standard
Orthography

Russel1•s
Dialect

Vowel
Indicated

Kentucky
worth
heard
judge
was
point

Kaintucky
wuf
heered
jedge
wuz
pint

[ei]
[a ]
[i ]
[e]
[a ]
[ai]

6.

Concord and Verb Tense
"Business in Mississippi" yields the following

illustrations of this feature as used by Russell.
is you
I is
I's
4. we wuz
5 . I know'd
6.
I tells
7. you is
8.
all thinks
1.
2.
3.

9.
io.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16 .

others wants
offers is
dey's
I has
I beliebes
you's
dere's
dat's

Numbers 1, 7, and 14 are virtually the same, but
it was deemed wise to list them all for emphasis.

Numbers

2 and 3 are also of the same type and are included for the
same reason.

7.

Intrusive Vowels
Russell shortens many words by dropping the pre

fixes as previously discussed under Lost Word Elements,
but on occasion he adds a prefix.

The device of adding a

prefix does not find its way into all of the poems, but a
sufficient number of cases arise to merit mention.

The
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following are some examples:

a-tunin', a-gwine, a-droppin,

a-playin', a-pickin1, a-runnin', and a-patchin'.

8.

Intrusive Words
Let us look at a few examples before we comment on

Intrusive Words as an area of analysis.
(1)
(2)

"War came" is written "War it came."
"Aboard the" according to Russell is "Aboa'd
of de."
"You are going to" in dialect form is "You
gwine for to."
"Ashamed to" is written "'shamed fur to."

(3)
(4)
The
taken are:

complete phrases from which three and four were
"You gwine for to leave us" and "'shamed fur to

look at a hoe."

The intrusive words do not distract from

the meaning and appear to be used as a form of emphasis.
9.

Word Order
The following illustrations give a sample of

Russell's uses that are classified under this division:
(1)
(2)
(3)

You better had
Dey'd cheat off de horns of a cow
You’ll easy get 'long

If we reword the phrases selected for illustration
into the form more often seen, the identity of better, off,
and easy as adverbs shows the reversal.
would read:

Usually the phrases

(1)
(2)
(3)

You had better
They'd cheat the horns off a cow
You'll get along easily

lO. Word Changes and Word Substitutions
"One of the influences contributing to linguistic
change, especially in the speech of the illiterate or
very young, is 'folk-etymology,' or the association of parts
of words with other words perhaps better known to the
speaker."2<^
There are several of these formations in the
dialect selections under consideration.

If this element of

dialect is to be considered accurate, similar examples will
appear in the speech of informants used as a check of
Russell’s accuracy and efficiency of presentation.

Consider

the following examples of Word Changes and Word Substitutions
(1)

"celebrated" is written "sullybrated";

(2 ) "millenium"

appears as "mulennium."
An adequately accurate picture of Russell's efforts
can be drawn after the analysis of the twenty-four poems.
However, this does not establish a criteria for evaluating
his faithfulness to the Negro-English dialect he purports
to present. Additional evidence from outside the writings

20

Ives, o p . c i t ., p. 173.
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must be secured.

This evidence needs to represent the

same geographical region and be secured from informants of
a comparable social and cultural group.

21

Six Negro informants were located who were willing
to be used in a language study.

An attempt was made to

secure informants of advanced age, with little formal ed
ucation.

The youngest of the six selected informants is

fifty-six and the oldest is seventy-nine.
formants are men and one is a woman.

Five of the in

The amount of formal

education reported ranged from one month to five years.
When we consider that the average school year was four months,
the informants can be classified as uneducated or poorly
educated.

The period of time that has elapsed since

Russell was writing is too great to be able to find informants
who were contemporary with him.

However, as has been

explained earlier, there was in the state cultural isolation
that delayed language changes.

Geographically the in-

"If he would make any attempt at verification of
what he finds through his analysis, the student is required
to learn the actual speech of the characters from some
source other than the dialect writer's representation. This
means, of course, that he must get a large body of phonetic
material taken from the speech of real persons of the same
class and living in the same area as the characters."
Ives, o p . c i t ., p. 43.
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formants are suitable.

Two of them have lived in the Port

Gibson area all of their lives and the others are residents
of Hinds County, one county removed from Claiborne.

The

Natchez Trace connected Port Gibson and Clinton, and Russell
was a frequent visitor in Clinton and Jackson.

Both

locales are in the west central section of the state of
Mississippi.
The actual interviews with the informants were
carried on in a friendly, cordial atmosphere in order to
get as natural speech patterns as it is possible to obtain.
The classifications of contents of Russell's works were
used as guide for the interviews.

The informants were asked

about early memories, favorite stories, school experiences,
fishing, hunting, customs and practices of their youth,
churches, preachers, gardening, things about their commun
ities, stories told them by their parents, and home medicine.
The informants were very cooperative and most of them told
some experience that could in some way parallel a subject
used by Russell for one of his poems.
The tape-recorded interviews were transcribed
phonetically.

The material gathered from each informant

was closely analyzed and the examples of the general cate
gories arrived at by the analysis of Russell's works were

selected and listed under each category.

The analysis of

the speech from the six informants furnished six sets of
data.
Copies of the tapes are filed with the Speech
Department and the Linguistic Program of Louisiana State
University, because, as was stated earlier, it will not
be long before this picturesque speech, one of the heri
tages of the "Old South," will no longer exist.
The methodology used in the analysis of Russell1s
Negro-English dialect can be summarized as follows:
(1) The dialect characteristics used by Russell
to represent Negro-English dialect were analyzed
and the classificatory divisions determined.
(2) All words written to indicate dialect in
the twenty-four Negro dialect poems under con
sideration were placed in the classificatory
divisions.
(3) Distribution sheets were made for each
poem showing the words used in that poem as
assigned to the various divisions. These dis
tribution sheets show the standard orthography
of the word with the standard regional phonetic
transcription using Kenyon and Knotts' A
Pronouncing Dictionary of American English as
a pronunciation guide, plus the dialect spelling
and its equivalent phonetically.
(4) Six aged Negro informants were secured and
speech samplings were gathered, by use of a tape
recorder, on subject matter that was as near
parallel as possible to that covered in the poems.

(5) A phonetic transcription was made of the
speech of the informants. All illustrations
of the dialect features used by Russell were
selected and organized into distribution
sheets corresponding to those made of the
dialect poems.
(6 ) A comparison was
acteristics chosen by
Negro-English dialect
accuracy and adequacy

made based upon the char
Russell to represent
to determine Russell's
as a dialect writer.

(7) Russell was evaluated as a dialect writer
on the basis of his faithfulness to the NegroEnglish dialect he was attempting to present.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF RUSSELL'S POEMS

This chapter contains the analysis of the twentyfour poems written by Russell in which he used Negro Dialect.
The ten features chosen by Russell to be characteristic of
the dialect are used as the method of analysis.

Under the

subject headings designated for each feature are listed
the examples of that feature found in the poem.

In order

to make the changes used by Russell more apparent, the
standard orthography is shown on the left in contrast to
Russell's use in the first column on the right.

A form

recognized by Kenyon and Knott* as representative of
Southern usage is phonetically transcribed after the standard
orthographic form.

Following the word as used by Russell

is a phonetic transcription of the suggested dialect usage.

\john Samuel Kenyon and Thomas Albert Knott, A
Pronouncing Dictionary of American English (Springfield,
Mass.: C. S. C. Merrian Co., 1953).
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"Christmas Night in the Quarters"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

hear - [hie]
wagon - [waegi n ]
should - [$ud]
four - [fOU G]
again - [egen]
corners - [kouenez]
took - [tuk]
steamer - [stime]
could - [kud]
couldn't - [kudnt]
apron - [eiprin]
wouId - [w u d ]
two Christmases - [tu
kr ism es i z ]
precious - [pre$Gs]
balance - [bselents]
righteous - [rait$9s]

heah - [hie]
waggin1 - [wsegin]
sh'u'd - [$ud]
foah - [foug]
ag'in - [egen]
cornahs - [kouenez]
tuk - [tuk]
steamah - [stime]

2.

c ’u 'd - [kud]

c'u'dn't - [kxrdnt]
aprin - [eiprin]
wud - [wud ]
two christmauses - [tu
krismesi z]
preshes - [prejes]
balunce - [bselents]
righchus - [rait$es]

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

alone - [sloun]
bellowing - [belouig]
united - [junaitid]
salute - [selut]
again - [©gen]
opposite - [apGzit]
before - [befoue]
away - [ewei]
opossum - [opasem]
allowed - [elaud]
several - [several]
aboard - [eboued]
except - [iksept]
tapering - [teipeiq]
curious - [kjuries]
perhaps - [pohaeps]

•lone - [loun]
bel'rin' - [belrin]
•nited - [naitid]
s'lute - [slut]
gin - [gm]
opp'site - [apzit]
'fore - [foue]
'way - [weI]
possum - [pasem]
'lowed - [laud]
sebral - [sebrel]
board - [boued]
cep' - [sep]
tap'rin' - [teiprin]
curi's - [kjuris]
p'r'aps - [prseps]

Standard:

Dialect:

gentlemen - [d3entelmon]
gathering - [gceSerio]
depending - [dependig]
upon - [epon]
Israel’s - [izrielz]
according - [ekordiq]
despise - [dispaiz]
violet - [vaielit]
because - [bikoz]
immediately - [imidiitli]

gemmen - [d3emen]
gath'rin - [gaeSrin]
'pendin' - [pindin]
'pon - [pon]
Isrul's - [izrelz]
’cordin’ - [kordin]
spise - [spaiz]
vi'let - [valit]
kase - [keiz]
immejitly - [imidjitli]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
must

-

[mAst]

most - [moust]
just - [d3Ast]
rest - [rest]
best - [best]
left - [left]
kept - [kept]
beasts - [bists]
except - [eksept]
slightest - [slaitist]
lost - [lost]

mus’ - [mAs]
mos’ - [mous]
[des]
des
res
res' - [res]
bes' - [bes]
lef - [lef]
kep' ■ [kep]
be as 1es - [bisiz]
'cep' - [sep]
'cep'
slightes - [slaitis]
los’ - [los]

[d]
and - [send]
old - [otrld]
behind - [behaind]
mind - [maind]
hold - [hoxrld]
stand - [stand]
sound - [satmd]
find - [faint]
children - [tjildrin]

an' - [aen]
ol1 - [oul]
behin’ - [bohain]
min' - [main]
hoi' - [hoiil]
stan1 - [stasn]
soun’ - [saun]
fin' - [fain]
chillun - [tjilen]

[w]
always - [olweiz]

alius

-

[o I a

z

]
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Standard:

Dialect:

[6 ]
that - [8aet]
there - [See]
them - [Sem]

1at
'ar
1em

lecture - [lekt$e]

lecter - [lekte]

[3 ]
just - [d3Ast]

des - [des]

[set]
[®r]
[em]

[b]
before - [befotre]
4.

afore - [efoue]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 6 ]
this - [Sis]
the - [8e]*
there - [See]
that is - [Seet 12]
that there - [8set 8ee]
them - [Sem]
they - [Sei]
then - [Sen]
themselves - [Semselvz]
there - [See]
another - [enA0e]
leather - [leSe]
weather - [weSe]
together - [tegeSe]
brother - [brA0e]

dis - [dis]
de - [de]
dar - [daee]
dat1s - [deets]
dat ar - [daet see]
dem - [dem]
dey - [dei]
den - [den]
deysef - [deisef]
dere - [dee]
anoder - [enAde]
ledder - [lede]
wedder - [wede]
togedder - [tegede]
brudder ■■ [brAde]

[f for 0]
breath - [bre0]
nothing - [nA0iia]

bref - [bref]
nuffin - [nAfin]

* The unstressed form is used, as Russell used the de for the
in his literary dialect, to indicate the unstreraed form.

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0]

wid - [wid]

[t for 0 ]
through - [0ru]

troo - [tru]

[r for f]
after - [aefte]

arter - [arte]

[b for v]
traveling - [trsevlig]
level - [level]
over - [ouve]
give - [giv]
of - [av]
very - [veri]
river - [rive]
every - [evri]
several - [severel]
heavy - [hevi]
levee - [levi]
overflow - [otrveflotr]
even - [iven]

trabbelin - [treeblin]
lebbel - [lebel]
ober - [oube]
gib - [gib]
ob - [ab]
berry - [beri]
ribber - [ribe]
ebery - [ebri]
sebral - [sebrel]
hebby - [hebi]
lebbee - [lebi]
oberflow - [oubeflou]
eben - [iben]

[n for 13]
logging - [log 113]
dragging - [drcegig]
drawing - [droig]
bellowing - [belotriQ]
trying - [traiig]
hauling - [holig]
nothing - [nASig]
stalling - [stolig]

loggin - [login]
draggin' - [dragin]
drawin* - [droin]
bel'rin - [belrin]
tryin* - [traain]
haulin' - [holm]
nuffin - [nAfin]
stallin' - [stolin]

The _th in with is equally acceptable transcribed with
the [6]. However, the informants used in this study
used the [6]. Therefore, as the question is one of
substitution, the with will be transcribed [wi0 ] through
out this study.
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Standard:

Dialect:

squawking - [skwokig]
missing - [misiq]
clearing - [klirig]
nailing - [neilig]
chipping - [tjipifl]
sawing - [so 113]
gathering - [geeSeig]
resting - [rsstig]
sounding - [satmdig]
1aughing - [leef113]
pshawing - [$0113]
dropping - [drapig]
sailing - [seilig]
paling - [peilig]
fussing - [fASiq]
cursing - [kasig]
bossing - [bosig]
tapering - [teip^ig]
singing - [si 13113]
stringing - [strigig]
playing - [pleiig]
patting - [paetig]
dancing - [daentsiq]
showing - [$017113]
growing - [grorrig]
blessing - [bltsifl]
bowing - [bo 17113]
according - [akodig]
doing - [duig]
licking - [likig]
hammering - [haanarig]
kicking - [kikig]
twisting - [twistig]
bumping - [bAmpig]
looking - [Ink 113]
talking - [tolkig]
walking - [wolkig]

squakin* - [skwokin]
missin' - [missin]
cl'arin* - [klarin]
nailin - [neilin]
chippin' - [tjipin]
sawin' - [acin]
gath'rin - [gee8rin]
restin' - [restin]
soundin' - [saundin]
a-laughin’ - [alaefin]
a-pshawin' - [ejoin]
a-droppin’ - [adrapin]
a-sailin' - [aseilin]
palin' - [peilin]
fussin - [fASin]
cussin' - [kASin]
a-bossin' - [abosin]
tap'rin' - [teiprin]
a-singin' - [asigm]
stringin' - [strigin]
a-playin' - [epleim]
pat tin' - [paetin]
dancin1 - [daentsin]
showin* - [journ]
a-growin' - [egrouin]
blessin - [blesin]
bowin' - [bouin]
cordin' - [kordin]
doin' - [duin]
lickin' - [likin]
hommerin - [houmern]
kickin' - [kikin]
twistin' - [twistin]
bumpin' - [bAmpin]
lookin - [ltikin]
talkin - [tolkin]
walkin' - [wolkin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

always - [olweiz]
hearse - [h3 s]

huss

alius - [oIaz]
-

[hAs]

Standard;

Dialect:

sir - [s 3 ]
get - [get]
well-broken - [wel brotrken]
fellow - [felon]
just - [d3Ast]
sir - fs 3 ]
first - [fast]
real - [ril]
hammering - [haaneriq]
presently - [prezentli]
going - [gotrig]
bye and bye - [bai aend bai ]
politely - [polaitli]
Negroes - [nigronz]
figures - [figjaz]
gentlemen - [dgentolniQn]
can't - [kaent]

sah - [sa:)
git - [git]
well-bruk - [wel brAk]
feller - [fele]
des - [des]
sar - [sa©]
fust - [fASt]
rale - [reil]
hommerin' - [homnerin]
pruzently - [prAzentli]
gwine - [gwain]
bimebye - [baimbai ]
perlitely - [pelaitli]
niggers - [nxgdz]
figgers - [fig©z]
gemmen - [dgemen]
caint - [keint]
kin - [kin]
shet - [$et]
fotch - [fats]
fur - [f 3]
dar - [dae©]
shorely - [jourli]
yo - [jou]
sot - [sat]
wuk - [wAk]
wukin' - [wAkin]
a-cl'arin' - [©klarin]
Whut - [MAt]
wuz - [w a z ]
cotched - [katjt]
Jarsey - [dgarzi]
druv - [drAv]
heered - [hird]
sech - [setj]
riz - [riz]
bust'd - [bAstsd]
bruk - [brAk]
sarpents - [sarp©nts]
cuss - [kAs]
sot - [sat]
whar - [Mar]
holp - [hoalp]
har - [har]

can - [keen]
shut - [$At]
fetch - [fet$]
for - [foe]
there - [Sea]
surely - [Jurli]
your - [jn©]
set - [set]
work - [wsk]
working - [w3 ki$]
clearing - [klirig]
what - [Mat]
was - [waz]
caught - [kot]
Jersey - [dgszi]
drove - [drouv]
heard - [hsd]
such - [sAt$]
rose - [rouz]
bursted - [bSstid]
broke - [brouk]
serpents - [sSpents]
curse - [k3 s]
sat - [saet]
where - [me©]
help - [help]
hair - [has©]

Standard:

Dialect:

join - [d30in]
until - [ontil]
spirit - [spirit]
because - [bokoz]
little - [litl]
notice - [nontis]
judge - [d3Ad3 ]

jine - [d3ain]
untel - [ontel]
sperrit - [spent]
bekase - [bskeiz]
leetle - [litl]
notus - [nontes]
jedge - [d3ed3 ]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

you are - [ju a:]
I am - [ai son]
people ride - [pip^ raid]
well broken - [wel bronki}]
they know - [6ei non]
they take - [Sei teik]
folks get - [fonlks get]
they blow - [8ei blon]
they fling - [5ei fliQ]
they sail - [8ei sell]
they make - [8ei meik]
fiddle is - [fidl iz]
you know - [ju non]
had caught - [hsed kot]

you is - [ju iz]

it came - [it keim]
people were drown [pipl w3 draunj
Ham, who was - [hsan hu waz]
she sounded - [$i saundid]
we do - [wi du]
we are - [wi a:]
we go - [wi gou]
it does - [it dAz]
birds hop - [bsdz hap]
we have - [wi haev]
we know - [wi non]
it isn't - [it iznt]
we come - [wi kAm]
you want - [ju wont]

I's - [aiz]
people rides - [pipl raidz]
well bruk - [wel brAk]
they knows - [8ei nonz]
they takes - [8ei teiks]
folks gets - [fonlks gets]
dey blows - [dei blonz]
dey flings - [dei fliqz]
dey sails - [dei seilz]
dey makes - [dei meiks]
fiddle sun - [fidl can]
you knows - [ju nonz]
had done cotched - [heed dAn
kat$t]
it comes - [it kAmz]
people wuz drownded [pipl w a z dranndid]
Ham what wuz - [hsan Mat waz]
she soun' - [$i saun]
we does - [wi dAz]
we's - [wiz]
we goes - [wi gonz]

it do - [it du]
birds hops - [b3dz haps]
we
we
it
we
you

has -[wi heez]
knows - [wi nonz]
ain't - [it eintj
comes - [wi kAmz]
wants - [ju wonts]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

logging - [logig]
squawking - [skwokig]
clearing - [klirig]
nailing - [neilig]
chipping - [ t $ i p i g ]
sawing - [soig]
traveling - [traevslig]
laughing - [Isefig]
pshawing - [So i a3
dropping - [drapig]
sad ling - [seilig]
bossing - [bosig]
singing - [ s i g m i
playing - [pleiig]
g rowing - [groin g]
feeling - [filig]
going - [going]
training - [treinig]

a-loggin' - [slogin]
a-squakin' - [sskwokin
a-cl'arin' - [sklarin]
a-nailin' - [sneilin]
a-chippin1 - [stppin]
a-sawin* - [ssoin]
a-trabbelin - [straebsl
a-laughin' - [slsefin]
a-pshawin* - [s$oin]
a-droppin’ - [sdrapin]
a-sailin' - [sseilin]
a-bossin' - [sbo sin]
a-singin' - [ssigin]
a-playin' - [splenn]
a-growin' - [sgromn]
a-feelin' - [sfilin]
a-gwine - [sgwain]
a-trainin - [streinin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

the rain kept - [5s rein
kept]
Noah had caught [nous heed kotj
you could hardly hear [ju kud ha:dli his]
so to amuse - [so tu smjuz]

de rain it kep - [do rein
it kep]
Noah had done kotched [nous haed dAn katjt]
you c'u’dn't hardly heah [ju ktrdnt ha:dli his]
so fur to amuse - [so fa to
smjuz]
an1 sorted ob 1era - [sen
sostd ab em]
I mebbe mout - [a: meibi
matrt ]
a-trainin* fur to [streinin f3 tu]
it ain't no matter [it eint no msete]
what wid all de f u s s i n ' [Mat wid ol de f A S i n ]

and sorted them - [send
soetd Sem]
I might - [ai malt]
training to - [treinig tu]
it doesn't matter [it dAznt meets]
with all the fussing [wi9 ol 5 © fas113]
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9 . Word Order
Standard:

Dialect:

all the people were drowned [ol 5 9 pipl w 3 draund]

de people all wuz drowned
out - [de pipl w a z

draxmdid arrt]*
10.

Word Changes and Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

ladies won't permit -

ladies don't submit leidiz dount sobmit]
pollytishners - [paliti^nez]
watermillion - [watomiljon]
gwine - [gwain]
oberflow - [oubeflou]
immijitly - [imidjitli]
critters - [kritoz]
painter - [peinta]
bimebye - [bambai]
ob ebery sort o beas'es [ab ebri soot o bisoz]

[leidiz wont pormit]
politician - [paloti$9n]
watermelon - [watomelon]
going - [gouig]
flood - [flAd]
immediately - [imidiet9I1]
creatures - [kritjoz]
panther - [paen0o]
bye and bye - [bai send bai ]
of every sort of beasts [av evri soot

qv

bists]

"Nebuchadnezzar"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

stubborn - [stAbsn]
Nebuchadnezzar [nebjeksdneze]

stubbo'n - [stAbsn]
Nebuchadnezzah [nebjokednez©]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

suspect - [sespekt]
more than - [mour 8aen]
have - [haev]
of - [af, av]
powerful - [paTrf9l]

s'pect - [spekt]
more'n - [motrrn]
a - [e]
o - [ott]
pow'ful - [paufel]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
and - [send]
mind - [maind]
find - [faindj
field - [fild]
•

an* - [sen]
min' - [main]
fin’ - [fain]
fiel* - [fil]
*

[t]
left - [left]
first - [f3st]
fact - [faekt]
just - [d3ASt]
must - [mAst]
4.

lef»
fus'
f ac'
jes'
mus'

-

[lef]
[fAs]
[feek]
[d3es]
[IDAS]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
devil - [devsl]

debbil - [debel]

Standard;

Dialect:

have - [heev]
never - [neva]
of - [av ]

hab - [haeb]
nebber - [nebe]
ob - [ab ]

[t for 6]

thing - [0iq]
through - [0ru]

t'ing - [tig]
t ’roo - [t ru ]

[d for 9]
with - [wiG]

wid - [wid]

[d for 6 ]
the - [8 e]
that - [8®t]
this - [8is]
there - [Sea]
that’s - [5 aets]
they - [8ei]
other - [a5 s]

de - [da]
dat - [dffit]
dis - [dis]
dar - [daa]
da t's - [dffits]
dey - [dei]
oder - [Ada]

[n for 13]
advancing - [sedvsentsig]
amazing - [aroeizig]
clicking - [eklikiQ]
coming - [kAmig]
dancing - [daentsu]]
grazing - [greizig]
holding - [houldig]
kicking - [kikig]
plowing - [plauifl]
prancing - [praentsig]
raising - [reisiio]
trying - [traig]

5.

advancin' - [sdvents
aroazin* - [smeizin]
a-clickin' - [akliki
comin - [kArain]
dancin* - [daentsin]
grazin* - [greizin]
a-holdin' - [ahonldi
kickin' - [kikin]
plowin' - [plauin]
prancin1 - [praentsin
rasin* - [reisin]
tryin* - [train]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

fetch - [fetj]
first - [fist]
for - [foe]

fotch - [fatj]
fus - [fAS]
fur - [fA]
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Standard:

Dialect:

figure - [figje]
just - [dgAst]
Negro - [nigrov]
spoiled - [spoild]
was - [waz]
where - [me©]
your - [jue]

figger - [fig©]
jes - [d3Es]
nigger - [nigs]
spiled - [spaild]
wuz - [w a z ]
whar - [Mae]
yo - [jou]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

are you - [a: ju]
I am - [ai aam]
mule does - [mjul d A z ]
where are - [m e © a: ]

is you - [iz ju]
I is - [ai iz]
mule do - [mjul du]
whar is - [m o © i z ]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

holding - [houldiq]
clicking - [klikig]

a-holdin' - [©houldin]
a-clickin' - [©klikin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

I’ll have you to know [ail heev ju t© non]

I'd hab you fur to know [aed haeb ju fa t© notr]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order u

lO.

in this selection.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions
Not represented in this selection.
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"Business in Mississippii••

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

blessed - [blest]

blest - [blest]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

around - [eratmd]
excuse - [ekskjuz]
improve - [impruv]
along - [eloQ]

'round - [raund]
'scuse - [skjuz]
'prove - [pruv]
'long - [lofl]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[1 ]
myself - [maiself]

myse'f - [maisef, mesef]

[d]
and - [send]
find - [faind]
found - [faund ]
friend - [frend]
hand - [hsend]
hold - [hotrld]
spend - [spend]
stand's - [staendz]
swindles - [swindlz]

an' - [sen]
fin' - [fain]
foun' - [faun]
frien' - [frin]
han' - [heen]
hoi' - [houl]
spen* - [spen]
stan's - [staenz]
swin'les - [swinlz]

[t]
fact - [fsekt]
honest - [anist]
just - [d3Ast]
let - [let]
must - [mAst]
master - [mseste]

fac' - [faek]
hones' - [anis]
jes' - [d3es]
le - [le]
mus' - [mAs]
mahsr - [mase]
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4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
devil - [dtvel]
never - [neve]
seven - [seven]
every - [evri]
living - [livig]
give - [giv]
believes - [belivs]
twelve - [twelv]
of - [av]

debbil - [debsl]
nebber - [neb©]
seben - [sebsn]
ebry - [ebriJ
libin - [libin]
gib - [gib]
beliebes - [belibz]
twelb - [twelb]
ob - [ab, oub]

[f for 0 ]
worth - [w©0 ]
nothing - [nA©H)]

Wuff - [W 3 f , W A f ]
nuffin - [nAfin]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[d for 8 ]
there - [5se©]
that - [5aet]
that is - [5aet iz]
the - [8 ©]
them - [5ero]
there - [6®©]
they - [5ei]
they are - [5ei a:]
there is - [8®e iz]
this - [8 is]
brother - [brA&e]
other - [a8 ©]
rather - [rae8 ©]

dar - [dee]
dat - [dat]
d a t 1 s - [deet s ]
de - [d©]
dem - [dem, dim]
dere - [daee]
dey - [del]
d e y 1s - [delz]
dere's - [daeez]
dis - [dis]
brudder - [brAde]
oder - [Ads]
rader - [raeda]

[n for g]
acting - [aektua]
bagging1s - [baagiQz]
examining - [igzaemeniQ]
cheating - [tJitiiQ]
keeping - [kipig]

act i n 1 - [aektin]
b a g g i n 1 s - [baeginz]
az am in i n 1 - [ezaananin]
c h e a t i n 1 - [t$it©n]
k e e p i n 1 - [kiprn]
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Standard:

Dialect:

pulling - [pulig]
toting - [toutIQ]
willing - [wilig]
living - [lrvig]
going - [gouiq]

pullin' - [pulin]
totin' - [toutin]
willin' - [wilin]
livin' - [livin]
gwine - [gwain]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [gouifl]
always - [olweiz]
real - [riel]
just - [d3Ast]
spoils - [spoilz]
for - [foe]
worth - [w30]
Negro - [nigrou]
if - [if]
master - [meeste]

gwine - [gwain]
alluz - [olez]
r'al - [rael]
jes - [d3es]
spiles - [spa:lz]
fur - [f3 ]
wuff - [wAf]
nigger - [nige]
ef - [ef]
mahsr - [ma:se]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

are you - [a: ju]
I am - [ai san]
I was - [ai waz]
we were - [wi ws]
I knew - [ai nju]
I tell - [ai tel]
you are - [ju a:]
all think - [ol Gigk]
others want - [ a 8 g z wont]
offers are - [ofez a:]
they are - [8ei a:]
I have - [ai heev]
I believe - [ai beliv]

is you - [iz ju]
I is - [a: iz]
I's - [a:z]
we wuz - [wi w a z ]
I know'd - [a: noud]
I tells - [a: telz]
you is - [ju iz]
all thinks - [ol 6iQks]
others wants - [ a 5 o z wonts]
offers is - [ofez iz]
dey's - [deiz]
I has - [a: hsez]
I beliebes - [a: belibz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels
Not represented in this selection.

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard;

Dialect;

it's true - [its tru]

it's nuffin else but true

I have been - [ai haev bin]

[its nAfin els bAt tru
I've done been - [a:v dAn
bin]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect;

no one ever - [non wAn eve]

didn't nebber nobody [didnt nebs nonbadi]

10.

Word Changes and Word

Standard;

Dialect:

condition - [kendijsn]
trade - [treid]
going - [gomg]

sedition - [sedijen]
custom - [kAStem]
gwine - [gwain]

"Selling a Dog"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

hear - [hie]
person - [p3sen]

heah - [hie]
pusson - [p3sen]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

more than - [moue Seen]
gentleman - [djentelmen]
believe - [beliv]
racoon - [rsekun]

mo'n - [raoun]
gemmen - [d3emen]
b 1liebe - [blib]
'coon - [kun]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
and - [send]
gold - [gould]
sold - [sould]
old - [ould]
stand - [stsend]
send - [send]

an' - [aen]
gol' - [goul]
sol • - [soul]
ol* - [oul]
stan' - [staen
sen' - [sen]

[t]
fast - [faest]
finest - [fainist]
just - [d3Ast]
last - [laest]
best - [best]
don't - [dount]
4.

fas' fines'
jes' las' bes’ don' -

[faes]
- [fai
[d3es]
[laes]
[bes]
[doun]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
believes - [belivz]

b*liebes - [blibz]
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Standard:

Dialect:

never - [neve]
ever - [eve]
savage - [saevidg]
have - [hsev]
give - [giv]
of - [av]

nebber - [nebe]
ebber - [ebe]
sabbage - [sffibidg]
hab - [haeb]
gib - [gib]
ob - [ab]

[d for 8 ]
this - [8 is]
there - [8aee]
that - [Sset]
the - [5e]
them - [8em]
father’s - [fa5ez]

dis - [dis]
dar - [daee]
dat - [dffit]
de - [de]
dem - [dem]
fader's - [fadez]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[f for 0 ]
worth - [w30]

wuf - [wAf]

[t for 0 ]
thanks - [Seqks]

t1anks - [teegks]

[n for g]
calling - [koliq]
fighting - [faitig]
seeing - [siig]
doing - [duig]
going - [going]
good-morning - [gud moenig]
drawing - [droig]
coming - [kAmig]

5.

callin' - [kolin]
fightin' - [faitn]
seein' - [siin]
a-doin' - [eduin]
gwine - [gwain]
good-Horning - [gud moenin]
drawn'

- [droin]
cornin' - [kAmin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

here - [hie]
just - [dgAst]
c an - [keen ]

hyar - [hjae]
jes - [d3es]
kin - [km]
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Standard:

Dialect:

worth - [w30]
going - [going]
your - [jus]
Negro - [nigrotr]
for - [foe]
sir - [s3]
really - [rili]
master - [maeste]
hear - [hie]

WUf

6.

-

[W A f ]

gwine - [gwain]
yo - [jov]
nigger - [nige]
fur - [fA]
sah - [sa]
r 'a l •y - [reili]
marster - [ma:ste]
h* jar - [hja:]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I am - [ai ean]
person ever ate [pssen eve eit]
you take - [ju teik]
you know - [ju non]
I came across - [ai keim
ekros]
they are - [5ei a:]
I have - [ai haev]
you want - [ju wont]

11s - [a: z ]
pusson ebber eat [P 3sen ebe it]
you takes - [ju teiks]
you knows - [ju notrz]
I come acrost - [a: kAm
ekrost]
dey i s - [dei iz]
I has - [a: haez]
you wants - [ju wonts]

7.

Intrusive Vowel

Standard:

Dialect:

doing - [duig]

a-doin' - [eduin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

that wretched dog [6aet ret $id dog]

dat ar wretched dog [dat a: ret $id dog]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

gentlemen - [dgentQluiQn]
going - [going]

gemmen - [djemen]
gwine - [gwain]

"Uncle Nick on Fishing"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

should - [jxrd]
breakfast - [brekfest]
stayed - [steid]
been - [bin]
instead - [instcd]
morning - [mo:nig]
clothes - [klotrz]

sh'u'd - [$ud]
bre'kfus' - [brekfes]
staid - [steid]
be'n - [bin]
insted - [insted]
mohnin' - [mo:nin]
clo'es - [klouz]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

around - [eraund]
along - [elog]
before - [befoue]
balance - [baelents]
astonishing - [estanejig]
about - [ebaut]
alight - [slait]
enough - [enAf ]
naturally - [naet$ereli]
obliged - [eblaid3d]
of - [av]
particular - [petikjele]
surprise - [sepraiz]
your - [jtre]
various - [veries]
them - [5em]
racoon - [rakun]
it would - [it wtrd]
gentleman - [djent^msn]
lazying - [leiziig]

1roun - [raun]
’long - [log]
'for - [fone]
ballus - [bales]
stonishin' - [stane$in
'bout - [batrt]
•light - [lait]
nuff - [naf]
nat' rally - [naetroli ]
'bliged - [blaidgd]

3.

o

-

[©,

a

]

tic'lar - [tikle]
s'prise - [spraiz]
yo - [jou]
vari's - [veris]
'em - [e m ]
'coon - [kun]
t'u'd - [tud]
gemmen - [d3emen]
lazin' - [leizin]

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
breakfast - [brekfest]

bre'kfus' - [brekfes]
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Standard:

Dialect:

soft - [soft]
must - [mASt]

sof* - [sof]

[3 ]
just - [dgAst]

m u s ’ - [mAs]

des* - [des]

[d]
and - [aend]
round - [raxmd ]
oldest - [ouldist]

4.

an ’ - [aen]
roun' - [raun]
ol'est - [oulist]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
ever - [eva]
have - [haev]
never - [neve]
very - [veri]
of - [av]

ebber - [ebe]
hab - [haeb]
nebber - [neba]
berry - [beri]
ob - [ab]

[d for 5]
that - [6®t]
they - [5ei]
then - [6en]
without - [wiSaut]
another - [anASa]
there - [5aea]
than - [6em]
together - [tageSa]

dat - [daet ]
dey - [del]
den - [den]
widout - [widaut]
anoder - [enAda]
dar - [dffia]
dem - [dem]
togedder - [tageda]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0]

wid - [wid]

[f for 0 ]
something - [sAinp0ig]

suffin - [sAfin]

[m for n]
instructions - [instrAkJanz]

instruckshums - [instrAkJAmz]

Standard:

Dialect:

[n for g]
1 aughing - [lsef133]
fishing - [f1 $ig]
toting - [tout 113]
fishing - [f1 $ig]
astonishing - [©stoning]
morning - [roo:nig]
hunting - [hAntig]
lazying - [leiziig]
copying - [kapng]
c atching - [keet Jig]
learning - [l 3 nig]
bobbing - [babig]
bearing - [berig, bserig]
coming - [kAmig]

5.

laughin' - [laefin]
a-fishin' - [ef1Jin]
totin' - [toutin]
fishin' - [fiSin]
'stonishin' - [stanijin
mohnin' - [mo:nin]
huntin' - [hAntin]
lazin' - [leizin]
copyin' - [kap11n ]
cotchin' - [katjin]
larnin' - [la:nin]
bobbin' - [babin]
bearin' - [berm, beerin
cornin' - [kAmin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

always - [olweiz]
for - [foe]
hear - [hie]
was - [waz]
if - [if]
until - [entil]
surely - [$ueli]
can - [kaen]
again - [egen]
notice - [noutis]
early - [sli]
worms - [w3mz]
took - [tuk]
circumstances [s3kemstaentsi z ]
serpent - [s3pent]
presently - [prezentli]
pretty - [priti]
certain - [ssten]
catch - [kffitj]
catching - [kaetjig]
little - [litl]

alius - [oles]
fur - [f3]
heah - [hie]
wuz - [w a z ]
ef - [ef]
untel - [entel]
shorely - [jouli]
kin - [kin]
ag'in - [eg 1 n ]
notus - [noutes]
yurly - [jsli ]
wums - [wAmz]
tuk - [tAk]
sarcumstances [sarkemstaentsi z]
sarpent - [sa:pent]
prusently - [prAzentli]
putty - [puti]
sartin - [sa:ten]
cotch - [katj]
cotchin1 - [katjin]

leetle - [litl]
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Standard:

Dialect:

Jersey
cart steady
such -

Jarsey - [d3azi]
kyart - [kja:t]
studdy - [stAdi]
sech - [set$]
j'ints - [djaints]
block an tickle [blak sen tikel]
skeer - [ski:e]
foller - [fale]

- [djazi]
[kart]
- [stedi]
[sAt$]

joints - [djoints]

block and tackle [blak said taekel]
scare - [skaee]
follow - [falo]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

you hear - [ju hie]
you have - [ju hsev]
you’re - [jus]
you've - [juv]
you do - [ju du]
you quit - [ju kwit]
you know - [ju nou]
you drop - [ju drap]
you see - [ju si]
I'm - [aim]
I have - [ai haev]
I am - [ai am]
I put - [ai put]
I start - [ai start]
I happen - [ai haepsn]
I get up - [ai get Ap]
they ever make [8ei eve meik]
they get - [Sei get]
they hunt - [Sei hant]
they take - [6ei teik]
luck is broken [lAk iz broken]
they wait - [Sei weit]
they settle - [Sei setl]
they step - [8ei step]
carts are - [kats a:]
carts run - [kats rAn]

you heahs - [ju hiez]
you has - [ju haez]
you's - [juz]
you's - [juz]
you does - [ju dAz]
you quits - [ju kwits]
you knows - [ju notrz]
you drops - [ju draps]
you sees - [ju siz]

I's - [a:z]
I has - [a: haez]
I is - [a: iz]
I puts - [a: puts]
I starts - [a: starts]
I happens - [ar haepenz]
I gets up - [a: gets Ap]
dey ebber makes [dei ebe meiks]
dey gits - [dei gits]
dey hunts - [dei hAnts]
dey takes - [del teiks]
luck is broke [lAk iz brouk]
dey waits - [dei weits]
dey settles - [dei setlz]
dey steps - [dei steps]
kyarts is - [kjarts iz]
kyarts runs - [kjarts rAnz]
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Standard;

Dialect:

gentlemen make [d3ent9lmen meik]
poles are - [poolz a: ]
saw - [so]
sun has risen [sAn haez rizen]
word is spoken - [w 3 d
iz spooken]

gemmen makes [d3£m©n meiks]
poles is - [potrlz iz]
seed - [sid]
sun has ria [sAn haez riz]
word is spoke - [wod
Iz spook]
fishes - [fijiz]
dey age - [dei eid3 ]

fish - [fi$]
their age - [8ser eid3]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

fishing - [fi$uo]
bobbing - [babig]

a-fishin' - [efi$in]
a-bobbin' - [ebabin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

they set - [5ei set]

dey takes and sots [dei teiks fiend sats]
all you has to do is up
and go - [ol ju haez
to du iz Ap eend goo]

all you have to do is go [ol ju heev to du iz goo]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

gentlemen - [d3ent linen]
before - [bofooo]
balance - [baelonts]
tackle - [taekel]
lazying - [leizii^]

gemmen - [d3emen]
afore - [ofooo]
ballus - [bselos]
tickle - [tikel]
laz'in1 - [leizin]

"Novern People"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

could - [kud]

c *u 1d - [kud]
Christuns - [kristjenz]
flouah - [flaue]
heah - [hie]
chu'ch - [t$3t J]
w 1u 1d - [wud ]

Christians - [krist$enz]
flour - [flaue]
hear - [hi e]
church - [t$3t$]

would - [wnd]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

about - [ebatrt]
suppose - [sepouz]
have - [heev]
opossum - [oupasem]
ignorant - [ignerent]
desirable - [dezairebel]
remember - [remembe]
gentlemen - [d3entelmen]

’bout - [baut]
s ’pose - [spouz ]
ha1 - [hae]
’possum - [pasem]
ign’ant - [ignent]
1sirable - [zairebel]
’member - [membe]
gemmen - [d3£men]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
must - [mAst]
taste - [teist]
just - [d3Ast]
first - [f3s t ]
suggest - [sAgd3£st]
reconstruct - [rikenstrAkt]

m u s ’ - [mAs]
tas ’e - [teis]
jes - [d3es]
fuS - [fAS]
surjes - [sed3£s]
recomstruc - [rikemstrAk]

last - [leest]

las’ - [lees]

[d]
and - [send]
told - [totrld]
gold - [gouid]

an’ - [een]
tol’ - [toul]
gol1 - [goul]
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Standard:

Dialect:

dreadful - [dredfel]
mind - [maind]
around - [©raund]
old - [otjld]

dreffle - [drefel]
minf - [main]
aroun* - [©ratm]
ol1 - [oul]

[S]
them - [6em]
that - [Ssetj

4.

'em - [Em]

'at - [set]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
lives - [livz]
river - [rivs]
never - [neve]
silver - [silv©]
caved - [keivd]
give - [giv]
live - [liv]
over - [ouv©]
heaven - [hev©n]
favored - [feivsd]

libs - [libz]
ribber - [rib©]
nebber - [neb©]
silber - [si lb©]
cabed - [keibd]
gib - [gib]
lib - [lib]
ober - [oub©]
hebben - [heben]
fabored - [feibed]

[f for 9]
through
north mouth south -

- [Gru]
[no:0 ]
[man©]
[satrS]

froo
norf
mouf
souf

-

[fru]
[no:f]
[mauf]
[sauf]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0]

wid - [wid]

[d for 6 ]
them - [6em]
the - [Se]
they - [Sei]
there - [See©]
there's - [Saesz]

dem - [dem]
de - [di, ds]
dey - [dei]
dar - [da©]
dar's - [deesz]

Standard:
they're - [3eia]
that - [3aet]
br o t h e r s - [brASaz]
that s' - [8aets]
their - [Sees]

Dialect:
dey's - [deiz]

dat - [daet ]
brudders - [brAdaz]

dats' - [dffits]
deir - [daee]

[v for 6 ]
northern - [no:5an]

novern - [no:ven]

[m for n]
reconstruct - [rikenstrAkt]

recomstruc'

- [rikamstrAk]

[n for g]
fixings - [fiksigz]
dropping - [drapig]
feeling - [filig]
working - [wskig]
going - [going]

5.

fixin's - [fiksinz]
droppin* - [drapin]
feelin' - [film]
wukin' - [wAkin]
a-gwine - [agwain]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

where - [m e g ]
there - [3eea]
somewhere - [s a i d m e g ]
for - [foa]
get - [get]
again - [agen]
working - [wakig]
if - [if]
can - [keen ]
first - [f 3s t ]

whar - [m o .:]
dar - [dffia]
somewhar - [sAinMa: ]

share - [$ffie]
going - [going]

sheer - [$ia]
a-gwine - [agwain]
some-un - [sAman]
fotoh - [fat$]
pore - [poua]
ellyphunts - [elifants]
seed - [sid]

someone - [sAmwan]
fetch - [fet$]
poor - [prre]
elephants - [elafants]
saw - [so]

fur - [f3:]
git - [git]
ag'in - [agin]
wukkin' - [wAkin]

ef - [ef]
kin - [kin]

fus' - [fAs]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard;

Dialect;

saw - [so]
Grant came - [grant keim]
they dress - [Sei dres]
elephants grow [elsfGilts grou]
they put - [6ei put]
they've - [Seiv]
they make - [8ei meik]
we owe - [wi ou]
I'm - [aim]
it is - [it iz]
we are - [wi a: ]
you tell - [ju tel]

seed - [sid]
Grant come - [grant kAm]
dey dresses - [dei dressz]
ellyphunts grows -

7.

[elifents grouz]
dey puts - [dei puts]
dey's - [deiz]
dey makes - [dei meiks]
we owes - [wi ouz]
I 1s - [a:z]
it am - [it aan]
us is - [a s i z ]
you tol' - [ju toul]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard;

Dialect:

dropping - [drapig]
going - [gouig]

a-droppin' - [adrapin]
a-gwine - [ogwain]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard;

Dialect;

they sell out [8ei sei aut]
mind to see -

dey all sell out [dei ol sei aut]
min' fur to see [main fAr to si]
we ought fur to 'member [wi ot f 3 ts mimbe]
fur to open - [f3 tu otrpen
dug fur to get - [dAg fa
t9 get]

[maind ta si]
we ought to remember [wi ot to rimembs]
to open - [tu oupon]
dug to get - [dAg ts get]

9.

Word Order

Standard;

Dialect:

they feel dreadfully big [5ei fil dredfoli big]

dey’s dreffle big feelin'
[deiz dref} big film]

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

dreadful - [dredfal]
elephants - [Elafents]
circumference - [sakiunf arants J

dreffle - [drcfel]
ellyphunts - [elifants]
sarcumferymince -

millenium - [mslemam]
creatures - [krit$az]

mulennium - [mjuliniam]
critters - [kritaz]

[sa:kAmferimin^s]
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"Wherefore He Prays That a Warrant May Issue"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

case - [keis]
hear - [hie]
course - [koues]
business - [biznis]
door - [done]
floor - [flotre]

kase - [keis]
heah - [hie]
co'se - [koues]
bizness - [biznis]
doah - [done]
floah - [flotre]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

because - [bekoz]
remember - [remembe]
about - [obaut]
tolerable - [talerebel]
allow - [elatr]
expected - [ikspektid]
almost - [olmoirst]
across - [ekros]
appeals - [epilz]

'kase - [keiz]
'member - [membe]
'bout - [baut]
tol'ble - [talbel]
'low - [lau]
'spected - [spektid]
'mos* - [mous]
'crost - [krost]
•>peals - [pilz]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]

and [send]
found
- [fatmd]
find
-[fain]
field
- [fild]
pound
- [paund]

an' - [sen]
foun' - [faun]
fin'-[fain]
fiel - [fil]
poun' - [paun]

[t]
last
kept
lost

- [laest]
- [kept]
- [lost]

las'
kep'
los'

- [las]
- [kepj
- [los]

Standard:

Dialect:

almost - [olmoust]
fact - [faekt]

fac’ - [faek]

'mos' - [mous]

[1 ]
myself - [maiself]

m y se’f - [maisEf]

[3]
just - [d3ASt]

des - [dss]

4.

Substitutions:

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
never - [nevs]
everything - [EvoriOio]
save - [seiv]
give - [giv]
every - [evri]
devil - [devel]
heavy - [hevi]

nebber - [nEbe]
eberthin - [EbeOin
sabe - [seib]
gibe - [gib]
ebery - [sbri]
debbil - [dEbal]
hebby - [hEbi]

[f for 0]
something - [sAmpBiQ]
death - [dE0]
breath - [br£0 ]
nothing - [nA0i 13]

s o m e f i n - [sAmfin]
d e f f - [d£f]
b r e f f - [brEf]
nu f fin * - [nAfin]

[d for 6 ]
the - [So]
that - [Saet]
this - [Sis]
there - [Saeo]
then - [Ssn]
other - [a&g]
they - [Sei]
that1s - [Saets ]

de - [de]
dat - [daet ]
dis - [dis]
dar - [daee]
den - [den]
oder - [Ad s]
dey - [dei ]
dat s - [daet s ]

[n for g]
taking - [teikig]
feelings - [filiflz]

takin - [teikin]
feelin's - [filinz
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Standard:

Dialect:

nothing - [nABiq]
running - [rAnig]
coming - [kAmiQ]
going - [going]
stealing - [stilig]
laying - [leiig]
burning - [banig]
getting - [getig]
scooting - [skutig]
flying - [flaiig]
running - [rAnig]
laughing - [laefig]

nuffin' - [nAfin]
runnin' - [rAnin]
cornin' - [kAmin]
a-gwine - [©gwain]
stealin' - [stilin]
layin' - [lei in]
burnin* - [b3nin]
gettin' - [getin]
a-scootin' - [©skutin]
flyin' - [flaiin]
a-runnin' - [©rAnin]
a-laughin' - [©lsefin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

scared - [skaesd]
justice - [dgAstis]
sir - [s3]
if - [if]

skeered - [skied]
jestis - [d3estis]
sah - [sa]
ef - [ef]
nigger - [mg©]
mahsr - [ma:se]
skacely - [skeisli]
wuz - [w a z ]
tuk - [tAk]
fur - [f3]
a-gwine - [©gwain]
shorely - [$otrli]
gits - [gits]
gal - [geel]
cotch - [kat$]
cain't - [keint]
borry - [bari]
kase - [keiz]
bile - [bail]
des - [des]

Negro - [nigrotr]
master - [maeste]
scarcely - [skaeesli]
was - [waz, waz]
took - [ttrk]
for - [foe]
going - [going]
surely - [$u©li]
gets - [gets]
girl - [g3 l]
catch - [kaet$]
can't - [keent ]
borrow - [barou]
because - [bekoz]
boil - [boil]
just - [d3Ast]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

he said - [hi sed]

sez he - [sez hi]

Standard:

Dialect:

said I - [sed ai]
said she - [sed $i]
are you - [a: ju]
I knew - [ai nju]
I am - [ai aan]
it grew - [it gru]
I began - [ai begaen]
I have - [ai haev]
I think - [ai Gigk]
do you - [du ju]
I didn't hear [ai didnt hie]
ashes came - [ae$iz keim]
I scorn - [ai skoen]
I studied - [ai stAdid]
I get - [ai get]

sez I - [sez a:]
sez she - [sez $i]
is you - [iz ju]
I knowed - [a: noud]
I is - [a: iz]
it growed - [it groud]
I begins - [a: biginz]
I is - [a: iz]

7.

I thinks - [a: Gigks]
does you - [dAZ ju]
I didn't heard [a: didnt had]
ashes come - [aejiz kAm]
I scorns - [a: skoenz]
I study - [a: stAdi]
I gets - [a: gets]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [going]
scooting - [skutig]

a~gwine - [egwain]
a-scootin' - [eskutin,
eskuten]
a-runnin' - [erAnin]
a-laughin' - [elaefin]

running - [ r A n i g ]
laughing - [laefig]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

happened to remember [haspand t© rimembe]
that chicken was [5®t tjikin waz]
Henry did me [henri did mi]

happened fur to 'member [haepend f3 t© mimb©]
that chicken he was [daet t$ikin hi w a z ]
Henry went and done me [henri went aend dan
mi ]
I isn't got no wood [a: izgt gat nou wud]
I didn't see nobody [a: didgt si nobadi]

I have no wood [ai haev nou wud]
I saw no one [ai so nou WAn]

Standard:

Dialect:

I heard no one [ai h 3d non wjvn]

I didn't heard nobody [a: didnt h3d nobadi]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

Phyllis and I -

me and Phyllis [mi send f ili s]

[filis send ai ]

10.

Word Changes and Word

itution

Standard:

Dialect:

civil - [sivel]
fire place - [faie pleis]

swivel - [swivel]
chimney place - [t$imni
pleis]
conbersatiorm [kanbeseitiourem]

conversation [kanveseiJen]

"The Mississippi Witness"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

hear - [hie]
different - [difrent]
says - [sez]

heah - [hie]
di f1rent - [difrant]
sez - [s e z ]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

serious - [sirias]
offense - [afents]
elucidates - [alusadeits]
remembers - [rimembaz]
about - [abatrt]
attorney - [et3ni]
around - [araund]
advise - [advaiz]
gentlemen - [d3entalman]
without - [wi0aut]
decide - [disaid]
desire - [dizaia]

ser'ous - [siras]
'fense - [fents]
1lucidates - [lusedeits]
'members - [membaz]
'bout - [baut]
turner - [t3ne]
'roun - [ratm]
'vise - [vaiz]
gemmen - [d3&man]
dout - [daut]
•cide - [said]
zires - [zaiaz]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
just - [d3Ast]
district - [distrikt]
strict - [strikt]
facts - [faekts]
fact - [faekt]
last - [laest]

jes - [d3es]
deestric - [distrik]
stric' - [strik]
fac's - [faeks]
fac' - [faek]
las' - [lees]

[d]
and - [aend ]
around - [araund]

an' - [asn]
roun' - [ratm]
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Standard:

Dialect:

hold - [hould]
around - [eraund]
found - [faund]
find - [faind]

hoi1 - [houl]
aroun' - [eraun]
foun' - [faun]
fin' - [fain]

[b]
between - [betwin]

4.

atween - [stwin]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
gives - [givz]
evidence - [evudants]
very - [veri]
give - [giv]
everything - [evriGi^]
driving - [draivig]
of - [av]

gibs - [gibz]
ebbydence - [ebedsnts]
berry - [beri]
gib - [gib]
eberyt'ing - [ebritig]
dribin' - [draibin]
ob - [ab]

[t for 0 ]
everything - [evriGig]
think - [Gigk]

eberyt'ing - [ebritiij]
t'ink - [tigk]

[f for 0]
something - [sAmpGig]
nothing - [nAGig]
[d for

6

somefin - [sAmfin]
nuffin - [nAfin]

]

the - [Se]
this - [Sis]
that - [Seet]
these - [Ssesz]
there's - [Saesz]
that's - [Saets]
they're - [Seis]
then - [Sen]
there - [Seee]
there's - [Saesz]
therefore - [Saeefoe]

de - [ds]
dis - [dis]
dat - [daet]
dese - [diz]
dere's - [daeez]
dat - [daets]
deys - [deiz]
den - [den]
dar - [da]
dar's - [daB9 :z]
darfore - [daesfoe]
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Standard:

Dialect:

[n for q]
stealing - [stiliq]
trifling - [traiflig]
coming - [ k A m m ]
driving - [draivig]
loafing - [loufig]
something - [sAmpGig]
turning - [t3nig]
good-morning - [gud moiniiQ]
making - [meikig]
nothing - [nA0ig]

5.

stealin' - [stilin]
triflin' - [tra:flin]
cornin' - [kAmin]
drivin' - [dravin]
loaf i n • - [loufIn]
somefin - [sAmfin]
a-turnin* - [at3nin]
good-mornin1 - [gud mo:nin]
makin' - [meikin]
nuffin - [nAfin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

if - [if]
Negro - [nigrou]
judge - [d3Ad3 ]
was - [waz]
where - [m e g ]
heard - [had]
district - [distrikt]
somewhere - [sAinMea]
point - [point]
master - [maeste]
sir - [s3]
serious - [siries]
machine - [me$in]
sirs - [s3z]
until - [antil]
church - [1531J]
just - [djASt]

ef - [tf]
nigger - [nige]
jedge - [d3ed3 ]
wus - [w a z ]
whar - [m:]
heered - [hiad]
deestric - [distrik]
somewhar - [sAmwa:]
point - [pa:nt]
mahsr - [ma:sa]
sah - [sa:]
ser'ous - [sires]
mersheen - [majin]
sahs - [sa:z]
untel - [antel]
chu'ch - [ t $ A t $ ]
jes - [d3Es]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I'm - [aim]
you are - [ju a:]
I elucidate - [ai ilusadeit]

I's - [a:z]
you is - [ju iz]
I 'lucidates - [a:
lusadeits]

Standard:

Dialect:

you make - [ju meik]
I heard - [ai hsd]
they're - [5e q ]
you want - [ju wont]
you have - [ju heev]
you say - [ju sei ]
you tell - [ju tel]
you catch - [ju kffit$]
you turn - [ju t3n]
you're - [juo]
he said so - [hi sed sou]
was stolen - [waz stoulen]
fellow did - [felo did]
said he - [sed hi]
you say - [ju sei]
you turn - [ju tsn]
you come - [ju kAm]
he says - [hi sez]

you makes - [ju meiks]

7.

I heered - [a: hied]
dey's - [deiz]
you wants - [ju wonts]
you has - [ju hsez]
sez you - [sez ju]
you tells - [ju telz]
you cotches - [ju kat$iz]
you turns - [ju t3nz]
you's - [juz]
he sesso - [hi sez sou]
wuz stole - [w a z stoul]
fellar done - [fele dAn]
sez he - [sez hi]
you sez - [ju sez]
you turns - [ju t3nz]
you comes - [ju kAmz]
he say - [hi sei]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

turning - [t3niio]

a-turnin' - [otsnin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

to turn - [tu t3n]

fur to turn - [f3 tu t3n]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

defendant - [difendont]
attention - [eten^en]
attorney - [etani]
exactly - [igzaektli]

fender - [fende]
contention - [kentinjen]
turner - [t3ne]
perzackly - [pazaekli]

"Blind Ned"
1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

nature - [neitjo]
hear - [hi 9]
practicing - [praekti si 13]
c an - [kaen ]

natur' - [neitje]
heah - [hie]
practisen - [praekti sin]
kin - [kin]

2,

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

amuses - [emjuzu]
around - [erannd]
instrument - [instrsmsnt]
expect - [ikspekt]
out of the - [ant av 80]
requires - [rikwaisz]

'muses - [mjuziz]
'round - [raun]
inst'ument - [instemont]
'spec - [spek]
out de - [ant de]
'quires - [kwaioz]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
left - [left]
just - [d3Ast]
let - [let]
fast - [faest]
fanciest - [faantsiist]
best - [best]
finest - [fainist]
let me - [let mi]

lef' - [lef]
jes' - [d3es]
le' - [le]
fas' - [faes]
fancies - [faensiz]
bes* - [bes]
fines' - [fainis]
le' me - [lemi]

[d]
blind - [blaind]
behind - [behaind]
second - [sekend]
mind - [maind]
and - [aend ]

blin* - [blain]
behin' - [behain]
secon' - [seken]
min' - [main]
an' - [aan, on ]

Standard:

Dialect:

kind - [kaind]
around - [©raund]
land - [laend]
send - [send]
old - [ould]

kin* - [kain]
roun' - [raun]
Ian' - [leen]
sen' - [sen]
ol' - [otjI]

[b]
before - [bQfoir©]

afore -[efou©]

[g]

recognized - [rekegnaizd]

reco'nized - [reksnaizd]

[w]
woman - [woumon]
equals - [ilwelz]

ouman - [oomsn]
ekals - [ik©lz]

tr]
instrument - [instranont]
4.

inst'ument - [instsmsnt]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
never - [nev©]
have - [haev]
devil - [devel]
ever - [ev©]
give - [giv]
heaven - [hev©n]
seventeen - [sevsntin]

nebber - [neb©]
hab - [haeb]
debbil - [debsl]
ebber - [ebs]
gib - [gib]
hebbin - [hebin]
sebenteen - [sebentin]

[t for 0 ]
thought - [0ot]

fought - [tot]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]
without - [wiOaxrt]

wid - [wid]
widout - [widabt]
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Standard:

Dialect:

[f for 0]
nothing - [nA0iq]

nuffin - [nAfin]

[d for 5]
the - [So]
that - [5eet]
this - [Sis]
though - [Sotr]
there - [See©]
they - [Sei]
their - [Saee]
neither - [niS©]
other - [ a S © ]
[n for

de - [d©]
dat - [daet ]
dis - [dis]
dough - [dou]
dere - [dae©]
dey - [d e 1]
deir - [dae©]
neider - [nide]
oder - [Ad©]

13]

playing - [pl e n g ]
bowing - [borrw i13]
going - [goui^]
fi11ing - [fitig]
picking - [piki^]
looking - [lukig]
bragging - [brag 113]
playing - [p len g]
practicing - [praektiSI13]

a-playin' - [©plenn]
bowin' - [bouw in]
goin1 - [gouin]
fittin' - [fitin]
a-pickin' - [©pikin]
lookin' - [lrrkin]
braggin' - [braegin]
playin' - [plenn]
practisin' - [praekti sin]

[j for h]
here - [hir]

5.

yer - [jir]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

join - [d30in]
between - [betwin]
sir - [s3]
yes - [jes]
heaven - [heven]
can - [keen]
violin - [vaielin]
always - [olweiz]
where - [we©]
where'll - [me©1]

jine - [dgain]
atwixt - [©twikst]
sah - [sa]
yah - [ja]
hebben - [hebin]
kin - [kin]
violeen - [vaielin]
alius - [olez]
whar - [wa:]
whar'11 - [mq:1]
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Standard;

Dialect:

nothing - [nA0 ig]
wasn't - [wazsnt]
took - [tuk]
heard - [had]
just - [djASt]
little - [lit©l]
for - [foe]
was - [waz]

nuffin - [nAfin]
wuzn't - [wAZ©nt]
tuk - [tAk]
heered - [hied]

6.

jes - [d3es]
lettle - [lit©l]
fur - [fa]
wuz - [w

a z

]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I knew - [ai nju]
you are - [ju a;]
he ever knew - [hi ev© nju]

I knowed - [a : notrd ]
you's - [juz]
he ebber knowed - [hi eb©
noud]
David knowed - [deivid
noud]
dey isn't got [dei iznt gat]
I heered - [a: hierd]
I's buyed - [a:z bald]
I knows - [a : nouz]
you is - [ju iz]
ol’ as me - [oul eez mi]

David knew - [deivid nju]
they haven't got [8ei haevnt gat]
I heard - [ai h3d]
it's bought - [its bot]
I know - [ai nou]
you have - [ju haev]
old as I - [ould sez ai ]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

playing - [pleng]
picking - [pikig]

a-playin* - [©pleiin]
a-pickin* - [©pikin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

fiddle to keep [fid}, tu kip]
Bill is - [bil iz]

fiddle fur to keep [fidl fa tu kip]
Bill, he is - [bil hi iz]
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Standard:

Dialect:

the Lord - [5e loed]
science to fiddle [saisnts tu fidl]

the Lord, he - [6e loed hi]
science fur to fiddle [saients f3 tu fidl]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

wonder where he is now [wAnde w£9 hi iz natr]

wonder now whar he is [wAnde nau Mar hi iz]

10.

Word Changes and Word Subst Ltution

Standard:

Dialect:

musicians - [mjuzi$snz]
unless it's - [enles its]

musicianers - [mjuzi$en ez]
widout it's - [widaut its]
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"Mashr John"
1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

hears - [hiez]
stayed - [steid]
declare - [deklaee]
circumstance [s3kamstsents]
celebrated - [seldbreitd]

heahs - [hiez]
staid - [steid]
declar1 - [d©klae©]
sarcumstance [sa:k©mstaents]

2.

sullybrated - [sAlibreitd]

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

aristocratic [eri st ©kreet ik]
families - [faaneliz]
particular - [petikjel©]
allows - [elauz]
that - [5aet]
about - [©baut]
geniuses - [djimesiz]
suppose - [sspouz]
them - [5em]
along - [©lofl]
despised - [dispaizd]
around - [©ratmd]
gallery - [gaelsri ]
powerful - [patrwefsl]
besides - [bssaidz]
gentleman - [djentlmsn]

'ristocratic [ri stokrsetik]
fam'lies - [fsanliz]
'tic'lar - [tiki©]
'lows - [latrz]
'at - [eet]
bout - [baut]
gen'uses - [d3inesiz]
s'pose - [spotrz]
'em - [Im, ©m]
'long - [Io q ]
'spized - [spaizd]
roun' - [rairn]
gal' ry - [gaelri ]
pow1ful - [paufel]
'sides - [saidz]
gemmen - [d3em©n]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
greatest - [greitist]
just - [d3ASt]
best - [best]

greatis' - [greitis]
jes' - [d3es]
bes' - [bes]
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Standard:

Dialect:

kep- [kept]
mostly - [moustli]

kep1 - [kep]
mos'ly - [motrsli]

Id]
and - [send]
held - [held]
ground - [graund]
used - [juzd]
gold - [gotrld]
diamonds - [daimandz]
hold - [hotrld]
old - [ould]
behind - [behaind]
land - [lsend]
thousand - [Gauzand]
told - [tould]

an * - [een]
hel* - [hel]
groun' - [graun]
use' - [juz]
gol' - [goul]
diamon's - [daimanz]
hoi' - [houl]
ol' - [orrl]
bellin' - [behain]
lan1 - [leen]
thousanT - [Gatrzen]
tol' - [toxrl]

M
would - [wud]

u 'd - [u d ]

4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
everywhere - [evriMea]
ever - [eva]
very - [veri]
driving - [draivifl]
five - [faiv]
overseers - [orrvesiaz]
give - [giv]
every - [evri]
have - [haev]
of - [av]

ebrywhar - [ebriwa:]
ebber - [eba]
berry - [beri]
a-dribin1 - [adraibin]
fibe - [faib]
oberseahs - [oubasiaz]
gib - [gib]
ebry - [ebri]
hab - [hffib]
ob - [ab]

[d for 8 ]
those - [8otrz]
they - [8ei]
the - [8a]
there - [8aea]

dose - [douz]
dey - [dei]
de - [de]
dere - [dsea]

Standard:

Dialect:

this - [Sis]
then - [Sen]
that - [Saet]
that's - [Seats]
there - [Sees]
they would - [Sei wud]
them - [Sem]

dis - [dis]
den - [den]
dat - [dset]
dats - [daets]
dar - [daea]
dey'd - [deid]
dem - [dem]

[n for g]
talking - [tokig]
betting - [bet 113]
looking - [lukig]
fanning - [faeni g]
blacking - [blaekig]
tearing - [taerig]
running - [rAnig]
patching - [paet Jig]
Washington - [wajigtan]

talkin' - [tokin]
bettin' - [betn]
lookin' - [lukin]
fannin' - [faenin]
blackin' ■ [blaekin]
tearin' - [taerin]
a-runnin' - [arAnin]
patchin' ■ [peat $in]
Washintum - [wajintam]

[m for n]
Washington - [wajigtan]
Franklin - [fraegklin ]

5.

Washintum - [wajintam]
Franklum - [fraegklam]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

everywhere - [evriMea]
Washington - [wajigtan]
Franklin - [fraegklin]
such - [sAtj]
point - [point]
wasn't - [waznt]
was - [waz]
get - [get]
Negroes - [nigrouz]
shut - [$At]
just - [djASt]
heard - [hod]
carriage - [kaerid3 ]
mulatto - [malaeta]
Kentucky - [kentAki]

ebrywhar - [ebrifta:]
Washintum - [wajintem]
Franklum - [fraegklam]
sech - [setj]
p'int - [paint]
wuzn't - [wAznt]
wuz - [ w a z ]
git - [git]
niggers - [nigaz]
shet - [jet]
jes' - [dges]
heered - [hiad]
kerridge - [kerid3]
mulatter - [malaeta]
Kaintucky - [keintAki]

lOl

Standard:

Dialect:

took - [tuk]

tuk - [tAk]
whar - [wa:]
Loozyan - [luziaen]
wuked - [wAkt]
seed - [sid]
sarcumstance [s a :kemstaents ]
sat - [sat]
wuf - [ S A f ]
fur - [fa]
pore - [potTQ]

w he r e - [meg]

Louisiana - [luiziaena]
worked - [wakt]
saw - [so]
circumstance [sakemstaents]
set - [set]
worth - [w3G]
for - [foe]
poor - [pua]
celebrated - [selabreitid]
weren't - [want]

6.

s u l l y b r a t e d - [S A l i b r e i t i d ]
w a r n ' t - [wa:nt]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

they are - [Sei a : ]

I'm - [aim]
one came - [ « A n keim]

dey's - [dei*]
I* s - [a:z]
o n e c o m e - [wan

country grew - [kAntri gru]

country

growed

kAm]
-

[kAntri

groud]

he came - [hi keim]
I only have [ai ounli h a e v]

I see - [ai si]
you heard - [ju had]
were going - [w3 gouig]
saw - [so]
as much as I [aez mAtJ aez ai ]
times have - [taimz hsev]
I am - [ai san]
when I hear - [wen ai his]
I listen - [ai lisn]
I remember - [ai rimembd]
7.

he c o m e - [hi k A m ]
I only has [a: ounli h a e z]
I sees - [a: siz]
you heered - [ju hiad]
gwine - [gwain]
seed - [sid]
as much as me [aez matj aez mi]
times is - [taimz iz]
I 's - [a:z]
when I heahs - [Men a:
hi ©z ]
I listens - [a: lisnz]
I remembers - [a: rimembaz]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

setting - [setig]

a-settin' - [asetin]
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Standard:

Dialect:

blacking - [blaekiq]
driving - [draivig]
running - [rAnig]

a - b l a c k i n 1 - [eblaekin]
a-dribin' - [edrabin]

8.

a-runnin'

[erAnin]

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

war came - [woe keim]
weren't any of them [went eni av Sem]

war

9.

-

it

- [woe it k A m ]
a o n e ob ' e m [ w A z n t naer e w A n
eb em ]

wuzn't

come

nar

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

you had better [ju heed bete]

you better had [ju bete heed]

10.

tutions

Word Changes and Word

Standard:

Dialect:

misses - [misiz]
going - [gouig]
circumstance -

mistis - [mistiz]
gwine - [gwain]
sarcumstance [sa: kemstaents]
Loozyan - [lu:ziaen]
sullybrated - [sAlibreitid]
gemmen - [djemen]

[s ak e m s ta e n ts ]

Louisiana - [lmziaene]
celebrated - [selebreitid]
gentleman - [djentlmen]

"Precepts at Parting"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

aboard - [©boued]
spiritual - [spirit$u©l]
clothes - [klouz]
Robert - [rabat]

aboa'd - [©bou©d]
spirichul - [spirit$u©l]
clo'z - [klouz]
Robbert - [rabst]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

exhibit - [igzibit]
experienced - [ikspiri©nst]
president - [prezidant]
them - [Sem]
before - [bsfou©]
along - [©log]
occasion - [©kei3©n]
allowed - [©laud]
monsterously - [mansteesly]
particular - [pstikjsl©]
associate - [©sotrsieit]
entitled - [entaitld]
respectful - [rispektfol]
except - [iksept]

'zibit - [zibit]
'sperienced - [spirienst]
pres'dent - [prezd©nt]
'em - [©m ]
’fore - [fou©]
'long - [log]
'casion - [kei3©n]
'lowed - [laud]
mons’ously - [mansesli]
'tic'lar - [tiki©]
'sociate - [sousieit]
'titled - [taitld]
'spectful - [spekf©!]
'cept - [sept]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
- [ould]
and - [send ]
mind - [maind]
old

handles
told

-

-

[haendlz]

[tOUld]

[t]
least - [list]

ol' - [oul]
an' - [sen]
min' - [main]
han'les - [haenlz]
tol' - [toul]

leas' - [lis]

Standard:

Dialect

mostly - [moustli]
safest - [seifest]
quickest - [kwikist]
captain - [kaeptin]
Methodist - [me©9dist]

mos'ly - [mousli ]
safes' - [selfos]
quickes* - [kwiki
cappen - [keepon]
Mefodis ■ [mefodi

[1 ]

self - [self]

4.

se f - [sef]

Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 6 ]
the - [5e]
them - [6em]
they - [5ei ]
than - [5aen]
that - [6®t ]
this - [5is]
others - [a & q z ]
mother - [ m A & 9 ]
father - [fa&s]
there - [& a e a ]

de - [do]
dem - [dem]
dey - [del]
dan - [dsen ]
dat - [dat]
dis - [dis]
oders - [Adoz]
mudder - [mAdg]
fadder - [fads]
dar - [dees ]

[d for 01
with -[wi0]
without - [wiOatrt]

wid - [wid]
widout - [widaut]

[f for 0 ]
nothing - [nA0 113]
Methodist - [raeOsdist]

nuffin - [nAfin]
Mefodis - [mefsdi

[t for 0 ]
through - [0ru]

troo - [t ru ]

[b for v]
leave - [liv]
river - [rive]
ever - [eva]

leab - [lib]
ribber - [ribo]
ebber - [ebs]

Standard:

Dialect:

every

-

[e v r i ]

ebry

never

-

[neve]

neber

-

hab

[hash]

h ave

-

[haev ]

-

leabin

[e b r 1 ]
[nebe]
-

leaving - [livig]
w h a t e v e r - [wateve]

whatebber

loving

-

lubbin

[r

f]

for

after

-

[Ia

v i q

]

[aefte]

-

[libin]
-

[watebe]

[lAbin]

arter - [a:ts]

[n for 13]
loving - [lAVIfl]
training - [treimg]
setting - [setig]
stretching - [stretSig]
crowing - [krouiia]
blowing - [blotrig ]
fussing - [fAS 113]
picking - [pikig]
pulling - [pTTlig]
nothing - [nA0U3 ]
fitting - [fitig]
raising - [reizig]
leaving - [livis]
thinking - [GiQkiq]

5.

lubbin1 -

[lAbin]

t r a i n i n 1-

[treinin]

a - s e t t i n 1 - [eseten]
a - s t r e t c h i n 1 - [estretji
crowin1 -

[krouin]

a-blowin1 -

fussin1
pickin1
pullin1
nuffin1
fittin1
raisin1
leabin1
thinkin1

[eblouin]

[fASin]
[pikin]

[pxrlin]
[nAfin]

[fitin]
[r e i z i n ]

[libin]
[Gigkin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

Negroes - [nigrouz]
for - [foe]
such - [SAtJ]
nothing - [nAGig]
forget - [feget]
get - [get]
might - [malt]
justice - [d3Astis]
if - [if]
was - [waz]
fellows - [feloz]
followed - [falord]

niggers - [nigez]
fur - [f 3 ]
sech - [set5]
nuffin1 - [nAfin]
forgit - [fegit]
git - [git]
enough t - [mant ]
jestice - [djestis]
ef - [ef]
wuz - [w a z ]
fellers - [felez]
follered - [faled]
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Standard:

Dialect:

captain - [kaeptin]
engine - [endgen]
heard - [had]
idea - [aidia]
mother - [mA5 e]
always - [olweiz]
sir - [s 3 j

Methodist - [meGadist]
person - [p3san]

cappin - [kaepan]
ingine - [indgan]
heered - [hiad]
idee - [adi]
mudder - [mAda]
alluz - [olez]
sah - [sa:]
Mefodis - [mefadis]
pusson - [pAsan]

6 . Concord and Verb Form
1
Standard:

Dialect:

you* re - [jar]
they haven't - [6ei haevan t ]
you have - [ju heev]
they have - [8ei hsev]
I hope - [ai houp]
who aren't after [hu a:nt aefta]
who keeps - [hu kips]
who run - [hu rAn]
you have got - [ju haev gat]
we have - [wi heev]
I want you - [ai wont ju]
that are - [8aet a:]
who handles - [hu haendlz]
you have had - [ju haev haed]
I have - [ai haev]
you have - [ju haev]
nothing more that I know of
[nA0iQ mona 8aet ai non
av]
you and I are done [ju aend ai a: dAn]

y o u 's - [juz]
dey isn't - [del lznt]
y o u 's - [j u z ]
they has - [5ei haez]
I hopes - [a: hoops]
what ain't arter [Mat eint a:ta]
what keeps - [Mat kips]
what r u n s - [Mat r A n z ]
y o u ' s got - [ j u z gat]
w e 's - [wi z ]
I wants you - [a: wonts ju]
d a t 's - [daet s ]
what han'les - [Mat haenlz]
you's had - [juz haed]
I's - [a:z]
you has - [ju haez]
nuffin more as I knows [nAfin mona aez a:
nonz ]
you an' me we is done [ju aen mi wi iz dAn]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

setting - [setifl]

a-settin' - [asetin]

Standard:

Dialect:

stretching - [stretJiiQ]
blowing - [blotriio]

a-stretchin' - [estretjin]
a-blowin' - [eblouin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

going to leave [goTJig te liv]
aboard the - [ebaued 5e]

gwine for to leab [gwain foe te lib]
aboa1d ob de - [abotrd eb
de]
'shamed fur to - [jeimd
[f3 tu]

ashamed to - [ejeimd tu]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

cheat the horns off of a
cow - [t$it 6e hons
of av e kau]
justice of the peace,
perhaps - [djAStis av
5e pis pehaeps]
before I ever - [befoue ai
eve]
get along easy - [get elog
izi ]

cheat off de horns of a
cow - [t$it of de
honz ab e kau]
jestice perhaps of de
peace - [d3estis
pehaeps av de pis]
•fore ebber I - [foue
ebe a:]
easy git along - [izi git
©log]

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

put on airs - [put on aeiez]
only - [ounli]
black - [blaek]

git airy - [git aeri ]
onliest - [ounliest]
brack - [braek]

"Half-way Doin's"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

Christmas - [ k r i s m e s ]
colored - [ k A l s d ]

Christmus - [krismes]

2.

cullud - [kAlyd]

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

account - [ekaunt]
suppose - [s©pouz]
around - [eraund]
attempted - [©temptid]
attended - [©tendid]
attention - [©tent5an]
about - [©baut ]

'count - [kaxmt]
s'pose - [spouz]
'roun - [ratm]
'temted - [temtid]
tended - [tendid]
'tention - [tentjsn]
'bout - [baut]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

Ed]

and - [aend]
world - [w3:ld]
friends - [frendz]
around - [©ratrnd]
about - [©baut ]
ground - [gratmd]
around - [©raund]

an - [asn]
wor1' - [w 3 :1]
frien's - [f ren
'roun - [ratm]
'bout - [baut]
groun - [gratm]
aroun' - [graun

[6]

them - [5em]

'em - [em]

[t]
text
next
just
fast
last

-

[tekst]
[nekst]
[d3ASt]
[faest]
[laest]

tex' - [teks]
nex' - [neks]
jes - [d3£s]
fas' - [faes]
las - [laes]
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4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[n for g]
holding - [hotrldiq]
doings - [duigs]
living - [livig]
snooping - [snup 113]
crawling - [krolig]
gardening - [ga:dnig]
loafing - [loufig]
picking - [pikig]
plowing - [platrig]
hoeing - [houiflj
scraping - [skreipig]
ginning - [d3 ini$J
working - [wakiq]
driving - [draivig]
fooling - [fulig]
coming - [kAm 113]
raising - [reiziq]

holdin' - [houldin]
doin's - [duinz]
libbin' - [libin]
snoopin' - [snupin]
crawlin' - [krolin]
gardenin - [ga:dnin]
loafin' - [loufin]
pickin' - [pikin]
plowin' - [platrin]
hoein' - [houin]
scrapin' - [skreipin]
ginnin' - [dginin]
workin' - [wakin]
driben' - [draibin]
foolin' - [fulin]
cornin' - [kAmin]
raisin' - [reizin]

[d for 0]

with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[t for 0 ]
everything - [evri0i£|]

eberyt'ing - [Ebr 11 113 ]

[f for 0 ]
nothing - [nA0irj]

nuffin - [nAfin]

[d for 5 ]
the - [8a]
this - [8is]
that - [8eet]
their - [8aee]
bother - [ba8a]
them - [8em]
then - [8en]
brother - [brA8a]
brethren - [breSrin]

de - [de]
dis - [dis]
dat - [daet ]

deir - [daee]
bodder - [bAda, bAde-]
dem - [dim]
den - [din]
brudder - [brAda]
bredren - [bredrin]

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
beloved - [bilAvid]
travelers - [trasvlez]
very - [veri]
living - [livig]
over - [ouve]
every - [evri]
even - [iven]
ever - [eve]
have - [haev]
overseer - [ouvesie]
devil - [devl]
never - [neve]
levy - [levi]
whatever - [wateve]
driving - [draivin]
given - [given]
lived - [lived]

5.

belubbed - [belAbid]
trabelers - [traebelez]
berry - [beri]
libbin - [libin]
ober - [oube]
ebery - [ebri]
eben - [iben]
ebber - [ebe]
hab - [haeb]
oberseer - [orrbesie]
debbil - [debel]
nebber - [nebe]
lebby - [lebi]
whuteber - [wAtebe]
dribin - [draibin]
gib - [gib]
libbed - [libed]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

for - [fa]
what - [wat ]
where - [utr]
colored - [kAled]
Negro - [nigrou]
smother - [smA&e]
crop - [krap]
just - [djASt]
was - [was]
spoil - [spoil]
Sure - [Jar]
nothing - [nAGiq]
you - [ju]

fur - [f3]

6.

Whut - [iAAt ]
whar - [j*a: ]
cullud - [kAled]
nigger - [nige]
smudder - [smAde]
crap - [krsep]
jes - [d3es]
wuz - [ s a z ]
spile - [spall]
shore - [joue]
nuffin - [nAfin]
yo - [j o u ]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I don’t - [ai doimt]

I doesn’t - [a: d A z n t ]

Ill

Standard:

Dialect:

I have - [ai haev]
this is - [Sis i z ]
we are - [wi a:]
snake came - [sneik keim]
you have to - [ju haev tu]
you are going to [ju a: goTJiQ tu]
you see - [ju si]
I thank you - [ai Qaegk ju]
you have given - [ju haev
[given]
their faces - [8ae© feisss]
across - [©kros]

I haz - [a: haez]
dis am - [dis aan]
we is - [wi iz]

7.

snake

come

-

[sneik

kAm]

you is got - [ju iz gat]
you's gwine - [juz gwain]
you sees - [ju siz]
I thanks you - [a: Saegks ju]
you has gib - [ju haez gib]
deir face - [dae© feis]
acrost - [©krost]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [gouiq]
crawling - [krolig]
picking - [piki$]
plowing - [plaviQ]
hoeing - [houig]
scraping - [skreipi^]
working - [wskiQ]
raising - [reizi^]
living - [livig]
growing - [grovig]

a-goin' - [©govin]
a-crawlin1 - [©krolin]
a-pickin' - [epikin]
a-plowin* - [©plauin]
a-hoein' - [©horrin]
a-scrapin' - [eskreipin]
a-workin* - [©wskin]
a-raisin' - [©reizin]
a-libin* - [©libin]
a-growin' - [©grotrin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

attempted to shirk [©temptd tu $3k]
angel overseer came [eind^sl ouvesir keim]

1temted fur to shirk [temtid f 3 tu J3k]
angel oberseer he come [eind3©l o:besie hi
kAm ]

this is the text [Sis iz 5 © tekst]

dis here am de tex' [dis hir son d© teks]
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9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order i sed in this selection.

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [gouiQ]
angel - [eindjal]

gwine - [gwain]
angel oberseer - [eindgal
obasia]

"A Sermon for the Sisters"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

sisters - [sistaz]

sistahs - [sistaz]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

before - [befous]
potatoes - [peteitez]
instruct - [instrAkt]
them - [5em]
inform - [infoam]
about - [ebaut ]
disturbing - [distabig]
it would - [it wtrd]

afore - [afoua]
taters - [teitaz]
structify - [strAktsfai]
em - [em]

3.

'form - [foam]
bout - [baut]
sturbin - [st3bin]
t'd - [tud]

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]

tastes - [teists]
last - [laest]
waste - [weist]
disrespectful [disrispektfgl]

tas'es - [teisiz]
las - [lses ]
was'e - [weis]
onrespec'ful [onrispekfal]

[d]

kindness - [kaindnis]
old - [ould]
and - [send ]
sold - [sould]
friends - [frindz]
found - [fatmd]
around - [araund]
spend - [spend]

kin1ness - [kainis]
ol - [otrl]
an - [am]
sol - [sou1]
frien*s - [frinz]
foun - [faun]
aroun - [araon]
spen - [spen]

Dialect:

Standard:
[w]

woman - [wotrman]

ooman - [oumgn1

[1]

only - [onnli]

o n 1y - [onni]

[b]
before - [bafoue]

4.

afore - [afoua]

Substitutions
Dialect:

Standard:
[n for g]
declaring
feeling peeling wearing showing looking waiting warning -

- [deklaerig]
[fill 13 ]
[piliQ]
[werig]
[$ouig]

[ltrki 13]
[we1t1g ]

[wo:ni g ]
d re ss in g - [dresig]
w h i s p e r i n g - [Misparig]
strutting - [strAtig]
sitting - [sitig]
m e eti ng - [mitig]
eating - [itig]

declarin - [daklaerin
feelin - [film]
peelin - [pilinj
wearin - [werin]
showin - [ $OTJin]
lookin - [lukm]
waitin - [weitg]
wahnin - [wo :mn]
dressin - [dresin]
whisperin - [Misperi
struttin - [strAtn]
sittin - [sitn]
meetin - [mitn]
eatin - [itn] *

[b for v]

never - [neva]
travel - [traevj]
love - [Ia v ]
proves - [pruvz]
even - [ivan]

nebber - [neba]
trabbel - [traebal]
lub - [lAb]
probs - [prubz]
eben - [iban]

[d for 5]
they - [5ei ]
the - [5a]
though - [6 ou]

dey - [dei]
de - [da]
dough - [d o u ]
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Standard:

Pi alect:

there - [Saea]
then - [Sen]
mother - [mA8e]
brother - [brA8e]
that - [8®t]

dar - [daee]
den - [den]
mudda - [mAds]
brudder - [brAda]
dat - [dset]

this - [5is]
them - [6cm]

dis - [dis]

5.

dem - [dem]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

first - [fast]
present - [prezent]
for - [foe]
you - [ju]
heard - [h3d]
fetch - [fetJ]
little - [litl]
really - [rili]
seldom - [seldom]
girls - [galz]
can > [kaen]
care - [kee]
mother - [mA&e]
brother - [brA&a]
if - [if]
yet - [jet]
was - [waz]
learned - [l3nd]
get - [get]
experience - [ikspiriants]
solemn - [salam]
you - [ju]
cursidness - [kSsidnis]
somewhere - [sAintt3e]
sermons - [samanz]
where - [j*i3a]

fust - [fASt]
pruzint - [prAzant]
fur - [f 3]
ye - [js]
heerd - [hiad]
fotch - [fat$]
lettle - [litl]
r* ally - [reili]
suldom - [sAldem]
gals - [galz]
kin - [kin]
keer - [kie]
mudder - [mAde]
brudder - [brAdeJ
ef - [e f]
yit - [jit]
wuz - [w a z ]
l'arned - [la:nd]
git - [git]
experunce - [ikspirAnts]
solium - [soTJlem]
yo - [jou]
cussidness - [kASidnis]
somewhar - [samMae]
sahmons - [samanz]
whar - [wae]

Philadelphia - [filidelfia]

Philadelphy - [filidelfi]
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6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I break - [ai breik]
I dig - [ai dig]
you see - [ju si]
I have done - [ai haev dAn]
I see - [ai si]
you heard - [ju h3d]
they are - [5ei a:]
I have - [ai hsev]
climbed - [klaimd]
you aren't - [ju a:nt]
came - [keim]

I breaks - [a: breiks]
I digs - [a: digz]
you sees - [ju siz]
I 's done - [a :z dAn]
I sees - [a: siz]
you heered - [ju hird]
dey•s - [deiz]
I’s - [a:z]

7.

clum - [klAm]
you isn't - [ju izent]
corned - [kAmd]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

looking - [lukig]
whispering - [Mispeig]
sitting - [sitig]

a-lookin - [eltrkin]
a-whisperin - [ewispein]
a-sittin - [esitin]

8.

Intrusive Words
Not represented in this selection.

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

how in the Bible, Jacob's
boys - [hatr in Se baibl
d^eikebz boiz]

how Jacob-in-de-Bible*s
boys - [hau dgeikeb
in d9 baiblz boiz]

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

disrespectful -

unrespec'ful -

[disrispektfel]
instruct - rinstrAkt]
since - [sints]
landed in prison - [laendid
in prizen]

[onrisptkfel]
structify - [strAktefai]
sense - [sents]
struck de prison - [strAk
[de prizsn]

"Uncle Cap Interviewed"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

what - [Mat, MAt]

Whut - [MAt]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

tolerable - [talarabl]
around - [araund]
erected - [irektid]
misery - [misari]
remember - [rimemba]
now-ad ay - [natradei ]
believe - [biliv]
Carolina - [kaerelaina]
because - [bekoz]
General - [dgenarel]
suspect - [sespekt]
about - [abaut ]
religious - [rilid3as]
among - [amAQ]

tol'able - [talabl]
'roun - [raun]
1rected - [rektid]
mis *ry - [mizri]
'member - [mimba]
now'days - [naudeiz]
b'lieve - [bliv]
Ca* lina - [keelane]
'ca'se - [keiz]
Ginnle - [d3inel]
s'pect - [spekt]
’bout - [bant]
'ligious - [lidgQs]
'mong - [itiXq ]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
almost - [olmoust]
oldest - [ouldist]
finest - [fainist]
most - [motrst ]
Baptist - [baptist]
just - [d3ASt]
exactly - [igzaektli]

almos* - [olmotrs]
oldes1 - [otrldis]
fines' - [faims]
mos' - [motrs]
Baptis* - [baptis]
jus* - [d3As]
ezzackly - [ezaekli]

[d]
around - [araund]
and - [aend]

aroun' - [eraun]
an' - [sen]
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Standard:

Dialect:

told - [tould]
old - [ould]
around - [araund]
ground - [graund]
child - [tjaild]
old - [ould]
mind » [maind]
used - [juzd]

tol' - [toul]
ol1 - [oul]
•roun* - [raun]
groun' - [graun]
chile - [t$ail]
ole' - [oul]
min' - [main]
use' - [juz]

[S]

them - [Sem]
there's - [Sseas]
that - [8aet]

4.

*em - [em ]
ar’s - [®ez]
1ar - [set ]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 8 ]
that - [8set]
the - [8 a]
bothers - [ba8ez]
this - [8 is]
there - [8aea]
father - [faSa]
they - [3 e i ]
these - [Siz]
they're - [8eia]
them - [Sem]

dat - [dset]
de - [de]
bodders - [badez]
dis - [dis]
dar - [dsee]
fader - [fade]
dey - [dei]
dese - [diz]
dey*re - [deie]
dem - [dem]

[b for v]
have - [hsev]
eleven - [ilevan]
never - [neve]
ever - [eve]
over - [ouva]

hab - [haeb]
eleben - [ileben]
nebber - [neba]
eber - [ebe]
ober - [oube]

[n for g]
morning - [mo:nm]
considering - [kanside'ii^]
coming - [kAmig]

mornin' - [mo:nin]
consederin1 - [kansid^in]
cornin' - [kAmin]
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Standard:

Dialect:

raising - [reizifl]
washing - [wajig]
growing - [grouiQ]
trifling - [traifliQ]
Washington - [wajigten]
looking - [ltrkig]
thinking - [Gi^kig]
nothing - [nA0irj]
drawing - [droix)]

raisin' - [reizin]
a-washin* - [gwajin]
a- g r o w i n 1 - [ e g r o m n ]
triflin* - [traiflin]
Washin'ton - [wajintsn]
lookin' - [lukin]
t'inkin' - [tigkin]
nuffin' - [nAfin]
drawin' - [droin]

[t for 9]

thing - [Gig]
think - [Gigk]
thinking - [Gigkun]

t'ing - [til]]
t'ink - [tigk]
t'inkin' - [tiqkin]

[f for G]
worth south truth nothing

5.

[w3G]
[sauG]
[truG]
- [nAGig]

wuf - [w3f]
souf - [sauf]
troof - [truf]
nuffin - [nAfin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

sir - [s 3 ]
because - [bekoz]
first - [f3st]
where - [m39]
sat - [saet]
forget - [fa:get]
boil - [boil]
Negroes - [nigrotrz]
fought - [fot]
worth - [w3G]
saw - [so]
yet - [jet]
was - [waz]
Virginia - [v9d3 inj9]
for - [fo 9]
get - [get]
might - [malt]

sah - [sa]
beca'se - [b9ke:z]
fUSt - [fASt]
whar - [ftas]
sot - [sat]
forgit - [fogit]
bile - [ba:l]
niggers - [nigoz]
fit - [fit]
wuf - [wAf]
seed - [sid]
yit - [jit]
WUZ - [W A Z ]
Virginny - [vsdjini]
fur - [f 3]
git - [git]
mout - [maut]
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Standard:

Dialect:

surely - [$u9 li]
heard - [h 3 d]

shorely - [Joeli]
heerd - [hird]
Ginnle - [dginl]
ezzackly - [ezaekli]
dunno - [denou]
troof - [truf]
tuk - [tAk]
nuffin1 - [nAfin]

General - [d3en8r9l]
exactly - [igzaektli]
don't know - [dount nou]
truth - [truG]
took - [tuk]
nothing - [nA0 iQ]
6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Pialect:

I have forgotten [ai haev fo:gatsn]
I am - [ai aan]
I am - [ai aan]
I try - [ai trai]
I came - [ai keim]
I had - [ai haed]
it sat - [it saet ]
that are - [Saet a: ]
they aren't - [Sei cunt]
I saw - [ai so]
I know - [ai nou]
I bother - [ai baSe]
were - [w3]
Negro'll have - [nigroul haev]

I forgit - [a: forgit]

I knew - [ai nju]
I have had - [ai haev haed]
across - [okros]
used to be - [jusd te bi]
7.

I's - [a: z ]
I is - [a: iz]
I tries - [a: traiz]
I come - [a: kAm]
me had - [mi haBd]
it sot - [it sat]
dat's - [daets]
dey ain't - [del eint]
I seed - [a: sid]
I knows - [a: nouz]
I bodders - [a: badez]
wuz - [w a z ]

nigger111 hab - [nigel
haeb]
I knowed - [a: knoud]
I done been had - [a: dAn
bin haed]
acrost - [ekrost]
used to wuz - [jusd t9 w a z ]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

washing - [waji^j
growing - [grouiQ]
going - [goui^]

a-washin* - [ewajin]
a-growin' - [ogrouin]
a-gwine - [sgwain]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

she is my - [5i iz mai]

dat ar's my - [daet se©z
mai ]
a-washin* ob de greens [ewajin ab d© grinz]
I done been had - [a: dAn
bin haed]

washing the greens [wajig 8© grinz]
I have had - [ai hsev had]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

going to boil the pot [goiriq ton boil 8© pat]

gwine to set dat pot to
bile - [gwain t© set
daet pat torr bail]
when I come to dis country
fust - [wen a: kAm

when I first came to this
country - [wen ai fast
keim tou 81 s k A n t r i ]

IO.

totj dis kAntri fASt]

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [gotrig]
cease to persist [sis t© pes1st]

gwine - [gwain]
recease to perservere [risis t© p©s©vi©]

"The Old Hostler's Experience"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

horses - [ho:siz]
hoofs - [hufs]
Christians - [kristjenz]
couldn’t - [kadnt]
could - [kud]
hear - [hie]
slough - [slu]

hosses - [ho:siz]
hufs - [hufs]
Christuns - [kristjenz]
c 'u 'dn *t - [kudnt]
c ’u ’d - [kud]
heah - [hie]
s loo - [slu ]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

obedient - [obidient]
experience - [ikspirients]
gallop - [gaelsp]
insisted - [insisted]
advises - [aedvaiziz]
particulars - [petikjelez]

obed’ent - [obident]
sperunce - [spirAnts]
lope - [loup ]
'sisted - [sistid]
'vises - [vaiziz]
'tic’lars - [tiklez]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]

left - [left]
fast - [faest ]
last - [least ]
past - [paest ]
first - [fsst]

lef'
fas1
las'
pas'
fus’

-

[l£f]
[faes]
[lees]
[pffis]
[fAs]

[d]
old - [ould]
and - [aend]
behind - [behaind]
worldly - [wsldli]
hand - [haend]

ol' - [oul]
an’ - [sen]
behin' - [behain]
worl'ly - [w3li]
h an' - [haen]

Standard:

Dialect:

land - [laand]
stand - [stand]

lan’ - [lsen]
stan* - [staen]

[s]
yes - [jes]

yah - [jjah]

[r]
thrown - [©rotrn]

th'owed - [0oud]

[6]
that - [8aet]
4.

'at - [aat ]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 5]
the - [8©]
then - [Sen]
that’s - [Saets]
they are - [8ei a:]
they’11 - [8ei1]
there - [8ae©]

de - [d©]
den - [den]
dat's - [daets]
dey1s - [deiz]
dey'11 - [dei1]
dere - [dae©]

[d for 0 ]
without - [wiGatrt]
with
[wi0 ]

widout - [widaut]
wid - [wid]

[b for v]
devil's - [devQlz]
traveling - [traevslig]
devilish - [develij]
never - [neve]
have - [hsev]

debbil's - [debelz]
trablin - [treeblin]
deblish - [deblij]
nebber - [neb©]
hab - [haeb]

[n for g]
rattling - [raetlig]
shackling - [jaklig]

rattlin’ - [raetlin]
shacklin' - [jaeklin]

Standard:

Dialect:

traveling - [traevelig]
trotting - [tratig]
talking - [tokig]

a-trablin' - [etraeblin
trottin' - [traten]
talkin' - [tokin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

gets - [gets]
experience - [ekspirients]
sinners - [sinez]
clear - [klie]
hoofs - [htrfs]
rode - [roud]
caught - [kot]
slough - [slu]
first - [fast]
get - [get]
caui - [ksen ]
against - [egenst]
judges - [dgAdjiz]
going - [going]
Christians - [krist$enz]

gits - [gits]
sperance - [spersnts]

6,

sinnahs - [sinez]

cl'ar - [klaeo]
hufs - [hufs]

rid - [rid]
cotch - [kats]
sloo - [slu]
fus - [fAs]

git - [git]
kin - [kin]
agin - [agin]
jedges - [dsedjiz]
gwine - [gwain]
Christuns - [kristjenz

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Pialect:

I get - [ai get]
I had - [ai haed]
I'm - [aim]
I rode - [ai roud]
thrown - [9roun]
went - [wint]
hoofs are - [hufs a:]
they are - [6ei a:]
I have - [ai haev]
he rode - [hi roud]

I gets - [a: gits]
I 1s - [a:z]
I 's - [a:z]
I rid - [a: rid]
thoowed - [Goud]
goed - [goud]
hufs is - [hufs iz]
dey's - [deiz]
I 's - [a:z]
he rid - [hi rid]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

traveling - [traevslig]

a-trablin - [straeblin]

8.

Intrusive Vowels

Not represented in this selection.

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:
presumption - [prizAmp$©n]
masters - [maestoz]
going - [gotrig]

Dialect:
persumpchus - [pezAmpJ
mahsr's - [ma:sez]
gwine - [gwain]

"Reverend Henry’s War Song’1
1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

army’s - [a:miz]
sinners - [sinsz]
our - [aue]
render - [rende]

ahmy’s - [a:raiz]
sinnahs - [sinez]
ouah - [aue]
rendah - [rende]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

attention - [etentjen]
powerful - [pauefol]
before - [bifotre]

'tention - [tentJen
pow'ful - [paufel]
’fore - [fotr]

3.

Dropping Sounds

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
behind - [behaind]
stand - [stand]
and - [send]
an - [sen]

bellin' - [behain]
stan1 - [steen]
an' - [sen]
a' - (a'honorable)

[8 ]
them - [5em]

4.

1em - [em ]

Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 6 ]
the - [Se]
they - [5ei]
that ’s - [Saets ]
then - [5en]
that - [6set]

de - [de]
dey - [dei]
dat's - [daets]
den - [din]
dat - [daet]

Standard;

Dialect:

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[f for 0 ]
nothing - [nASig]
something - [sAm0ig]

nuffin - [nAfin]
suffin - [sAfin]

[n for g]
standing - [staendig]
commanding - [kemaendig]
waiting - [weitig]

a-standin1 - [estsendin]
commandin' - [kemaendin]
waitin' - [weitin]

[b for v]
every - [evri]
overturn - [ouvat3n]
devil - [dEvl]
have - [haev]
never - [neve]

of - [av]

5.

ebry - [ebri]
oberturn - [oubetan]
debbil - [debel]
hab - [heeb]
nebber - [nebe]
ob - [ab]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

enemy - [enemi]
General - [dgenerel]
nothing - [nA0ig]
get - [get]
going - [gouig]
your - [jur]
unless - [enles]

inimy - [inimi]
Gineral - [djinerel]
nuffin' - [nAfin]
git - [git]
gwine - [gwain]
yo - [jo]
onless - [onles]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

who stood - [hu stud]

what stood - [wat stud]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

standing - [staendifl]

a-standin' - [astaendin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

nothing to do - [nA0i q
tu du]

nuffin fur to do - [nAfin

9.

tu du]

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

then wait for your orders
until they come [Sen weit foe jur
0 :dez ©ntil Sei kAm]

wait for yo* orders till
dey come, den [weit foe jo odez
til del kAm din]

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

commander - [ksmaende]
unless - [gnles]
suffering - [sAfe^i^]
going - [gouig]

commandin - [kemaendin]
onless - [onles]
suffin - [sAfin]
gwine - [gwain]

"Going'1

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard;

Dialect:

hear - [hie]
your - [joiTQ ]

heah - [hi 9 ]
yoah - [jouq]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

traveling - [traevslig]
before - [befous]
among - [smAQ]
away - [ewei]
suppose - [sapouz]
because - [bakoz]
around - [eraund]
disturb - [distab]

trab'lin1 - [traeblin
•fore - [fOU0]
'mong - [mag]
•way - [wei]
•spose - [spouz]
•kase - [keiz]
•roun - [rarm]
•sturb - [stab]

3,

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[b]
before - [bofotro]

afore - [afoxxe]

[d]

and - [aend]
old - [oirld]
bold - [borrld]
gold - [gotrld]
wind - [wind]
behind - [behaind]
standing - [staendig]
around - [eraund]
holding - [hotrldig]
hands - [haendz]
sands - [ssendz]

an' - [aan]
ol' - [oul]
bol* - [botrl]
gol' - [goul]
win1 - [wi n]
behin' - [bdhain]
a-st an •in' - [estaen
•roun• - [raun]
hoi’in - [hoxrlin]
han's - [haanz]
san* s - [seenz]

Standard:

Dialect:

let - [let]
last - [lsest]
lift - [lift]
must - [mASt]
left - [left]

le' - [le]
las' - [l®s]
lif' - [lif]
mus' - [mAs]
lef’ - [lef]

[tr]
monstrous - [manstres]

mons'ous - [mans©s]

[8 ]
them - [8em]
[st]
against - [©geinst]

ag'in - [©gin]

[w]
woman - [wo:m©n]

4.

ooman - [omen]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
traveling - [travail^]
have - [haev]
heaven - [heven]
every - [evri]
river - [riv©]

trab'lin - [tr®bsli
hab - [hffib]
hebben - [heben]
ebry - [ebri]
ribber - [ribs]

[d for 5]
the - [6©]
that's - [8®ts]
that - [8®t]
there - [8®©]
then - [8en]
them - [8em]
they - [8ei]
there - [8®©]

de - [de]
dat's - [dffits]
dat - [dffit]
dere - [d®©]
den - [din]
dem - [dim]
dey - [del]
dar - [d«©]

Standard:

Dialect:

beneath - [boni0]
path - [pseG]

beneef - [bonif]
paf - [peef]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[n for 13]
traveling - [traevelig]
singing - [siqiio ]
whooping - [wupig]
shutting - [$At I Q ]
guiding - [gaidig]
stopping - [stapig]
coming - [kAm 113]
flying - [f lai 113]
pointing - [point 113]
talking - [toki 13]
looking - [lukig]

5.

trab'lin
singin'
whoopin'
shettin'
guidin'
stoppin'
a-coming
flyin' pointin’
talkin'
lookin'

- [traebolin
[siQin]
- [mipin]
- [Jctin]
[galdin]
- [stapin]
[ekAmin]
[flain]
- [paintin]
[tokin]
[Itxkin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

can't - [kaent]
chair - [t^eee]
against - [sgenst]
again - [ogen]
sat - [seet]
heard - [had]
person - [p3son]
where - [mee]
yet - [jet]
join - [d30in]
through - [0ru]
shutting - [jAtig]
c an - [keen ]
fetch - [fet$]
extra - [ekstro]
beneath - [beni0]
learn - [lan]
if - [if]

kaint - [keint]
cheer - [t$ie]
ag'in - [egin]
ag'in - [eg 1n ]
sot - [sat]
heerd - [hird]
pusson - [pason]
whar - [m:]
yit - [jit]
jine - [d3ain]
troo - [tru]
shetting - [$etii3]
kin - [kin]
fotch - [fat$]
extry - [ekstri]
beneef - [benif]
l'arn - [la:n]
ef - [ef]

NOTE:

against and again are written the same way
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Standard:

Pialect:

because - [bekoz]
pointing - [pointig]
for - [foe]

'kase - [keiz]
p'intin' - [paintin]
fer - [f 3]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I want - [ai want]
I know - [ai non]
you know - [ju non]
things have - [0 igz haev]
I'm - [aim]
shown - [Iotrn ]
angels are - [eindgelz a:]
ears are - [iez a:]
I see - [ai si]

I wants - [a: wonts]
I knows - [a: nouz]
you knows - [ju nouz]
things has - [0igz hsez]
I 's - [a:z]
showed - [$oud]
angels is - [eind^elz iz]
ears is - [iez iz]
I sees - [a: siz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

looking - [lukig]
standing - [staendig]
going - [going]
coming - [kAmig]

a-lookin' - [elirkin]
a-standin' - [esteendin]
a gwine - [egwain]
a cornin' - [ekAmin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

a whooping owl sat on the
house top - [e Mupig
aul saet on 5e haustap]

upon top de house dere sot
a whooping owl - [Apon
tap de hairs dsee sat e
Mupin aul]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

a whooping owl sat on the
house top last night

las' night, upon top de
house, dere sot a
whoopin' owl -

Standard:

[e Mupig aul sat on 5e
hairs tap lsest nait]

lO.

Dialect:

[lass nait Apon tap
de hatrs dae© sat e
Mupin aal]

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

chimney - [tjjimni]
stopped - [stapt]
going - [going]

chimbly - [tjimbli]
stoppered - [stapered]
gwine - [gwain]
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"Dat Peter"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

clothes - [klouz]
maybe - [meibi ]

clo'es - [kloxrz]
mabbe - [meibi]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

expect - [ikspckt]
yesterday - [jestadei]
appears - [spirz]
allows - [slanz]

'spect - [spekt]
yes'day - [jesdei]
'pears - [pirz]
lows - [lauz]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
and - [aand]

an*

-

[sen]

[t]
kept - [kept]
projecting - [prodjektig]

kep' - [kep]
projecking - [prodgekin]

[b]
before - [bofotre]

4.

afore - [ofous]

Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 5]
their - [Saee]
that's - [ S a e t s ]
that - [ 5 a e t ]
with - [wi0 ]

deir - [daee]
d at 's - [daets ]
dat - [daet ]
wid - [wid]

Standard:

Dialect:

the - [8e]
other - [a8o]

de - [de]
oder - [Ade]

[b for v]
never - [neve]
of - [av]
five - [faiv]
ever - [eve]
every - [evri]
devil's - [devlz]
have - [haev]

nebber - [nebs]
ob - [ab]
fibe - [faib]
eber - [Ebe]
eb'ry - [ebri]
debbil's - [debelz]
hab - [haeb]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[f for 0 ]
nothing - [nA0ig]
something - [sAm0iQ]

nuffin - [nAfin]
suffin - [sAfin]

[n for q]
nothing - [nA0ig]
learning - [lamg]
saying - [seiq]
turning - [tamg]
cropping - [krapig]
projecting - [pradjakti^]

5.

nuffin - [nAfin]

larnin' - [la:nin]
sayin - [sein]
turnin - [tamn]
croppin - [krapin]
projeckin' - [predgekin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

observe - [ebzav]
gets - [gets]
learning - [l3niJ3]
heard - [had]
was - [waz]
might - [mait]
if - [if]
cam't - [kaent]
such - [sAt J]
oils - [oils]

obsarve - [ebza:v]
gits - [gits]
larnin - [la:nin]
heerd - [hird]
wuz - [w a z ]
mout - [marrt]
ef - [ef]
kain't - [keint]
sich - [sitj]
iles - [ailz]
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Standard:

Dialect:

hair - [haeo]
little - [litl]
cropping - [krapig]
Negro - [nigrorr]

har - [ha:]
lettle - [litl]
crappin - [crmpin]
nigger - [nigo]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I'm - [aim]
I don't - [ai dormt ]
I know - [ai non]
I manage - [ai maenodg]
he does - [hi dAz]
I have - [ai hsev]

I 's - [a: z ]
I doesn't - [a: dA z nt ]
I knows - [a: nouz]
I manages - [a: maenid3iz]
he do - [hi du]
I has - [a: hsez]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

watching - [watjig]
sparking - [spa:kiio]

a-watchin - [owatjin]
a-sparkin - [Gspa:kin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

who ever heard of that
going on before [hu evg h 3 d av 5 set
gotiig on bQfouG]

who

eber

heered

gwain

9.

de

like

afore

o f s u c h g w i n e o n as
d a t - [ h u e b e h i r d di
l a i k G f O U GV S A t $
on

sez daet]

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

who ever heard of such
as that going on
before - [hu e v g had
av sAt J aez &aet g o m ^
on bsfouQ]

who eber heered de like afore
of such gwine on as
dat - [hu EbQ hird di
laik GfotrG av sAt$
gwain on aez daet]

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

going - [going]
earth - [30]
dubious - [djubios]
predicting - [pridiktig]
cropping - [krapig]
courting - [kourtig]

gwine - [gwain]
yearth - [j30]
jubious - [d3ubies]
projeckin' - [prodjekin]
crappin' - [kraepin]
a-sparkin' - [sspatkin]

"Summer Idyllers"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

heave - [hiv]

hev - [hiv]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

reminds - [rxmaindz]
believe - [b©liv]

'minds - [maindz]
b'lieve - [bliv]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
kept - [kept]

kep - [kep]

[S]
them - [6em]
there - [Sae]

em - [em ]
ar - [a©]

[b]
before - [bsfotxe]
4.

afore - [©foue]

Substitution

Standard:
[n for g]

Dialect:

splashing - [spla$i q ]
jumping - [d3Ampii3]
playing - [pleng]
fishing - [f x 5113]
breathing - [bri8 ig]
saying - [seng]
praying - [preng]

splashin1 - [spla$in]
jumpin' - [d3Ampin]
playin' - [pleiin]
fishin' - [fx Jin]
breathin' - [bri&in]
sayin1 - [seun]
prayin' - [preiin]

Standard:

Dialect:

everlasting - [evelaestn)]
making - [meikig]
going - [gouig]
swinging - [swigig]
thinking - [©HQkiQ]

ever lastin’ - [evalaestin]
makin1 - [meikin]
goin’ - [goTTin]
swingin’ - [swigin]
thinkin' - [Gigkin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Pialect:

perch - [p3t$]
unless - [enles]
circumstance - [sakAmstsents]

piearch - [pi3 t$]
onless - [onles]
sarcumstance [sa: kAmstaents ]
heered - [hird]

heard - [h3d]
if - [if]
such - [sAt$]
just - [d3 ASt]
set - [set]
c a n 11 - [keent ]

6.

ef - [ef]
sech - [set5]
jest - [djest]
sot - [sat]
kain't - [keint]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

fish were - [f15 w3]

fish was - [fi$ waz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels
Dialect:

Standard:
fishing playing jumping splashing

8.

[fi$ig]
[plenjj]
[djAmpi^]
- [splse$ig]

a-fishin' a-playin* a-jumpin' a-splashin’

[efijin]
[aplenn]
[ed3Ampin]
- [asplee^in]

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

that creek - [Qset krik]

that 'ar crick - [8eet see
krik]
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Standard:

Dialect:

this was done -

this here was done [8is hi9 waz dAn]

[Sis waz dAn]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

unless - [enles]
anyway - [eniwei]

onless - [onles]
nohow - [notrhau ]

"The Kingdom Gate"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

before - [bifoue]
floor - [floue]
door - [done]
greenhorn - [grinhoen]
sinners - [sinez]
baggage - [baegidg]
hallelujah - [haeleluje]

befoah - [befone]
floah - [floue]
do ah - [doue ]
greenhohn - [grinhoen]
sinnahs - [sinez]
baggidge - [baegidj]
halleluyah - [haeleluje]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

never mind - [neve maind]
along - [elog]
very - [veri]
gallery - [gseleri ]

n'm mind - [run maind]
1long - [log ]
be'y - [bei]
gall'ry - [gaelri ]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]
gold - [gorrld]
and - [send]
old - [onId]

gol' - [goul]
an' - [asn]
ol' - [ol]

C ts ]

Christian - [kristjen]

Chrismus - [krismes]

[t]
last - [lest]

las’ - [laes]

M
examine - [ekzaanen]

e'zamine - [ezaanen]
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4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[b for v]
very - [veri]
never - [neve]
very - [veri]

be'y - [bei ]
nebbah - [nebs]
bery - [beri]

[f for 0 ]
nothing - [nAGig]
through - [0ru]
throw - [0rou]

nuffin - [nAfin]
froo - [fru]
frow - [frou]

[d for 6 ]
the - [Se]
they - [Sei]
they111 - [5eil]
there - [Sees]

de - [da]
dey - [dei]
dey'11 - [dei1]
dar - [daea]

[n for g]
coming - [kAmig]
working - [wskig]
stringing - [striQig]
trying - [traiq]
nothing - [nA0 iQ]

5.

comin - [kAmin]
workin - [wakin]
a-stringin - [astrigin]
try'n' - [train]
nuffin' - [nAfin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

your - [jtra]
for - [foe]
certainly - [satinli]
get - [get]
guard - [ga:d]
can - [kaen]
early - [all]
can’t - [kaent]
if - [if]
baggage - [baegidg]

yo - [jo]
fur - [f 3]
sartinly - [sa:tinli]
git - [git]
gyard - [gjatd]
kin - [kin]
arly - [a:li]
kaint - [keint]
ef - [ef]
baggidge - [basgid3 ]
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6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard;

Dialect:

lambs don't - [laanz
dont]
we are - [wi a:]
who are - [hu a;]
angels are - [eind3©lz a:]
hasn't got - [haesnt gat]
you are - [ju a;]
they don't - [5ei dont]

lambs doesn't - [laanz
dAz ent]
we's - [wiz]
what's - [wats]
angels is - [eindgelz iz]
ain't got - [eint gat]
you*s - [juz]
they doesn't - [6ei d A z e n t ]

7.

Intrusive Vowel

Standard:

Dialect;

stringing - [striflig]

a-stringin' - [estriQin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

come to let me in - [kAm
te let mi in]
trying to hide - [trairj
te haid]
working to do - [wakig te
du]

comes for to let me in [kAmz fa te let mi in]
tryin' for to hide - [train
f3 te haid]
workin’ for to do [wakin fa te du]
cornin' for to pass [kAmin fa te pass]

coming to pass - [kAmiiQ
te paes]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Dialect:

good old Christian way [gud ould kristJen wei]

Chrismus good ol' way [krismes gud ol wei]

Word Changes and Word Substitution
Standard:

Dialect:

going - [gouiio]
Christian - [kristjen]

gwine - [gwain]
Chrismus - [krismes]

"The Mockingbird"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

court - [kouet]

coaht - [kouet]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

away - [swei]

way - [wei]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
just - [d3Ast]

jes - [d3es]

[r]
throat - [Grout]

4.

th'oat - [Gout]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 6 ]
that - [6aet]
there - [6aee]
the - [5e]
that's - [Saets]

dat - [daet ]
dar - [daee]
de - [de]
dat's - [dffits]

[n for g]
mocking - [moklg]
working - [w3kiQ]
cunning - [kAni 13]
running - [rAniia]
setting - [setig]
swinging • [swigig]
singing - [siqig]

mockin' - [mokin]
workin' - [wskin]
cunnin' - [kAnin]
runnin' - [rAnin]
a-settin' - [esetin]
swingin' ■■ [swigin]
singin' - [siflin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

clerk - [kl3k]
end - [end]

d a r k - [kla:k]
eend - [ind]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:
"
angel has - [eindjel hsez]

7.

Dialect:
\
angel is - [eindgel iz]

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

setting - [setig]

a-settin* - [esetin]

8.

Intrusive Words
Not represented in this selection.

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO. Word Changes and Word Substitution
Standard:

Dialect:

candidate - [keendsdeit]
clerk - [klsk]

canterdate - [ksentedeit]
d a r k - [kla:k]

"Uncle Caleb’s Views"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

course - [kouss]
square - [skwees ]
business - [biznis]
reporters - [ripotrtsz]
matter - [meet©]
paper - [peip©]
more - [motre]

co'se - [kotres]
squar' - [skweee ]
bus'ness - [biznis]
repo'tahs - [ripoutsz]
matt ah - [meets]
papah - [peips]
mo* - [moiTs]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

because - [bikoz]
gentlemen - [djentslmen]
about - [sbatrt ]
exception - [eksep^sn]
original - [sridgsnsl]
repor ter - [ripotrt s]
expect - [ikspekt]

'kase - [keiz]
gemmen - [djemen]
bout - [baut]
'ception - {#ep$sn]
•rig'nal - [ridgnsl]
'potah - [pouts]
*spect - [spekt]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[t]
swept - [swept]
just - [dgAst]

swep' - [swep]
des - [des ]

[6]
there - [Sees]
than - [Seen ]

•ar - [aes]
•a - [9 ]

[d]
bold - [bould]
and - [aend ]
mind - [maind]
kind - [kaind]

bol'
an min'
kin'

- [botrl]
[sen]
- [main]
- [kam]

Standard:

Dialect:

[3 ]
just - [d3Ast]

des - [des]

[n]
than -

[Seen]

'a - [e]

[w]
always - [olweiz]

alius

-

[o I a

z

]

[v]
of - [av]
4.

o - [ou]

Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 0]
with - [wiG]

wid - [wid]

[d for 5]

there - [Sees]
the - [8e]
that - [6set]
they - [8ei]
than - [Seen]
them - [5em]
they've - [8eiv]
this - [Sis]

dar - [daee]
de - [de ]
dat - [daet]
dey - [de 1 ]
dan - [cten]
dem - [dem]
des - [deis]
dis - [dis]

[b for v]
of - [av]
give - [giv]
very - [veri]
seven - [seven]
never - [neve]

ob - [ab]
gib - [gib]
berry - [beri]
seben - [seben]
nebber - [nebe

[n for g]
reading - [ridiQ]
writing - [raitiq]

readin' - [ridin]
writin' - [raitin]
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Standard:

Dialect:

knowing - [noui$]
pleasing - [piizifl]
according - [ekoedig]
marching - [maitjig]

knowin' - [nouin]
pleasin' - [plizin]
accordin' - [akoodin]
marchin' - [ma:t$in]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Pialect:

sure - [$U9]
sir - [s3]
then - [Sen]
always - [olweiz]
straight - [streit]
natural - [nset$aral]
edges - [edjiz]
yet - [jet]
might - [malt]
master - [maeste]
sure - [$Tra]
can - [keen]
because - [bakoz]
you - [ju]
yourself - [jueself]
always - [olweiz]

shore - [$otra]
sah - [sa: ]
dan - [dsen]
alluz - [olaz]
stret - [stret]
nateral - [naetaral]
aidges - [eid3iz]
yit - [jit]
mought - [macrt]
mash'r - [mass]
sho - [$otr]
kin - [kin]
'kase - [keiz]
yo - [jo]
yo'sef - [josef]
alius - [ o I a z ]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

you've - [juv]
I tell - [ai tel]
you are - [ju a:]
I know - [ai notr]
you are - [ju a:]
you keep - [ju kip]
you want - [ju wont]
papers need - [peipez nid]

you *s - [juz]
I tells - [a: telz]
you is - [ju iz]
I knows - [a: nouz]
you's - [juz]
you keeps - [ju kips]
you wants - [ju wonts]
papers needs - [peipaz
nidz ]
I sees - [a: siz]

I see - [ai si]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Not represented in this selection.

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect

you please to choose [ju pliz tu t$uz]

you is pleasin' for to
choose - [ju iz
plizin for tu tjuz]
for to 'spect - [for tu
spekt]

to expect - [tu ikspekt]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Dialect:

ask - [eesk]
gallant - [gaelant]
Lord have mercy - [lord
haev m3si ]
uniform - [junafoam]
master - [massta]
gentlemen - [d3entalman]

ax - [aeks]
gallus - [gaeles]
laws a mussy - [loz a
mAsi ]

unicorn - [junekoan]
mash'r - [masa]
gemmen - [dgemen]

"Pot-Liquor"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialecti

liquor - [like]
quicker - [kwxke]

lickah - [like]
quickah - [kwike]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

opossum - [oupasem]
declare - [diklaee]
generally - [d3enereli]

possum - [pasam]
clar - [klaee]
gin*ally - [d3inili

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[6 ]
them - [Sem]

1em - [em ]

[d]
kind - [kaind]
and - [aend]

kin1 - [kain]
an* - [sen]

[t]
must - [mAst]

mus' - [i a s ]

[w]
inward - [inwad]

4.

in'ard - [in3d]

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect

[b for v]
never - [neve]
devil - [devl]

nebber
debble

[nebe]
[debel]
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Standard:

Dialect:

very - [veri]
level - [levl]
drive - [draiv]
move - [muv]
of - [av]
lively - [laivli]
revelation - [revelei^sn]

berry - [beri]
lebel - [lebel]
dribe - [draib]
moobe - [mub]
ob - [ab]
libely - [laibli]
rebbylation - [rebelei$en]

[d for G]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[d for 8 ]
they are - [8ei a:]
this - [8 is]
that - [Seet ]
the - [89]
their own - [8aes oun]
they - [8ei]
them - [8em]
5.

dey ’s - [de 1z ]
dis - [dis]
dat - [daet ]
de - [d9]
dey own - [dei oun]
dey - [del]
dem - [dem]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

sir - [s3]
sensation - [sense159n]
Negro - [nigrorr]
brush - [brA$]
forget - [fo:get]
can’t - [ksent]
poison - [poizen]
generally - [djensrsli]
such - [sAt5]

sah - [s q ]
sensuation - [sensue:J 9n]
nigg&h - [nigs]
bresh - [bre$]
forgit - [fo:git]
kain*t - [keint]
pizen - [paizen]
gen’ally - [d3inili]
sich - [sit$]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

you came - [ju keim]
they are - [8ei a:]
isn’t any - [iznt e m ]
you see - [ju si]
never knew - [nevs nju]

you come - [ju kAm]
dey's - [deiz]
ain't no - [eint nou]
you sees - [ju siz]
nebber known - [nebs norm]

7,

Intrusive Vowels

Not represented in this selection.

8.

Intrusive Words
Not represented in this selection.

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

constitution [konst11ju$ an]

copperation [kapffeiJen]

"The Mississippi Miracle"

1.

Dialect Indicators

Standard:

Dialect:

sight - [salt]
trial - [trail]
minute - [mimt]
sisters - [sistez]
morning - [moeniq]
faucet - [fosit]
mourners - [mousnsz]

site - [salt]
trile - [trail]
minit - [mimt]
sistahs - [sistQz]
mohnin' - [moenin]
fossit - [fosit]
mo'nahs - [moxronGz]

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Dialect:

Gabriel - [geibrisl]
miserable - [mizerabl]
allow - [elau]
description - [diskripjen]
considerable - [konsidarabl]
agreed - [sgrid]
along - [9I013]

Gabr'l - [geibrel]
mizable - [mizabl]
low - [lau]
*scription - [skripjsn]
consid'able - [ksnsidebl]
'greed - [grid]
'long - [lor) ]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Dialect:

[d]

and - [send]
mind - [maind]
friends - [frendz]

an •- [sen]
min' - [main]
frien's - [frenz]

[t]
mostly

-

[moustli]

mos'ly - [mousli]

kept - [kept]
j u s t - [ d 3A S t ]
next - [nekst]

kep' - [kep]
des - [des]
nex - [neks]

must

mus'

-

[mAst]

- [mAs]
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Standard:

Dialect:

[w]
equal - [ikwal]

ekal - [ikel]

[3 ]
just - [djAst]

des - [des]

[8 ]
there - [Sees]
that - [Sast ]

1ar - [sea]
'at - [set]

4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

[d for 5]
the - [8e]
that - [Sffit]
then - [Sen]
this - [81s]
them - [Sem]
this - [Sis]
there - [Sees]
they - [Sei]
that - [Saet]
other - [aS©]

de - [do]
dat - [dset]
den - [den]
des - [des]
dem - [dem]
dis - [dis]
dar - [daea]
dey - [del ]
'at - [eet]
oder - [Ada]

[d for 0 ]
with - [wi0 ]

wid - [wid]

[f for 0]
nothing - [nASig]
through - [0ru]

nuffin - [nAfin]
froo - [fru]

[b for v]
never - [neve]
have - [hsev]
give - [giv]
every - [evri]

nebber - [neba]
hab - [hash]
gib - [gib]
eb'ry - [ebr1]
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Standard:

Dialect:

giving - [giviq]
devil - [devl]
leave - [liv]

gibben - [giben]
debbil - [debal]
leab - [lib]

[n for g]
preaching - [pritJiQ]
calling - [kolii]]
going - [going]
boiling - [boilig]
shouting - [jautig]
coming - [kAmig]
setting - [sctig]
morning - [moenig]
bringing - [brigig]
5.

p r e a c h i n ’ - [pritjin]
a- callin’- [ekolin]
g o i n 1 - [gouin]
a-bilin' - [eba:lin]
shoutin' - [jatrtin]
cornin’ - [kAinin]
a-settin' - [eseten]
mohnin' - [moenin]
bringin* - [brigin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Dialect:

heard - [had]
sir - [sa]
saw - [so]
might - [malt]
for - [foe]
crops - [kraps]
boiling - [boilig]
Negroes - [nigrouz]
rose - [roxjz]
can - [keen]
gave - [geiv]
shall - [5sel]
fetch - [fet$]
get - [get]
equal - [ikwal]
fetched - [fet$t]
really - [rili]
profession - [prafejan]
brothers - [brASez]

heerd - [hird]
sah - [sa:]
seed - [sid]
mought - [matrt]
fur - [fa]
craps - [kraeps]
a-bilin' - [abailin]
niggahs - [nigez]
riz - [riz]
kin - [kin]
gub - [gAb]
shil - f511]
fotch - [fat$]
git - [git]
ekal - [ikel]
fotched - [fat$t]

6.

raly - [raeli]
purfeshin - [pefejin]
bruddahs - [brAdez]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Dialect:

I am - [ai sem]

1 1s - [a:z]

Standard:

Dialect:

I have told - [ai haev tould]
I heard - [ai had]
you know - [ju notr]
you saw - [ju so]
you haven't - [ju haevnt]
we're - [wir]
I said - [ai sed]
I haven't - [ai haevnt ]
you have - [ju haev]
you see - [ju si]

I's tol' - [a:z toul]
I heerd - [a: hird]
you knows - [ju nouz]
you seed - [ju sid]
you ain't - [ju eint]
we's - [wi z ]
I says - [a: sez]
I hasn't - [a: haeznt ]
you is - [ju 1z]
you sees - [ju siz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Dialect:

calling - [kolig]
going - [gouig]
setting - [setig]

a-callin' - [ekolin]
a-gwine - [eywain]
a-settin' - [osetin]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Dialect:

preach the gospel [Prit$ 69 gaspl]
you haven't heard [ju haevnt had]
tried to keep - [traid
tu kip]
much to brag - [mAt$
tu braBg]
best to have - [best
tu haev]
give those Negroes [giv &OTJZ nigrouz]

preach me de gospel [prit$ mi de gaspl]
you ain't nebber heerd [ju eint nebs hird]
tried fur to keep - [traid
fa tu kip]
much fur to brag - [mAtJ
f3 tu braeg]
best fur to hab - [best
f 3 tu haeb]
given dem 'ar niggahs [given dim aee nigez]

9.

Word Order
No unusual Word Order used in this selection.

lO.

Word Changes and Substitutions

Standard:

Dialect:

thing - [0ig]
going - [going]
gave - [geiv]
insignificant [insignifikent]
shall - [$ael]

think - [Gigk]
gwine - [gwain]
gub - [gAb]
onsignificant [onsxgnifiksnt]
shill - £ S11 J

CHAPTER V

THE ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECH
OF THE INFORMANTS
This chapter contains the analysis of the speech of
the six Negro informants.

The same procedure was followed

for the analysis of the tape-recorded interviews of each
informant as was used on the poems.

It should be noted

that the first feature, Dialect Indicators, does not apply
to the speech of the informants as it is concerned with
changes in orthography which do not indicate a change in
the spoken form of the word.
To

establish the identity of the informants, a

brief biographical sketch accompanies the speech analysis.
A.

INFORMANT - FT, MALE - 72
FT was born in Hinds County, Mississippi, on

December 19, 1893.

He has had very little formal education,

having attended school three school sessions of four months
each.

FT's father farmed and worked for Mississippi
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College and he became an errand boy for college students
by the time he was in his early teens.

He became a day

laborer on the building crew for Mississippi College when
he reached maturity and continued in that type of work
until he retired about five years ago.

He is still active

physically and does odd jobs about town, chiefly mowing
yards.
FT married when he was twenty-one years of age.
His wife lived for only twelve years after their marriage.
FT married again and has one child, a daughter by his
second wife.

The daughter graduated from high school this

year and FT is very anxious for her to attend college.
FT joined the Pleasant Green Baptist Church in
1917 and takes pride in the fact that he is respected and
liked by the white and colored people of Clinton.

SPEECH ANALYSIS, INFORMANT - FT
2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation:

along
across
professor
between
excusing
about
medicine
opossum
electrician
around

[log]
[krost]
[fese]
[twin]
[skjuzin]

[baut]
[mesen]
[pasem]
[lektristen]
[ ra rm ]

Standard:

something
remenber
wasn' t I
except
eleven
below
every
watermelons
furtherest
reverend
yearling
peel them and eat them
just come there
between
be low

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation
SApm]

mimbe]
wAdna]
sep]
leven]
lou]
evi ]
watmeldnz]

f3&ist]
reben]
j e 1 1n j

pil em g it 8m]
dis kAm seJ

twin]
loo]

Consonants
Informant's Pronunciation

ft]

last
first
best
roasts
wasn* t
cleanest
nicest
breast strap

[lfts]
[f3is]
[bes]
[roosiz]
[wAdn]
[klinis]
[na:sis]

[bres:trap]

[1 ]
twelve
help

[twev]
[hep]

[d]
around
and
used to
ground
old
behind
pond
world
friend

[raon]
[an]

[ju:ste]
[grffiun]
fool]
[bana:n]

[poon]
fw31]
ffrin]

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation:

kind
scoundrel
buildings
medicine

[kain]
[skaeunel]
[bilinz]
[me:sen]

[6 ]
then

[em]

[dj
back band
yonder

[bsekbsen]
[jane]

[3 ]
larger
Jennings
just

[laede ]
[dimnz]
[dAs]

4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[d for 0 ]
with

[wid]

[p for 0]
something

[sAmpen]

[t for 9]
there
they

[taer, taee]
[tei ]

[n for 13]
working
building
eating
excusing
nothing
something
thinking
morning
moving
evening
buildings
going

[w3kin]
[bilin]
[etn]
[skjuzin]
[nA0ln]
[SAmpen]
[0i^kin]
[mffnin]
[muvin]
[ivnin]
[bilinz]
[goin]

-

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

growing
yearling
looking
getting
making
waiting
telling
doing
talking
having
trying
willing
nothing
playing
eating
rubbing

[grouin]
[jelm]
[lukin]
[gitin]
[meikin]
[wei:n]
[ttlin]
[du in ]
[tokin]
[heevin]
[train]
[wilin]
[nA0in]
[pleiin]
[eten]
[rAbin]

[b for v]
everyday
seventy
of
seven
eleven
reverend

[ebridei]
[sebti]
[ab]
[sebm]
[lebm]
[reben]

[st for $]
electrician

[lektrist

[n for 8 ]
there
the

[nee]
[no]

[d for 8 ]
there
that
then
the
this
they
them
there
their

[das]
[daet ]
[din]
[de]
[dis]
[dei ]
[dim]
[dse ]
[delr]

[f for 0 ]
both

[bonf]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[d for s]
wasn't

[wAdn]

[t for d]
killed

5.

[kiIt]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Informant1s Pronunciation

right
where
no sir
white men
Latimer
sure
like
pneumonia
yes sir
calm
prettiest
larger
only
ate
ring
pretty
hear
wagons
when
breast strap
things
no sir
oil

[raet ]
[Aar ]
[nose]

6.

[Aat minz]
[ laetemo]

[$oct]
[ laek]

[njumSje]
[jaese]
[kjesn]

[p u t i s t ]
[ lsede ]

[onlist]
[ei t]
[rftQ]

[parti]
[hje]
[waeginz ]
[Ain]
[brrstrap]

[Gaegz ]
[nose]
[oel]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

he can be
Provine
they had
you have seen
have you seen
I have given

[hi kaan bin]
[prouvain hoop]
[dei hsev]
[ju sin dim]
[ju sin]
[ai giv]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

he knows
he does
they are
I have planted
sprouts came
I forget
he belonged
he brought
there were
X grow
he mixes with
they are rough
you have fastened
we did

[hi non]
[hi du]

7.

[a: dAn pleentid]
[sprants k A m ]
[a fegits]
[hi bolog]
[hi br®u]
[dEr

[ai
[hi
[de
[ju

w a z

]

gronz]
miks wid]

ez rAf]

dAn faesnd]
[wi dAn]

Intrusive Vowels
Not represented in the s

8.

[deiz]

of this informant.

Intrusive words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

Mrs. White worked
make a fire in the fireplace
and put the meat in a
pot and cook it all night

[miz rta:t $i w3kt]

you haven't seen

[ju eint neve sin daet]

9.

[lait do fapleis do
nait jo non on
dset mit in daet
aen kAk daet mit
kAk ol nait]

houl
kAk
pat
it Ad

Word Order

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

many long years
slim Chinese boy

[o log mini yios]
[t$a:niz slim boi]

lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitutions

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

helped
person
fed many a colored person
installed an electric motor
sleeps or pretends to sleep
every day

[houp]
[pipl]
[fed mini 9 kAlo pi PJ-]
[pSMJied it]
[hi pasamz evri del]
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B.

INFORMANT - PH, MALE - 80
PH thinks he has had his eightieth birthday but is

not sure of the exact day or year.

He was born on a farm

in Copiah County, Mississippi, and at an early age moved
with his father and mother to a farm in Claiborne County.
PH attended public school for one raonth--this is the extent
of his formal schooling.
He married in his early twenties and takes pride
in the fact that he was a good provider.
and some cattle.

He raised cotton

During the depression years he began to

work on a Public Works Project, but he does not remember
the year.

After that he secured a wagon and horse and

started doing custom hauling for people in Port Gibson.
PH bought a house in Port Gibson in the late
thirties and has lived there ever since.
died in the fifties and he married again.

His first wife
The second wife,

he admits, was a better farmer than he was in her younger
years.

They are both very active members of the Christian

Church.
PH describes himself as an old citizen of Claiborne
County who knows almost everyone in the town of Port
Gibson.
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SPEECH ANALYSIS. INFORMANT - PH
2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

about
than that
driven
around
in there
seventy
everything
nearly about
following
and everything
opossum
it was
valve
evaporator
barrel
hauled
remember
Saturday
intend
account
that lasted
provider
eleven

[bant]
[naet ]

3.

[driv]

[raeun]
[inaer ]

[sebti]
[eviGifl]
[njebaut]
[fa:in]
[©nevGaeg]

[pasem]
[tA Z ]

[vffil]
[veepereter]

[beel]
[hoi]

[mimb*?-]

[sffldi ]
[tin]
[keeunt ]
[d«t lses ]
[vider]

[leban]

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[t]
Just
used to
best
plant
last
cultivator
didn't
don't
ghost
next
cost
listed

[dAS ]
[Jus©]
[bes ]
[plan]
[lees]
[kAleveter]
[didij]
[dorm]
[goirs ]
[neks]
[kos]
[lisid]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

lasted
breast

[lses]
[bres]

[d]
hound
hand
calmed
intend
old
older
around
used to
and all
handles
aged
kind
sold
Rhode Island
cold

[haun]
[hsen]
[ksam]
[tin]
foul]
foler]
[raeun ]
[jusa]
[sen ol]
[hsen^z]
[eid3 ]
[kain]
[so:l]
[rodailan]
[coul]

[h]
him

[Ira]

[9]
on the
put that in
there

[one]
[pAt set in]
[®r]

[r]
through

[©u]

[t$]
trace chains

[treiseinz]

[st]
Christian

[kri$en]

[1 ]
oil mill

[olrmil]

4.

Substitutions

Stanaard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[f for 0]
think
everything
truth
mouth
three

[fiqk]
[evrifig]
[truf]
[maetrf]
[f ri]

[b for v]
seventy
every
eleven

[sebti]
[ebri]
[leben]

[ts for h]
here

[t$ee]

[d for 6 ]
then
that
this
the
them
these
there

[din]
[daet]
[dis]
[d©]
[dim]
[diz]
[daer]

[d for 0 ]
with

[wid]

[t for 6 ]
the

[t©]

[d for t]
cattle

[keedl]

[t for d]
killed
tS
check

[kilt]
t S]
[Sek]

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

[n for 13]
sitting
putting
ginning
telling
making
fishing
hunting
talking
turning
plowing
evening
selling
putting
working
getting
farming
raising
planting
liking
picking
staying
grassing
cutting
something
kiting
courting
fixing
following
conferring
talking

5.

sitg]
putn]
d3inin]

telin]
mekin]
f1Sin]
hA.nt in]
tokin]
tannin]
p l a m n]
ivnin]
selin]
putn]
w3kin]
gitin]
famin]
rezin]
plsenin]
lakin]
pi kin]
stein]
graesin]
kAtin]
SAmin]
kaitin]
koutin]
fiksin]
fain]
kenf3in]
tokin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

years
any
get
here
them
was
man

[je©z]
[ini]
[git]
[he©, hje]
[dim]
[w a z ]
[msein]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

years
yard
then
just
nearly
hear
Christian
care
me
white
them
gone
near
everything
scared
uneasy
calmed
sure
when
syrup
shovel
Berkshire
yes sir

[j3>z]

6.

[jod]
[din]
[dAs]
[njeli]
[hjaes, hjes]
[kri$ o n ]
[k j e ]
[mi ]
[Mat ]
[dim]
[gotm]
[nje]
[ EV08B3 ]

[sked]
[onizi]
[kaand]

[Son]
[Min]
[S 3 1 p ]

[S^vl]
[bAkJir]
[j® S3]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

I'm
I have driven
I came
I am
they know
they have gone
they were small
that's what I is
I have gotten
I did it
my mule saw
I saw
I have raised them
you take it
I knew

[az]
[av driv]
[a kAm]
[a iz]
[dei notrz]
[6eiz govn]
[dei 9z smol]
[tfflt MAt a iz]
[ai dAn g a t ]
[a dAn it]

[ma: mjul sid]
[a: sid]
[a:v reiz dm]
[ju teiks it]
[ai novd]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

machine does
he threw
they ran off
they took my
I sold
it is

[a ma$in duz]
[hi 0oud]
[dei rAnd of]
[dei teikn nia]
[ai se1]
[it biz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels
Not represented in the speech of this informant.

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I fell and almost killed me

[ai fel of nErli moud ta
ki1 mi]
[a: notrz mait nai hotrl lat
lidl niEPli eb:aidi in
taetm ]
[a: nier beaut fiksin ta liv
[$i ja s eint mai f3 wa:f]

I know almost everyone in
town
I was about to leave
she isn't my first wife

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I was born and raised

[aaz rezd an bon]

10.

Word Changes and Word Substitut ion

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation:

that's what I'm inferring
it
mannered
hard times are coming

[6aets MAt a:m kanf^in]
[hit]
[maend]
[its abaetrt ta rAn baek ta
kAtin wud]
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C.

INFORMANT - IBG, FEMALE - 60

IBG was the only female selected as an informant.
She was born July 31, 1905 on a farm near Bolton, Missis
sippi in Hinds County.

She has been a resident of Hinds

County all of her life, as were her father and mother.

She

has no knowledge of her grandparents but thinks they were
from the Clinton area of Hinds County.

Her mother died

when IBG was a baby and she was raised by a step-mother
whom she loved and respected.
IBG's father was a farmer and she helped him with
the plowing and other farm tasks as she had no brothers or
sisters.

Her father wanted her to get as much education as

possible and would work with her at night.

She said that

learning to pronounce words was difficult for her and that
he was responsible for the clearness with which she is now
able to speak.

She finished the fifth grade and went part

of the year into the sixth.
IBG married about thirty years ago and she and her
husband are both active members of Baptist churches.

They

farmed up until 1945, when they moved from the farm to the
edge of Clinton.

Since that time she has worked as a maid.

SPEECH ANALYSIS, INFORMANT - IBG

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

asked her
around
remember
you would
because
it would
along
we fastened them
frailed them
several
you would hook them up
attention
at least
another one
of them
sure haven't
believe
covered it
yes sir
along
forgotten
something
marrow

[ees ?]
[ratm]
[mimbe]
[jed]
[koz ]
[it ©d ]

3.

[lofl]

[wi fsesenm]
[frelem]
[sev}]
[j ©d htrk ©m
[tint$n]
[lis]
[nAdn]

Ap]

[Abm]

[$otr hsebn ]
[bliv]
[kAVI© It]
[jees© ]
[I013]

[f©gat]
[S A m n ]

[mee©]

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[r]
Abraham

[eibehaan]

[p]
wasp

[wos ]

[t]
next
least
plastic
used to

[neks]
[lis]
[pises:ik]
[jus©]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

breast
just
cultivator
best

[braes ]
[d3As]
[kAll veto]
[bes]

td]
hand
and
children
pond
kind
used to
old
fastened
frailed
under
covered
we h ad a
stand
behind
ground
around

[hffin]
[ffin]
[15ilrin]
[pon]
[kain]
[jus©]
[o u i ]

[faesen ]
ffrel]
[An?, A n d e ]
[ k A V I 0]

[wi hae 9 ]

[staen]
[behain]
[graun]
[raxm]

M
ask

[aes]

[b]
gambling

[gaanlin]

[S3
them
there
that

4.

[ip, ©m]
[aer]

[aet]

Substitutions

Standard:
[b for v]
of them

Informant's Pronunciation

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

[t for 0 ]
with
with hooks

[w it]

[wit hxrks]

[d for 6 ]
they
that
the
that s
another
there
thats the

[dei ]
[ daet ]
[de]
[ daet s ]

[enAde]
[d e e r ]
[d a e ts

6© ]

[f for 0]
teeth
truth
mouth
cloth
bath

[tifs, tifiz]
[t rtrf]
[mauf ]
[klofj
[beef]

[d for 0 ]
with

[wid]

[n for 5]
that

[naet ]

[t for d]
killed

[ k i I t ]

[b for p]
baptizing

[baebta:zin]

[n for 13]
ironing
pulling
hitting
praying
running
walking
backing

[arnin]
[pAlin]
[hit in]
[prein]
[r A n i n ]

[wokin]
[baekin]

St andard:

Informant's

thinning
planting
meeting
s inging
preaching
gambling
going
mashing
sitting
beating
looking
baptizing
setting
easing
saying
coming
plowing
flying
cooking
hoeing
pushing

[0inin]
[pleenin]
[mitin]
[siqin]
[prit5in]
[geanlin ]
[gouin]
[meej in]
[si tin]
[bitin]
[lAkin]
[beebtai zin]
[setin]
[izin]
[seiin]
[kAmin]
[plauin]
[flaiin]
[kukin]
[houin]
[ptrjin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

where
just
brush
thing
bring
out
strings
there
where you
where
single
was
right
sure
dropped
hand
covered
here

[waee]
[djaes]
[brt$]
[86113]
[braeq]
[sent]
[streigs]
[5aeir]
[Mser ju]
[m o l ]

[sffigl]
[w a z ]
[raetj
[Sou]
[drop]
[hein]
[kAvie]

[hje]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

tongue
always
members
birds
for
gears
about
just
can't
ring
ate
point
go on
kid
such
get
sow
chair
buggy
great
care
catch
scared
yes sir
depot
pond
girl
went
carried
half
word
them

[tog]
[oIqs]

6.

[mAmbaz]
[baidz]

[fa]

[giaz]
[e b « u t ]

[d3ist]
[kent]
[r»g]
[et ]
[p?nt]
[gwon]
[kid]
[set $ ]
[git]
[so]

[tSer]
[b?gi]

[gret]
[kir]
[ketj , kset $]
[skir]
[ jeese]

[depo]
[pon]
[q a I]

[wint]
[kead]
[h e e if ]

[waid]
[8 im]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

they have
we killed
that are
we drop it
plows came
there were
I have forgotten

[5e: haez]
[wi kilt]

[8eet biz]
[wi drop it]
[plows come -- plauz kAm]
[it was -- it w a z ]
[a: dAn fa^gat ]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I saw that done
it acted
it grew
they ate
they have
I have seen
that is in
they were
I've heard
it was
there were a lot of people
everybody that used it said
it was all right
fits down on their necks
it runs through
which hold
they were
they have

[ai sid 8eet did]
[it aek]
[it grotrd]

7.

[6ei et]

[6ei heez]
[ai haev sid]

[6aet biz in]
[6ei waz]
[aiv hired]

[5ei waz]
[it w3 g lats av Pipl]
[evbaidi 8eet jusd hit sei
itz olrait]
[fit datm on 8ei nek]
[it rAn 0ru]

[wat houlz]
[it w a z ]

[6ei heez]

Intrusive Vowels
Not represented in the speech of this informant.

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[hi didnt neve laik]
[8ei jus ts wud juz]
[ju didnt neve go tu non
daks ]
[
5
i
heed
bin sin it]
she had seen it
the alligator was close to them [8q eeligeite wAznt no m e g
from 9m]
[mi sen ma staepmASe wi]
my step-mother and I

he didn't like
they used to use
you didn't go to a doctor

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

he never did like
[hi didnt neve laik]
I don't know how many we killed [wi kilt a dotnjt non hau
mini ]
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Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation:

about the time I was young

[ log aet 8e taim mosli Min
ai wez jXfl]
[ s At ^ aes MAt ju k o l ]

such as you call
lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard;

Informant’s Pronunciation:

testimonial meeting
determination day
purgative medicine
manna and honey - Ex

[testefai mitin]
[t3moneiJen dei]
[p3gei$en medisin]
[fritez aen laesiz]

16:14-36
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D.

INFORMANT - JET, MALE - 56

JET was born in Clinton, Mississippi in 1909.
Since that time he has spent most of his life in Clinton,
with the exception of a few months in Florida and Illinois.
On neither occasion was he away from Clinton for longer
than two months.
JET traces his family, on both sides, to slaves
owned by the Johnson family of Clinton.

His great grand

mother on his father's side told him many things about the
days of slavery.

He was twenty-four when she died as she

lived to be one hundred and eleven years of age.

His

grandfather on his mothers side belonged to another member
of the Johnson family and was brought up as a house boy.
He accompanied his owner when he went to war during the
Civil War.
JET finished the fifth grade in school and he re
grets that he did not go to school any longer.

He has

three daughters and a son, and he wants them to continue
their educational training.
JET refers to his family as an old and respected
one in the Clinton area.

They own several acres of land

and a house in the edge of Clinton.
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SPEECH ANALYSIS, INFORMANT - JET
2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

important
borrow
consisted
attending
Mississippi
about
opposum
raccoon
regular
mongrel
afraid
I were
almost
probably
enjoyable
consisted
eleven
declare
listening

[impo:t]
[bared]
[kesist]
[etind]
[misipi]
[bant]
[pa:sem]
[kun]
[regler]
[meengl]
[freid]
[a:3r]
[motrs]
[prabli]
[djoebl]
[kesist]
[leven]
[klser]
[lisnin]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[t]
first
most
least
cost
last
just
Clinton
left
almost

[f 3s]
[moxxs]
[lis]
[kos]
[lees]
[djes]
[klinen]
[lef]
[mous]

[1 ]
help
selves

[hep]
[sevz]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[6 ]
them
that

[am]
[art]

[d]
and
old
attend
children
behind
around
used to
hound
grind

[sen]
[ottI]
[atin]
[t$ilrin]
[bihain]
[araun]
[juste]
[haun]
[grain]

t3 ]
Jennings

[dininz]

[*]
consisting

[kasist]

[r]
very

[ve:1]

[j]
Junior

[d3uner]

4.

Substitution

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[t for 5]
that

[tset ]

[t for 0 ]
months
north

[mAnt]
[noet]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

*[d for 0 ]
with

[wid]

[d for z]
doesn* t

[dAdnt]

[b for v]
haven* t

[hasbm]

[m for n]
haven't

[heebtp]

[f for v]
have

[hsef ]

[n for q ]
living
going
trying
being
Jennings
consolidating
morning
living
trying
buildings
coming
moving
growing
evenings
watering
running
walking
passing
surrounding
caring

[llvin]
[goin]
[train]
fbiin]
[dininz]
[kesaledet en]
[mornin]
[llvin]
[train]

[bildinz]
[kjunin]
[mAvin]

[grouin]
[ivninz]
[waten]
[rAnin]

[wolkin]
[paesin]
[seraondin]
[kserin]

* The th was pronounced [0] twice during the interviews
so when the d was substituted it was listed as a [0 ] sub
stitute.

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

nothing
saying
thinking
laughing
having
talking
picking
standing
listening

[nA0 in]
[seiin]
[eiiQkin]

5.

[l®f In ]
[heevin]
[tokin]
[pikin]
[stsendin]
[lisnin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Informant*

went
any
think
plenty
for
many
now
when
children
them
attending
half
from
bad
things
trees
Saturday
was
remember
hurried
church
member
hurried
great
edge
steady
grateful
yes sir
no sir
plane
spent

[wint]
[mi]
[GaeQk ]
[plinti]
tf?]
[mini]
[nee]
[win]
[t$ildren]
[8im]
[gtind]
[haeif ]
[fAm ]
[baeid ]
jeseggs]
[triz]
[sffitef'di ]
[w

a z

]

[rimimbd]
[hArid]
[t$3it$]
[mimbe1]
[hArid]
fgret]
[eid3 ]
[stAdi]
[gretf9l]
[jsess]
[no so]
[plaen]
[spint]

P ronunc iat ion
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Standard:

first
out

6.

Informant's Pronunciation

[f3ist]
[seuwe]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I saw
I was going
so it was
I had borrowed
it was
school
it was operated
she was
it was awful
that I knew
events have
anything was wrong
you took
what was
they took
I was raised
he was
grandparents were

[a: sin]
[a: w? gouig]
[sou its]
[a: w3* bared]
[it w 3*]
[skul w 3 ]
[it w 3 apereitid]
[$i W3]
[it w 3 ofel]
[6set a nou]
[ivints heez]
[ini0iq w 3 rofl]
[ju teik]
[wat iz]
[6e: teiken]
[a 3* reizd]
[hi w3]
[graenpaerents iz]

7.

Intrusive Vowels
Not represented in the speech of this informant.

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I never did have many coon
dogs

[ai nsve did hsev veri mAt$
kum dogz]

9.

Word Order
Not represented in the speech of this informant.
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lO.

Word Changes and Word Substitution

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

mongrel-dog
themselves
Colonel Charles Lindburg
I didn't mind the grit and
grind in-my gizzard

[meengl dog]
[5eisevz]
[k^nel tjarlz lindib^g]
[a dAdnt man 6e grit send
grain in ma gris].]

E.

INFORMANT - HB, MALE - 59

The facts about HB are limited.

He was hesitant

to answer questions about his father and mother, and would
not actually identify either of them by name.

It is pos

sible that he did not know who they were.
HB was born December 25, 1905 in Port Gibson,
Mississippi.

He has never lived outside of Claiborne

County and has worked at odd jobs most of his life.

He

has several regular customers that depend on him to keep
their yards in order and run errands.

As he has been

doing this type work since he was a boy, it probably ac
counts for his given name, Handy.
HB enjoys hunting and fishing and is apt at re
counting experiences in these sports.

He takes pride in

the fact that he has a bank account, but produced no evi
dence to indicate the ability to read or write.

He is

fairly apt at figures as I asked him to give me some change
He was able to count change with little difficulty.

When

asked about school attendance his answer was that he had
gone to school a few years.

SPEECH ANALYSIS, INFORMANT - HB

2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard;

Informants Pronunciation

Mississippi
nineteen
eaten
around
olden
sugar cane
Irish
particularly
supposed
furrow
planting
medicine
malaria
because
something
concluded
about

[misipi]
[natin]

3.

[et]
[ratm]
[ouln]

[Jjugkein]
[a:S]
[petike'll ]
[SpOTTZd ]

[f 3 ]
[plaetn]

[medsin]
[meleel]
[koz]
[SAmpm]
[kAnklud]

[baut]

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard;

Informant’s Pronunciation

Ei]
stalk
help
rattlesnake

[stok]
[hep]
[ragt©snei k]

Ed]
and
hundred
understand
around
kind
slender
used to

©sen]

[hAne't ]
[An ©st sen ]
[raun]
[ k a e :n [

[sline1]
[just©]

[m]
cucumbers

[kjuk©be,z]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[t]
twenty
want to
star
cantalopes
next
first
mustard

[twini]
[won©]
[sar]
[kasnoloups]
[neks]
[f^s]
[mAS^d]

[p]
pumpki n
wasps

„[pAnkin]
[wos]

[s]
mustard

[mAte^d]

yes

[jae]

[3 ]
just

[dAs]

[6]
there
them

4.

[®e]
[Am]

Substitutions

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

[d for 8 ]
the
this
there
that
then
there
that they

[di]
[dis]
[dEr]

[dfflt]
[din]
[dser]
[daet 8ei ]

[n for 8 ]
this

[nis]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

then

[nin]

[t for 0]
with
through

[wit]
[tru]

[p for 0 ]
something

[S A m p m ]

[n for 13]
logging
morning
picking
planting
passing
swinging

[login]
[mo:nin]
[pi kin]
[plaetg ]
[peesin]
[swi^in]

[1 for n]
chimney

[t $imli]

[f for p]
sarsaparilla - [saespsril©]

[saesf ©rila]

[n for m]
pumpkin

5.

[pAnkin]

Vowel Changes

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

was
anything
pan
turnips
turn
yes
right
apart
thing
increase
ears

[wAz]
[ini0ftg]
[paein]
[toneps]
[tAin]

[jae, jae©, jaes]
[raet ]
[©po1t ]
[eaeg]
[inkris]
[je©]

f
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

near
pneumonia
malaria
no sir
there isn't
just
king
such
yellow
wasp
man
whip
sledge
hornets
wasps are
really
sure

[nee]
[njumoji]
[melei1]
[noose]
[dei eint]
[d3 ist]

6.

[kaeg]

[sit$]
[ ja e lu ]

[wos]
[mein]
[m a p ]
[slAd3]
[harm ts ]
[wostiz]
[re:li ]
[Jo]

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

you saw
I saw
I was
you ever saw
vines grew
pumpkin grew
they eat
they fool
it doesn't
I saw
I ran
I concluded
they stay
there wasn* t
he knocked
you are going

[ju sid]
[ai sin]
[az]
[ju eve sid]
[va:n groud]
[pAnkin groud]
[de itz]
[dei fulz]
[it dont]
[ai sid]
[ai rAn]
[ai kAnklud]
[5ei steiz]
[6ei wudnt]
[hi nak]
[ju goum]

7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

well

[w31©]
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8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

Garrett*s used to run
hotel had
get button willow

[gaerits he© juste rAn]
[houtel he© 5* h®d]

9.

[git Mat j© kol bAten wil©]

Word Order

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

they ran a taxi

[dei rAn ol dei tseksi ]

10.

itution

Word Changes and Word

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

sledge
matures
slender
malaria

[slAd3]
[mati©lz]
[splindi]
[mslei1]
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F.

INFORMANT - EM, MALE - 74

EM is a native of Hinds County, Mississippi.

His

father was a slave, having been sold four or five times.
EM described it was having been put on the block and raffled
off as cattle are now sold.

The surname is the name of

the man to whom he belonged when slaves were freed at the
end of the Civil War.

EM said that his father's original

name had been Jeff Jones, but he preferred the name of the
last owner.
EM was reared on a farm and was taught to work by
an industrious father who managed to earn a living for a
wife and eleven children.

EM had little formal education.

He attended school for a few months a year over a period
of about five years, but does not recall exactly how far he
went in the graded readers.
He married in 1911 when he was twenty years of age,
and he and his wife lived on a farm near Clinton.

EM began

working part time for Mississippi College the year he married,
but he continued to farm.

In 1944 he moved with his family

to Clinton and started working full time for the college on
the maintenance crew.

He worked at this job until two years

ago when he retired.

EM is a leader in his church and active

in the Negro community in which he lives.
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SPEECH ANALYSIS, INFORMANT - EMc
2.

Lost Word Elements

Standard:
several.
turning plow
brace and bit
in there
and then
where ever
remember
practically
everybody
Mississippi
nineteen
eleven
gathering
along
like they have
and that
been there
about
hickory
enough
your
because
particular
something
other one
livery
around
believe
opossum
directly
reckon
escorted
carrying
material
different
kerosene
before
potatoes
and then they
scandalous

Informant's Pronunciation;
[sevl]
[tsplae]
[bresenbit] •
[in :ser]
[sen: in]
[waeve]
[mimbg]

[praekli ]
[evebadi ]
[misipi]
na:tin]
lebm]
geeSen ]
log]

la:ke:heev]
sen :aet ]
bin :ee]
bant ]
hikri]
nAf ]
js]
kAz]

petikle]
SApm]
Aden]
libe]
ratm]
bliv]

pasem]
drekli]
reken]
skotrt id]
kerin]
met i el ]
difent]
kssin ]
fou]
teitez]
n:in:ei]
sksendles ]

3.

Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

[t]
taste
roasting
wrist
Clinton
winter
just
cultivators
first
didn't
want to
cost
mostly
best
lost
biggest
left
lantern
test
post
vegetables
fist
last

[teis]
[rous 1n ]
[ns]
[klinn]
[wine]
[d^es]
[kAleveitez]
[fas]
[didn]
[won©]
[kos ]
[mousli ]
[bes]
[loss]
[bigis]
[lef]
[laene-]
[tes]
[pos]
[ved3ibelz]
[f is]
[l«s]

[3 ]
just

[dis, des]

[d]
standing
and that
around
mind
field
find
stand
sold
build
ground
diamond
[and

[steenin]
[een:eet ]
[eraun]
[man]
[fil]
[fan]
[stasn]
[soul]
[bxl]
[graun]
[daman]
[«n]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

hand
handle
land
old

[hffin and 1
[haenj.]
[laen]
[oTjl ]

[dr]
hundred

[hAnod]

[k]
asked

[aest ]

[n]
lantern

[ laen®1]

[r]
through
missionary
throw

[eu]
[mi$@nei]
[0 ott]

[S]
in that
and that
them
in the
burn the
in there
and they
hear them
went there

[in :aet ]
[aan:aet ]
[sin]
[ini ]
[b A n :9]
[in :aer ]
[aen:ei ]
[hje:m]
[wint:aer ]

[b]
lumber
limber

[lAmer]
[lirnGf]

[1 ]
help
twelve
milk

[hep]
[twev]
[mjiek]

[d]
older

[ouls]

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

send
behind

[sin]
[beham]

4.

Substitutions

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation

[d for 8 ]
them
that
though
the
they
that* s
this
there
then
other

[dim]
[d a e t ]
fd o tr]

[do]
[dei ]
[d ffits ]

[dis]
[daee or daer]
[din]
[Add]

[b for v]
eleven
seventy
stovall
Aven
overtook
providence
livery
of
seven

[ lebip]
[sebendi]
[stobol]
[eiben]
[obetuk]
[prabodints]
[libo]
[Ab]
[sebip ]

[f for 0 ]
mouth

[mauf ]

[m for n]
eleven
something
seven
turpentine
behind him

[lcbm]
[ SApip ]

[sifbip]

[t3penta:m]
[behamim]

[t for d]
remedies

[rimitiz]

Standard:

Informant•s Pronunciation

diamond
killed
held
hold
ruined

[diment]
[kiIt]
[helt]
[hoult]
[rxrint ]

[d for t]
[sebendi

seventy
[g for k]

[mages 9n

moccasin
[t for 5 ]
the
that

[ti]
[taet]

[p for 0]
something

[SApip ]

[d for 0]
with

[wi d]

[t for 0]
months

[mAnts]

[t$ for j]
you

[tju]

[k for g]
vinegar

[vineke]

[t$ for h]
[tSir]

here
[n for

q

learning
going
morning
standing

]
[lornin]
[goxn]
[monin]
[stssnin]
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Standard:

Informant's

looking
speaking
driving
getting
nothing
trusting
working
hauling
Jennings
rooting
trying
making
laying
gathering
doing
building
joining
dining
pulling
riding
holding
cooling
soaking
planting
growing
running
coupling
talking
walking
raiding
evening
ringing
turning
something
being
courting
sleeping
hunting
licking
frailing
killing
dragging
begging
fishing
[coming

[lerkin]
[spikin]
[dravin]
[gitg]
[nA0in]
[trAStin]
[wskin]
[holin]
[dgininz]
[rutin]
[train]
[meikin]
[lei in]
[gseSan]
[dum]
[bildin]
[dganin]
[damn]
[pulin]
[radn]
[hotrldin]
[kulin]
[soukin]
[pleentin]
[gromn]
[rAnin]
[kAplin]
[tokin]
[wokin]
[reizin]
[ivnin]
[rffiQin]
[tJtninj
[sAmGin]
[biin]
[koutin]
[slipin]
[hAntin]
[likin]
[freilin]
[kilin]
[drsgin]
[begin]
[fi$in]
[kAmin1

Pronunciation:

Standard:

Informant’s Pronunciation

cutting
raring
hanging
courting
farming
coughing
laughing
carrying
selling
hearing
watching
meeting
telling
cleaning

[kAtn]
[rserin]
[hsegin]
[kout e n ]
[fomin]
[kofin]
[lsef in]
[kerin]
[selin]
[hjein]
[wat$ in]
[miten]
[telin]
[klinin]

5.

Vowel Changes

Standard:
wire
fence
pasture
right
covered
scared
years
milk
night
light
test
farming
English
absorb
ten
kerosene
syrup
arm
send
whip
string
sitting
shutters
ruined
Tom

Informant's Pronunciation
[war]
[fints]
[passts]
[rat]
[kived]
[skeeod]
[jeez]
[mjiok]
[naeit]
[laeit]
[tes]
[fomin]
[aenglij]
[ebzab]
[tin]
[kffisin]
[s3ip, SAip]
[Sfm]
[sin]
[AAp]
[streeQ]
[setn]
[jetsz]
[ruint]
[13m ]

Standard:
for
ate
just
where
here
just
when
any
then
sure
joining
where
Latimer
from
climb
edge
automobiles
rode
remember
such
as
source
thing
cant
my
ought
get
chance
model
every
went
cure
catching
really
your
ear
burn
cents
early
catch
hear
ringing
tu rn
went

Informant's Pronunciation
fa]

et]
d3es]
mo]

hje]
d3ist]
Min]
ini ]
din]

So]
d3anin]
Mar]
lffitemoirr ]

fXm ]
klsan]
eid3]

atemoubilz]
rid]
rimimbo]
si t S]
iz]
SOI s ]

e«g]
keint]
ma]

out ]
gitj
tJeints]
modi]
eve1]

wint ]
kjoe]
kjet $in]
reili ]
je]
jee]
bXn]
sints]
erli ]
ketj]
hje]
raegin ]
tXn]
wint ]
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Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

ten
hungry
cheeze

[tin]
[hoggri]
[t$iz]

6.

Concord and Verb Form

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

I was
Pleasant Green is
I did that
when I was
place was grown
Nelson took
Provine did
he was
you had gone
he and I were
they ran
you saw
I ever tasted
I never have cared
I ate
I called
I heard
I ever saw
the ground was frozen
you ever saw
they ran
I haven’t taken
he saw
what do you
I ran back
I was
you don* t
was slavery raised
was raffled
three sixes aren't
have eaten
they pealed
I never knew
I first saw
he sled
he had done

[a: we*]
[plezent grin a:]
[a: dAn 8aet]
[Min a wer]
[pleis w 3 grond]
[nelson teikg]
[prouvan dAn]
[hi w ? ]
[hEd wint]
[mi n h i m w a z ]
[dei rAn]
[ju sin]
[ai evo teis]
[a: nev© iz kee©d]
[a: it]
[ai ko1 ]
[ai hjed]
[ev© a sin]
[d©

graun

w a z

frouz]

[ju mos ev© sin]
[dei rAnd]
[ai haed ©n ttrk no:mo]
[hi sin]
[Mat iz ju]
[ai rAn bsek ]
[ai w 3 ]
[ju dAznt]
[waz ©sleivri reiz]
[ w a z raefsl]
[6ri siksis eint]
[heev et]
[dei piel]
[a: eint ev© notrd]
[a f3s sin]
[hi sladid]
[hi dAn]
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7.

Intrusive Vowels

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

My father was slavery raised

[ma fade waz s sleivri
rei z ]

8.

Intrusive Words

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

after that
it was nothing
we got a kick out of that

[from din on tu dset]
[it WAdnt nA 0 in]
[ant o dot wi gat o kik
atrt o it]

9.

Word Order

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

not with plows like
we had hardly any cultivators

[wid nat plauz la:k]
[wi didnt heev ini
kAleveitez hadli]
[di fAni Sffig w a z 9 bant it]
[eve a: sin]

the funny thing about it was
I ever saw

lO.

Word Changes and Substitution

Standard:

Informant's Pronunciation:

modern time
delicious
bananas
barbed wire
frailing (whipping)
admiration
Zeppelin
it seemed visible to everyone

[madgl ta:m]
[poll $9 S ]
[ponaenoz ]
[bab wer]
[freilin]
[mareiJon]

sufficient
shroud

[ziper]

[it lukd invizobl
it lnkd 1ak it
otrva evobaidi]
[prefiJ ont]
[swad]

waz

CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

1.

DIALECT INDICATORS

In choosing the term Dialect Indicators as a
category, the purpose was to make a place for words that
to the eye of the reader suggested a dialect but do not
contribute to the spoken dialect.
The words used by Russell that are listed in this
category are words in which some change has been made in
the orthography.

The change does not, however, indicate

a change in pronunciation.

Krapp explains this technique:

Thus a dialect writer often spells a word
like front as frunt or face as fase, picture as
pictsher, not because he intended to indicate
here a geniune difference of pronunciation, but
the spelling is merely a friendly nudge to the
reader, a knowing look which establishes a sym
pathetic sense of superiority between the author
and the reader as contrasted with humble speakers
of the dialect.1
'
The clearest examples of this dialect feature are

"^George Philip Krapp, The English Language in
America (New York: Century Co., 1925), Vol. I, p. 228.
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could as c 1u'd1, would as w 1u 1d * and should as sh1u 1d .
The identity of the word by the reader is not hampered,
and in reading the selection no attempt is made to change
the sound.

Sight written site, trial written trile, and

stayed written staid are equally notable examples of
Dialect Indicators. These words and their parallels are
used often enough to help keep the literary dialect of the
author’s choice before the reader.
A dialect writer attempting to present to his
readers the use of r in a dialect of the South is faced
with a problem of no small magnitude.

Russell did not

adopt a pattern or system nor did he hold to any given order
that can be established.

In some words he used the apos-

trophe to take the place of the r as in aboa*d

2

and in

other instances he used the h spelling as in hear written
heah.

3

Russell may indicate the r loss by a spelling change
4
as in wukin* for working.
He leaves the usual orthography
in other words.

Three lines from "Christmas Night in the

Quarters" illustrate his lack of consistency in the use of
the r .

M. G. Fulton (ed.), Christmas Night in the Quarters
and Other Poems (New York: Century, 1917), p. 69.
3

Ibid., p. 4.

4

Ibid., p. 9.
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"An all de balance ob de yeah
we does as right’s we can.
We labors in de vineya’d,
wiikin’ hard and wukin* true;
Now shorely you won’t notus,
if we eats a grape or two.*’^
The poem "Nebuchadnezzar" further proves his lack
of consistency.

In the title the post-vocalic jr as the

final sound is represented orthographically, but in the first
line sin h is used in place of the r, thus Nebuchadnezzah.6
The words containing the _r in post-vocalic positions in the
first stanza aptly illustrate Russell's inconsistency in
establishing a system for the use of j:.

The third column

indicates the word following the _r word or the punctuation
which follows the word in order to establish influencing
f actors.
Standard
Orthography

Russell's
Dialect

Influencing
Factors

Nebuchadnezzar
sir
where
sir
for
sir
better
year's
cure
your

Nebuchadnezzah
sah
whar
sah
fur
sah
better
yeah’s
cure
yo’

, whoa
i
.
is you

5Ibid., p . 9.
6 Ibid., p. 25 .

to know,
y
stop dat
advanein1
you
shines
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The first verse of "Business in Mississippi"
contains five examples of retention of the post-vocalic r.

7

The words are quoted in context to eliminate questions of
influencing factors;

they are:

"Is you gone to keepin' store?"
"I is surprised!"
"I never heard ob that."
"I's ’long with you in Georgia."
In the next stanza sir is spelled sah (followed by
, dat1s) and colored is written cullud.
Russell uses the jr consistently in two poems.
are "Dat Peter" and "Summer Idyllers."

They

All of the others

furnish the same type examples as those taken from the
first three poems.
As further evidence of Russell’s lack of consistency
and lack of a system, let us look at all of the words in a
given selection that contain the e£ spelling in an unaccented
syllable.
The poem "A Sermon for the Sisters" has the following words that contain the unaccented er suffixes.

8

If

the word is final in a sentence or phrase, an explanation

7

Ibid., p . 28.

8 Ibid., pp. 79-83.

of this will follow.

If the word is not final in the

sentence or phrase, the word that follows the er suffix
word will be indicated in order to get a clearer picture of
Russell’s use of the r in an unaccented position.
sistahs
schoiah
nebber

pruzint)
heah)
break)

better
raudder
brudder
trader
ever
letter
remember
preacher
November
kinder
whisperin
j abber
clabber

he)
how)
End of sentence)
- an* at last)
shouted)
End of sentence)
your)
ain't been)
End of sentence)
hitting)
intervocalic _r)
, end of phrase)
End of sentence)

The word sistahs is used three times in the selection.
Other words in this selection containing r in accented
syllables or in monosyllable words in which the loss of r
is indicated are wahnen, sahmon, yo, and yo1self.

The

following are words in which Russell retained the r in
accented syllables or monosyllable words:

fur, ’sturding,

turns, whar, keer, 1form, afore, and hurt.
There are three explanations for Russell's lack of
consistency:

(1)

he did not recognize the change in the

enunciation of words caused by the dropping of r;

(2) the

r's were used in an inconsistent manner by those Russell
sought to depict in his literary dialect; or (3)

Russell

thought that a consistent systematic deletion or substi
tution for the r_ would be too cumbersome for a good lit
erary dialect.
A close analysis of the use of r by the informants
fails to establish a pattern.

The use varies with the

informant, and the only striking feature is the differ
ences between the usage of the informants.
table of percentages depicts the usage of
each of the six informants.

The following
[er]

and

[31]

by

The percentages were obtained

by recording the number of occurrences in each informant's
speech where vowel plus r in an unaccented position was
rendered [er].

The same thing was done for the vowels

plue r's in stressed positions.

The number under the

symbol represents the percent of utterances in which the
r quality held.
Informant
FT
PH
IBG
JT
HB
EM

[er]

[31]

9
45
39
50
49
25

12
66
33
40
75
7

The range in unstressed positions is from 9 to 50$
and in the stressed positions from 7 to 75$.

All of the
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informants had a much higher percentage of loss of r
quality than that written into Russell’s literary dialect.
The use of r by Russell and its use by the informants gives
no evidence of being affected to a noticable degree by an
intervocalic position.

Let us look at a few illustrations

from some of the informants.

FT furnishes the following:

[ni&s iz j©]

[Ap hi© on]
[fes© eivin]

[otj© a e t]

PH wasthe secondhighest
than [©] and [3].

in the

use of [e1-] and [?]rather

In the unstressed position he seemed to

favor the [©] between vowels as he used [©] in intervo
calic positions six times, and [er] in intervocalic positions
only twice.
IBG used the [©] for vowel plus _r in unstressed
positions approximately sixty percent of the time, and of
this usage one third were also followed by a vowel.

The

position of the r between vowels was not a determining
factor in Russell's use of lack of use of it.

This is

paralleled in the speech of the informants.
In other uses of vowel plus r, the informants
seemed to favor the dropping of the r.
FT we see the following:

From Informant

[sta:tid], [ja:d], [konbred],

[fou dalaz], [sma:t], [w3l]. This does not mean to imply

that there was any degree of consistency even here, because
we find [varmit], and [far] for fire. Two phrases taken
from adjacent sentences show the inconsistency of sound
production; both are alike in the first two words -- however
the final word in one begins with a consonant while in the
second the final word begins with a vowel.

Contrast [daunr

aer fs] and [darn ae itg] .
Informant PH was equally inconsistent.
look at some of his utterances.
[pout] Gibson.

Let us

He called his home town

He used [kje], [hje], [famd], [hos]; but

he also used [f3*], [pour], [hjir], [sargem], and [vaepare:tu]
IBG used [kon], [hos], [harms], [hard], [Jo]; but also
used [tjaer], [lardj], [kar], and [ker].
following have the r qualityr

From JT the

[faer], [hardli], [okordin],

[born], [garbidj], [mornin], and [m e t ].

In the same

conversation the j r quality is lost in the followingr
[impotont], [nof], [boudid], [jioz], [mou], [wo], [foutin].
In forty the _r is light but there.

In the utterances of

HB we find [tAin] for turn, [fou f3] for four furrow,
[wate fA] for water furrow, and [koin] for corn.
Informant EM furnished the following r

[haev daer

nau], [d3£s na dei], [sAmo aen winu], [for, fou], [w3il],
[worm], [haulst], [hos], [kaeo], [bAin] , [jard], [mornin].

Russell's literary dialect did not indicate the
elimination of as great a percentage of r's as was evident
in the data furnished by the six informants.

He suggests

the elimination of the r, but he leaves the interpretations
in part to the reader.

2.

LOST WORD ELEMENTS
All twenty-four selections contained items that

are listed under the heading Lost Word Elements. The
deletion of prefixes or unaccented first syllables form
over half of Russell's lists of Lost Word Elements.

The

following list from the poem "Uncle Nick A-Fishing" illus
trates this use.^
around
along
before
astonishing
about
alight
enough
obliged

'roun'
'long
'fore
'stonishin
'bout
1light
nuff
bliged

In six of the above am apostrophe indicates the loss of the
prefix, but for bliged and nuff the apostrophe is missing.
Medial unaccented syllables are also lost.

3Ibid., pp. 37-41.

The

following list of illustrations taken from "Christmas

Night in the Quarters" show Russell's use of this feature.
opposite
several
tapering
curious
gathering
violet

opp'site
seberl
tap'rin
curi's
gath’rin
vi'let

This dialect feature is present in the speech of.
the six informants.

The following list from Informant

HB serves to illustrate the feature.
Mississippi
nineteen
sugar cane
particularly
medic ine

[misipi]
[natin]
[jtxg k e m ]
[p9tike*li]
[medsIn]

Russell does not burden his literary dialect with am over
load of this feature, but it appears in all twenty-four
poems.
In the twenty-four poems Russell used the feature
of Lost Word Element 193 times.

Of this number 118 were

cases of losing the prefix or unaccented first syllable.
Fifty-two were cases of losing the unaccented medial sylla
ble, and twenty-three were miscellaneous, such as:
salute
believe
gentlemen

s' lute
b'lieve
gemmen

Informant HB had seventeen words which contained this
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feature:

four lost prefixes or unaccented first syllables;

eight lost medial unaccented syllables; three lost final
syllables; two miscellaneous, such as:
planting
something

[plsentn ]
[S A m p m ]

HB was not typical of the other informants in the use of
prefixes as the others lost a higher percentage of prefixes
A breakdown of this dialect feature as each informant used
i't is as follows:

Informant
FT
PH
IBG

JET
HB
EM

Totals

Total no.
of Lost
Word
Elements

Loss of
prefixes
or unaccented
1st syllables

Loss of
medial
syllable

25
22
19
17
15
30

15
11

6
7

io

9

7
3
10

7
18
18

3
2
2

128

56

56

16

Others
4
4

The fact that Russell uses one type of Lost Word
Element more than the other does not weaken his use of the
dialect as a whole.

The forms that he uses are reasonable,

the more unusual ones finding their counterpart in the
speech of the informants.

As a writer he has the privilege

of selecting those features best suited for the particular
idea he is presenting; and since the selections under

consideration are poetry, Russell's need to be selective
is more evident.

3.

DROPPING SOUNDS OR LOSS OF CONSONANTS
Russell uses the loss of thirteen of the twenty-

five consonant sounds as a feature of his dialect writing.
Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants were present in all
twenty-four of the Negro dialect poems that were analyzed.
The thirteen consonants are not dropped in every selection
The _t and the d are dropped more often and more consis
tently than the others.

Russell drops the _t' s and d* s

from consonant combinations.

The following shows Russell'

use of the dropping of the t and d as a dialect feature.
Selections

Dropping t

Dropping d

"Christmas Night in
the Quarters"

mos'

an'

2.

"Nebuchadnezzar"

lef'

min'

3.

"Business in
Mississippi"

f ac'

an1

4.

"Selling a Dog"

bes'

ol'

5.

"Uncle Ned on Fishing"

mus'

roun'

6

"Norvern People"

mus'

gol'

7,

"Wherefore He Prays
That a Warrant May
Issue"

mos'

foun*

8

"The Mississippi
Witness"
itBlind Ned"

stric'

hoi'

lef'

blin'

Selections

Dropping t

Dropping d

10.

"Mahsr John"

greates'

roun'

11.

"Precepts at Parting"

safes'

ol'

12.

"Halfway Doin's"

fas'

an'

13.

"A Sermon for the
Sisters"

las'

frien's

14.

"Uncle Cap
Interviewed"

almos'

aroun'

15.

"The Old Hostler's
Experience"

lef

ol'

16.

"Reverend Henry's
War Song"

17.

"Going"

lif'

bol'

18.

"Dat Peter"

kep'

an'

19.

"Summer Idyllers"

kep'

20.

"The Kingdom Gate"

las'

21.

"The Mockingbird"

jes1

22.

"Uncle Caleb's Views"

swep •

bol'

23.

"Pot Liquor"

mus1

an *1

24.

"The Mississippi
Miracle"

mos'ly

tol'

behin'

ol*

Russell indicates most consonant losses by the use
of the apostrophe as has been indicated in the discussion
of the use of r; however, there are a few exceptions.
is written jes twelve times,^

Just

and is written des four times

^ I b i d ., pp. 29, 34, 43, twice on 54, twice on
57, 58, 60, 62, 66, 67.
1:LIbid. , pp. 47, 50, 172, 180.

, 12
^ ^
13
.
.
.14
First is written fus
and fust;
against is written gin,
pretty is putty,15 suggest appears as serges,^

reconstruct

17
18
is written recoinstrue ,
worth is wuf,
and before is
.
19
written afore.
In justification of Russell's failure to use apos
trophes in these words, it can be noted that Krapp considers
fust as having been an accepted pronunciation as indicated
by early scholars.

2o

It can be assumed that on most of

these general practice would justify the omission of the
apostrophe.

In contrasting Russell's use with that of the

informants, the discussion of the apostrophe loses sig
nificance, as it is a tool of a literary style and has no
counterpart in spoken form.
The following chart indicates the sounds that
were dropped or the consonants that were lost by Russell
and those corresponding drops and losses by each of the
six informants.

i2T.
..
Ibid.,
P- 5.

13Ibid., p. 21.

14T,
., ,
Ibid.
P* 13.
16
Ibid., P- 44.

15Ibid., p. 39.

18TW.„
Ibid., P- 85.

!9

i7

Ibid., p. 44.
Ibid., p . 160.

2(3
Krapp, op . cit., Vol. II, p. 221.

Phonetic
Consonants
P
b
t
d
k
g
f

IR
b
t
d

V

e
6
s
z

0

s

s

3
h

3

3
1
w
M.

FT

EM

P
b
t
d
k

t
d

t
d

b
t
d
k

s

5

5

s

6

PH

HB
P

s

3

t
d

t
d

5
s

b

3

3

s

3
h
m

n

1

n

n

1

1

1

1

r

r

1

1

w

j
r
st
dr
rt
ps

JT

g

V

m
n

IBG

D
r
st

r

dr
rt
ps

As can be seen by the above y all of the informants shared
the dropping of [d], [t], [1], and

[S ]

with Russell

In

the data collected none of the informants dropped [g], [v]
[0], and [w] dropped by Russell; however, at least one
informant dropped [p], [k], [h], [m], [j], and [t$] not
dropped by Russell.
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In some cases the Dropping Sounds or Loss of
Consonants is a result of unstressing.

Russell's use of

the Loss of Consonants sounds as an indication of unstressing
is seen in the following illustrations from "Christmas
Night in the Quarters."
"it beat 'em all to pieces,"
"Dar's gwine to be a' oberflow,"
a

The same type of loss was found in the speech of the

in

formants, as [set] for that was used by four of the six in
unstressed positions.
The Dropping of Sounds or Loss of Consonants as
used by Russell as a dialect feature is comparable to that
used by the informants, as can be seen in the following
list of illustrations taken from Russell and from each of
the informants.

Note that the first word listed in the

illustrations of Russell's use is afore.
indicating a loss of the consonant b.

It is listed as

Although the afore

is a counterpart to before historically, it was listed as
a substitution here because in other places Russell used
before and 'fore.

The use of afore is much more restricted

than the other form^ being used only twice in the twentyfour selections.

21

Fulton, op. c i t ., p. 18.

RUSSELL
•

Consonant
dropped
tb]
[d]
[g]

[i]
[n]
[r]
[s]

[t]
[v]
[w]
[3 ]
[e]

[5]
[$]
[st ]
[tr]

before
friends
recognized
only
than
thrown
yes
must
of, have
woman
just
months
there
lecture
against
monstrous

Dialect
Use
afore
frien1s
reco1nizet
on' y
*a
th1owed
yah
mus1
0 , ha'
oontan
des
mon* s
'ar
lecter
ag* in
mons1ous

INFORMANTS
Consonant
dropped

Dialect
Use

IBG
[b]
[d]
[k]
[1]
[p]
[r]
[t]
[6]

gambling
children
ask
help
wasp
Abraham
next
that

[gsanlin]
[t$Ilrin]
[aes]
[hep]
[wos]
[eibehean]
[neks]
[set]

children
junior
help
consisted
very

[t$1lrin]
[d3imer]
[hep]
[kQSIst]
[vei ]

JT
[d]
[j]
[1]

[n]
[r]

Consonant
[t]
[3]
[3 ]

Dialect
use
left
that
Jennings

[lef]
[«t]
[dininz]

yonder
help
best
larger

[jane]
[hep]
[bes ]
[leede ]

lumber
older
asked
help
lantern
through
taste
and that
just
hundred

[lAmer]
[OTJ19 ]
[BBSt ]
[hep]
[lasner]
[6u]
[teis]
[sen: set]
[dis]
[hAnsd]

older
oil mill
him
next
through
put that in
trace chains
yes

[ole-]
[ 0 1 : mil]
[im]
[neks]
[eu]
[pAt set 1
[treis ei
[ja]

hundred
help
next
them
just

[hAne't ]
[hep]
[neks]
[Am]
[dAS ]

FT

[d]
[1]
[t]
[3]
EM

[b]
[d]

M
[1]
[n]
[r]
[t]
[3]
[3 ]
[dr]
PH

[d]
[1]
[h]
[t]
[r]
[3]
[t$]
[s]
HB
[d]
[X]
[t]
[3]
[3 ]
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Consonant

Dialect
use
[wos ]

wasps
mustard

[p]
[s]

[mAte'd]

Russell's selection and use of this as a literary
feature of Negro Dialect is justified by the evidence
obtained from the utterances of the six informants.

Two

of the ones used by Russell not found in the recorded data
were validated by an additional interview with Informant
IBG.

She said [ouman] in rapid conversation when asked

about old people in her community, and she also used
[rikana:z] for recognized.

Months contained a substitute

for the [0], but it was not omitted.

The dropping of the

[v] from [av or av] and [haev] was not observed but is
within reason in rapid careless speech.

4.

SUBSTITUTIONS
Russel used ten consonant substitutions as a

feature of Negro Dialect.

All six of the informants used

consonant substitution, and the number of substitutions
vary from eight used by Informant HB to fourteen used by
Informant EM.

On the basis of number alone, Russell was

not excessive in his use of substitutions.

Seven of the

consonant substitutions used by Russell were present in the
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speech of one or more of the informants.

Each of the

informants used consonant substitution not used by Russell.
Informant IBG used b for £, 11 for [8 ], and _t for <3 that
were not

used by Russell.

_f for _v, and for d.

Those added by JT were <3 for

FT used j3 for z_, n for [6 ], £ for

[0], t for [6 ], and st for [$].

EM used the largest number

of substitutions, making fourteen in all, seven of which
Russell did not use.

They were d for

k for g , £ for

[0], _t for d t [t$] for _j, [t$] for h_t and _t for [6 ],

PH

made eleven substitutions, five of which were not made by
Russell.

These are <i for_t, _f for [6 ], _t for ^3, t_ for

[5], and [t<j] for Jt*had the

smallest number of substi

tutions, eight in all, of which five were not used by
Russell.

The five are f_ for £, _1 for n,

n

for £, n for

[6 ], and £ for [0].
By placing the substitutions used by Russell and those
used by the five informants on a chart, it is easier to
make a compariscfn.

The following shows the seven groups of

substitutions.
IR____

IBG

b for v

b for p
b for v

d for 5 d for
d for 0 d for

JT____

FT_______

b for v

8 d for 8
0 d for ©

d for 8
d for 0

EM___
b
d
d
d

PH__

for v b for
for t d for
for 8 d for
for 0 d for

HB________
v
t
8 d for 8
0
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IR

IBG

JT

FT

EM

d for z

d for z

PH

HB
f for P

f for 0

f for e
f for

f for 0

f for 0

V

f for 8
j for h
k for g
1 for n
m for n

m for n

m for n

n for 13 n for
n for 8

0

n
n for 13 n for 13 n for 13 n
n for 5
n
P for 0 P for 0
P

for m
for 13
for 8
for 0

r for f
for d

t

t

for 5
t for 0

t

t for 0

t

for d
for 8

t
t
t

for d
for 8
for 0

t
t
t

for d
for 8
for 0

t

for 0

v for 6
t$ for j
t$ for h

t$ for h

st for $
Three of the substitutions used by Russell were not
found in the data secured from the informants.
used the three only five times.

Russell

V for [5] is used in

"Norvern People" only in the title but accounts for one of
the five occurrences of these three substitutions.

The use
22

of [j] for h is found in the selection "Blind Ned".
line is:

The

"Dis yer's a splendid inst'ument. . .

Although [jie] for here was not found in the speech of the
informants, this does not mean that under other circum
stances it would not be used.

22

Ibid., p. 61.

Krapp considers this as
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Southern Low Colloquial form; however, he uses the spelling
*yer. 23
The substitution of r for f in Russell’s Negro
literary dialect has no parallel in the speech of the
informants.
A pronunciation of the word after as
though it were spelled arter is mentioned
as an impropriety by the early grammarians
. . ., and is frequently indicated in
literary transcriptions of New England
dialect speech. It still may be heard in
rustic New England speech, not only in the
word after, but also daughter. 2^
Russell's mother was a native of New York, so it is possi
ble that this dialect feature was from the family.
The following list of consonant substitutions
gives a characteristic word *for each substitution showing
the use of this dialect feature.

There is a list taken

from the poems of Russell and a list taken from the data
recorded from the speech of each of the informants.
RUSSELL
Substitutions
b for v
_t for T©]
d for [0 ]

23 Ibid., p. 244.
24

Ibid., p. 204.

Dialect Use
have
everything
with

hab
eberyt’ing
wid
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Dialect Use

Substitutions

f for [0 ]
d for [6 ]
\/ for [5]
n for [13]
JL f°r _f
m for n
Tj] for h

nothing
that
northern
waiting
af ter
Franklin
here

nuffin
dat
novern
waitin
arter
Franklum
jjer

INFORMANTS
Dialect Use

Substitutions
FT
f for [9 ]
d for [6 ]
P for [e]
Jt for [8]
n for [8]
d for [8 ]
st for i s l
n for [u]
d for s
t for d

both
with
something
that
there
then
electrician
working
wasn*t
killed

[bouf]

of them
teeth
with
with
that
killed
baptizing
working

[A b m ]

that
north
with
have
haven* t

[ ta e t ]

[wid]
[sAmpen]
[taet ]
[nae]
[din]
[lektr1stsn]
[wakin]
[W A d n ]
[kilt]

IBG
b for [8]
f for [e]
_t for [ e]
d for [e]
n for [8 ]
t_ for d
b for
n for
]

[tlfs]
[wit]
[wid]
[nset ]
[kiIt]
[baebtaizin]
[wakin]

JT
_t for
for
d for
f for
m for

_t

[8]
[e]
[ e]
V

n

[noef]
[wid]
[haef ]
[haebm ]
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Substitutions

b for \/
d for z
n for Tg]

Dialect Use

haven11
doesn* t
watering

[hsebip]
dAdnt]
[wat^m ]

them
that
something
with
months
here
vinegar
seventy
killed
seven
mouth
eleven
working

[dim ]
[teet]
[sApip]
[wid]
[mAnts]
[t $ir ]
[vinaka]
[sebandi]
[kiIt ]
[sebm]
[matrf ]
[lebro]
•
[wakin]

[0 ]
[5]
[8 ]
[0]
[q]
n

with
that
this
something
picking
chimney

[wit]
[daet]
[ms]
[sAmpm]
[pikin]
[t$imli]

m

pumpkin

[pAnkin]

£

sarsaparilla

[seesfarila]

mouth
think
every
here
then
with
the
cattle
killed
talking

[mairf ]
[fiflk]
[ebri]
[t$ee]
[din]
[wid]
[ta]
[kaedl ]
[kiIt j
[tokin]

JEM
^3 for [8 ]
_t for [8 ]
£ for [0 ]
d for [0 ]
_t for [0]
[tJ] for £
Jc for £
_d for _t
t for d
m for n
for [0]
b for v
n for Tfl]
HB
_t for
for
n for
£ for
n for
_1 for
£ for
_f for
PH
f for [0 ]
f' for [5]
b for v
Tt$] for h
d for [8 ]
d for [0 ]
t_ for [8 ]
d for £
t' for d
n for Tg]
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5.

VOWEL CHANGES

Russell uses some vowel changes in every selection,
but most of the vowels retain their usual form.

Some of

the changes in orthography do not represent sound changes
and are listed under vowel changes only as a means of
emphasizing Russell's use of this feature in his dialect
writing.

Some examples of orthographic changes not repre

senting a sound change are:

steamah, beneef, ekal, sinnah,

feller, Franklum, baggidge, righchus, alius, cornahs,
notus, c'u'd1, and bruddah; Russell does indicate signi
ficant changes in most of the vowels.

Individual consid

eration of the vowels will illustrate these changes.

The Vowel [i]
Russell makes the past of hear, heered and of see,
seed.

These are transcribed for this study with [i]

because of their use in this form by the informants.
words in which Russell uses the [i] are:

Other

leetle [litl],

skeer [skir], keer [kir], and cheer [tjir].

IBG used

[kir] and [sid] fox care and past tense of see.

Chair was

rendered [t$ir] by HB, and PH used [skird] for scared.
The equivalent of leetle was not used by the informants.
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The Vowel [ I ]

Russell used the orthographic i to suggest a pro
nunciation in a number of words which make an important con
tribution to his literary dialect.
words are transcribed [i].

For this study these

Consider git, kin, ag'in, fit

(fight), rid (rode), inimy, gin'eral, yit, and sich.

The

informants furnished the same kind of pronunciation as
follows:
FT

PH

IBG

JT

mini
win
egin

ini
git
din

git
Min
ki r

ini
5im
wint

HB
1"■
ini
SI tj
d3ist

EM
tin
si t$
ini
t$iz

Riz and rid for rose and rode will be treated
under the discussion of Russell's use of verbs as a dialect
feature.
The Vowel [e]
Through orthographic changes, Russell suggests the
use of [e] in place of the expected [i], [e], [se], and [o]
as the following words illustrate.
Standard
Orthography

Russell's
Dialect

real
Kentucky
can't
because

rale
Kaintucky
kaint
bekase

Phonetic
Transcription
[reil]
[keintAki]
[keint]
[boke:z]
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In the speech of the informants the use of [i], [e ], [ a e ] ,
and [o] was verified.

Kentucky was not used by the in

formants, but the same vowel change was made in edge by
EM, JT pronouncing it [eidg].

The [e] was used in place

of the [i] in the word reason, rendered [rezin] by Informant
PH.

A pure [e] would be difficult to interpret or assume

from Russell's literary dialect.

However, the monophthongal

[e] was used by four of the six informants.
day [de:]; PH used it in reason [rezin].

FT pronounced

IBG said [kent]

and HB pronounced really [re:li].
The Vowel [e ]
Russell makes use of the [e] in preshes [prcjss] and
sez [sez] as Dialect Indicators. Other words used by
Russell are jestis, bresh, shetting.

Such, brush, and a

form of shut, shutters, were in the speech of the informants
and were given the [e] vowel.

Informant FT used the [e] in

[hjs] (hear) and JT used it in [grst] for great. HB gave
ears the [e ] sound, rendering it [j e ©].
The Vowel [ae]
Only two words used by Russell which contain the
[ae]

suggest dialect.

They are gal and crap. The use of

gal for girl is commonplace today, being known to the speech
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of almost all southerners under some circumstances.

The

word crop was not rendered [kraep] by any of the informants,
but a corresponding change was found in calm, which was
pronounced [kaan] by FT and PH.

IBG used [draep] for drop

and EM used the [ae] in climb, making it [klaam].

The Vowel [a]
The variances in the use of [a] cannot be distin
guished in Russell's written dialect, but the variances are
very evident in the speech of the informants.

The monoph-

thongal [a] was used by FT in [wat] but he used an [a]
with an upglide toward the [ae] in down.
was the sound he used in wife.
[a:] in [wart], [ma:], and [a:].

The diphthong [ai]

PH used the monophthongal
JT used the upglide diph

thong more often than he did the monophthongal [a:], but it
was present in [ta:mz].

EM made an interesting contribution

by elongating the vowel and making it a triphthong [aei].
He used this in light and night; however, in five the vowel
was [a:].
By the use of the orthographic i Russell suggests
the use of [ai] in:
gwine
spile
bile

jine
pizen
j 'ints
p'int
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Three of the above were used by the informants
with comparable pronunciations.

EM used [gwain], IBG used

[bail], and PH used [paint] (point).

The Vowel [a]
Russell uses the orthographic a and o to spell
words that were transcribed with the [a] in this study.
Some of the characteristic words are sah, sahmons, sarpent,
fotch, and cotched. The fotch and cotched are verb forms
and will be treated in the next division.

The others rep

resent use of [a] rather than [sr] . This use was evident
in the speech samplings.
[mci] in rapid speech.

IBG and EM pronounced where as

HB used the [a] as the stressed vowel

in turnips, rendering it [taneps].
hornets.

He also used [a] in

In addition, FT pronounced fire as [far] and EM

pronounced wire as [war],

Russell's use of [a] as a sub

stitute sound was not as varied as that of the informants,
but as he used it, it was acceptable and reasonable.
The Vowel [o']
In the word unless Russell uses the orthographic o
for the vowel in the first syllable.

This suggests [o],

A

parallel was found for this usage in the data obtained from
the informants.

PH used the [o] in uneasy.
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In the speech of the informants, the use of [o] was
much more evident.

The [otj] usually found in no became [o]

in the speech of FT, HB, and JT, as all three used [nose]
for no sir. The [o] was used in the following:
PH
yard
barn

EM
-

[jod]
[bo:n]

arm - [om]
model - [modi]

IBG
pond

HB
-

[pon]

was - [woz]

EM, IBG, and PH used the [o] for the usual [a ] in hungry,
tongue, and uneasy.

The Vowel [o]
With Russell's use of the orthographic o it is im
possible to determine whether he intended the monophthongal
o or the more widely used diphthongal phoneme.
form,

In the dialect

sho, and fo, Russell does not suggest a sound

following the o.

Three of the informants used a diphthong

in [5otrJ (sure) and two used the monophthongal o -- thus,
[Jo],

In the words in which Russell used the orthographic

o followed by _ah, it was assumed that he intended the diph
thong [ou] plus the [9 ].

These words were foah and floah.

IBG and PH pronounced the numeral four as [fo9].

Russell used

hoIp for help, and this word probably contained [ou], as it
is one often heard today in the folk speech of the area.
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The Vowel [x j ]

Russell uses the orthographic u in the words usu
ally containing the sound [u]. Only one variation occurs
with this sound; that is putty for pretty.

Informant FT

used [putist] for prettiest, so these form a parallel in
usage.

Informant HB also used the [xt] in whip, thus [wxxp] .
The Vowel [u]
Russell represents this vowel with the oo spelling,

but he does not use it to indicate a change in the sound
usually associated with the

words inwhich the oo are

found.

of oo to represent [u] are

Examples of the use

moobe for move and froo for

through. The data obtained from

the informants did not furnish a significant use of this
vowel to indicate a dialect.
The Vowel [a ]
Russell uses orthographic u for the words desig
nated in this study as containing [ a ] .

Russell suggests

the [a ] instead of [31] or [a] in curse, worse, hearse, first,
person, and worth.

Five of the informants used this vowel

in similiar words.
JT
PH
EM

hurried

[hArid]

Berkshire
burn

[bAkJir]
[bAn]
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IBG
HB

gin

[gAl]

t urn

[tAin]

Kurath and McDavid have noted that the phoneme of thirty
"hovers uneasily between [a] and [3 ] in the Low Country of
South Carolina."

25

In the speech of the informants the

[a ] is clear enough to be classified in the words given

above.

Since Russell uses the u to suggest this sound, it

can be assumed that the [a ] as noted in the speech of the
informants was in use at the time he was writing.
A less frequent change used by Russell was the
substitution of [a ] for [e] in suldom and sullybrated.

JT

made this substitution in the pronunciation of steady as
[stAdi] and HB made it in [slAdg] for sledge.
Dialect Indicators listed under this vowel symbol
are wuz for was and frum for from.

Two of the informants

dropped the r and rendered from as [fAm].
The vowels [3], [0*], [q], and [e-] were also covered
under the discussion of Dialect Indicators.
The following charts give characteristic words used
by Russell and the informants.

This gives a clearer pic

ture of the use of the vowel sounds by each of them.

25
Kurath, op. c i t ., p. 103.
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RUSSELL
u

l
skeer
keer
beneef
ekal

[skir]
[kir]
[benif]
[ikA1 ]

loozyan
t roof
sloo
troo

[luziaen ]
[truf]
[slu ]
[tru]

u
sh’u'd
took
c 1u 1d
w' u'd
huf s

[Su d l
[tuk]
[kud]
[wud]
[huf s ]

Thursday [53zdi]
Virginny [v3gini]
heah
sich
yet
enemy

[sit*]
[yit]
[i n i m i ]

e
bekase
ain* t
lazin
skacely

[keiz]
[eint]
[leizin]
[skeisii]

sech
sez
bresh
shet
jedge

se
waggin
dan
gal
dar

jine
gwine
spile
pizen

[hi 9 ]

[setj]
[sez]

[breS]
[Set]
[d 3 ed3 ]

[waeg in]
[dsen]
[gsel]
[daer ]

[d3ain]

[gwain]
[spai1]
[paizan]

o
shorely
yo
pore
notus
floah

A

suldom
mudder
wuss
gub

[sAldgm]

[mAd9]
[w a s ]
[gAb]

o
alius
onless

[ $OUll ]

[30]
[pour]
[noutes]
[f 1 0 U 9 ]

[019S]

[onl9s ]

a
sot
sarpent
sartin
sahmons
cotched

[sat ]
[sarpent]
[sartin]
[samenz]
[katjt]
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JT

i

least
seen
even
scared

[lis]
[sin]
[iven]
[skir]

went
any
children
them

[wint]
[ini]
[tjildren]
church
[6im]
first
were

age
edge
make
they

[eidg]
[eid3]
[meik]
[5ei ]

great
[gret]
selves
[sevz]
directly [drekli]

for
early
work

[far]

[sli]
[wark]

[t S3 11 S ]
[f 31 St ]

[Seegk]
[haeif ]
[0aeqz]
[plaen]
[aetrwe ]

a
hound
around
about
times

[haxm]
[eratm]
[baxjt ]
[ta:mz]

shook
mu le
could

[$TTk]
[mjulz]
[kud]

most

[mous]

o
no sir
also
boy
trough

[nose]
[olso]
[boi ]
[trof]

[W3]

[otind]
[jaese]

ae

thank
half
things
plane
our

[kun]
[ju]
[Slu®]

XI

9
member
[mimbe1]
Saturday [S8ete“di ]

9
attend
yes sir

u
raccoon
you
shoe

A

from
was
hurried
steady

[f Am]
[waz]

[hArid]
[stAdi]

a
stock
[stak]
opossum [pa:sem]
fatherless
[fa&erlis]
automobile
[atamorrbil ]
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PH
i
deal
bees
these
scared

u
[dil]
[biz]
[diz]
[skird]

you
through
years
works
cur
her

[ju]
[6u]

[j^z]
[wsrks ]
[k*]

[h»]

i
any
get
them
then
when

[ini ]
[git]
[dim]
[din]
[win]

3
yes sir
works
church

U
[j BBS 3 ]
[w3k s ]
[t J3 t J ]

would
used to

[wnd ]

going
sure
knows

[goun]

yard
barn
haul
on the
uneasy

[jod]
[bon]
[hoi]
[one ]
[onizi]

[juse]

e
takes
great
reason

[teiks]
[gret]
[rezin]

er
sadler
member
older

[seedier]
[numbs*]
[Olflr]

[Sou]
[nouz]

e
years
nearly
near
care
scared

ae

[jeez]
[njeli]
[njee]
[kje]
[skerd]

year
near
about

[jee]
[njee]
[ebaeut ]

as

man
[maein]
thing
[9«g]
calmed
[kaand]
in there [inaer ]
barrel
[bael]

A
was
[waz]
just
[dAs]
Berkshire
[bAkJir]

a
got
farming

a
white

[Mat ]

my

[ma: ]
[a:]

I

e

[gat]
[famin]
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EM
i

u

green
saw
he

[grin]
[sin]
[hi]

ten
send
such
any
cheeze

[tin]
[sin]

[sit$]

was
for
person

[w?]
[ws]
[f^]
[p^san]

hundred
syrup

[hAned]

[mi]
[tjiz]

Tom

[t3m]
[f 3s]

[reili ]
[keint]
[eidg]

[S3ip]

e*
every

[eefter]
[maestu]
[wate1]

absorb
ever
never
mother

[ebzab]
[eve]
[neve]
[iiiaSq j

[a e in t ]
[p eesta ]
[k le a n ]

five
like
night

[fav]
[laeik]
[naeit]

[ re e g in ]

[Qsbq]

[ruint ]
[tuk]
[fulin]

sure
source
cure

[So]

farming
arm
ought
model
hungry

[fomin]
[om]
[out ]
[modi]
[hoggri]

[SOIs]
[kj oe]

a

se
ringing
thing
ain» t
pasture
climb

ruined
took
filling

o
[tvSf]

[tJeints] after
master
water

catch
[ket$]
year
[jee]
ear
[jea]
hear
[hjea]
shutters [$ Eta z]

[ju]
[du]

TJ

first
e
really
can* t
edge
chance

you
do

31

A
hundred
whip
was
from
burn

[hAned]
[m a p ]
[WAZ]
[fAm ]
[bAn]

a
wire
[war]
absorb
[absab]
automobiles
[atemoubilz]
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IBG
u

care
saw

[kir]
[sid]

get
scared
went
when

point
buggy
forgot

[p3>nt]
[b^gi]
[fygat]

bud
for
word

[b3 id]

used to

[juse]

truth

[truf]

sure

[jou]

o
tongue
always
go on
pond

[tog]
[ol9Z]
[gwon]
[pon]

[git]
[s k i r ]
[wint]
[Min]

[fa]
[w 3 id]

e
thing
strings
can't

[©tfig]
[streiqz]
[kent]

just
brush
here
ate
such

[d3es]
[bre$]
[hjc]
[et]
[sets]

ae
yes sir
bring
single
drop
ring

[jae so]
[braeg ]
[saegl]
[dreep]
[raeg]

a
around
like

[ratm ]
[lai k]

er
Palmer
[pame>]
remember [numb®*]

9
about
doctor
never

[9b8BUt ]
[dakt9 ]
[neve]

A

was
covered
girl

[w a z ]
[kAVI©]

[gAl]

a
father
where

[fa8«r]

[fta]
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FT
i

u
[sin]
[grin]

seen
green

[tu]
[mun]

two
moon

31

birthday [ba^fdei
Thursday [Qarzdi ]

i
wagons
when
with
many
against

TJ
[weeginz]
[Min]
[wid]
[mini]
[©gin]

prettiest
through

3

work
church
for
first
world

e
they are [deez]
[de: ]
day

[wak]
[t sat s ]
[fa]
[f 3 1 s]
[W 3 1 ]

©•
water
yonder

[putist]
[9 ru]

[watn]
[jander]

o
sure
helped
below
pond

[jou]
[houp]
[Ion]
[poun]

e
eight
hear

[ei t ]
[hje ]

9

no sir
quicker
yes sir
doctor
number

[noss]
[kwike]
[jaese]
[dakt9]
[nAmbe]

se
right
like
yes sir
calm
ring

a
white
around
I was
wife

[raet ]
[leek]
[jeese]
[kjean]
[r®Q]

[Mat ]
[ratrn ]
[a:ez]
[waif]

o
no sir
horses
only
oil

[nose]
[hosiz]
[onlist]

[oelj

A
was
rough
other
from

[w

a z

]

[rAf ]
[a 8

o

]

[frAm]

a
where
fire

[Mar ]
[far]
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HB
u
saw
seen
chair

[sid]
[sin]
[tSir]

you
[ju]
pneumonia[njumoji]
[ware ]
[p^sen]

worth
person

i
anything [iniGftg]
increase [mkris]
such
just

[d3ist]

g
furrow
■^**1T***! rt
furnace

first
e
malaria [mslei1 ]
they aint[dei eint]
er
really
[re:li]
hundred
[mein]
man
slender
Baker
hammer
other
ears
near

whip
[fa]
r^
[fanis]
[fas]

six

[hAnert ]

sure
going
bones
corn

[slmer]
[bdl ker]
[home*]

[b o :n z ]
[ko :in ]

[After]

[9P0It]
[melei1]

[6o]
[e v q ]

ae

kind
vine
right

[So]
[gouin]

[jes]
[nsa]
apart
malaria
the
ever

thing
pan
yes
king
wagon

feet [***]

o
no sir
don* t
was

[noese]
[dont]
[woz]

[e«g]
[paein]

[j®]
[k«g]
[waagin]

[ka:n]
[va:n]
[rat]

A

was
turn
whip
sledge

[w a z ]
[tAin]

[m a p ]
[slAd3 ]

a
turnips
hornets
knock

[tansps]
[harm ts ]
[nak]
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6.

Concord and Verb Form

The verb be, because it distinguishes number in the
first and third persons in both present and past tenses,
often appears as a dialect feature exhibiting lack of con
cord between subject and verb.

Because of the frequency

of distribution, it is considered separately.

The following

shows Russell's use of be with the tense of the subject and
the number of times used.
Subj ec t

Verb

1st person
singular

3d person
singular

2d person
singular

1st person
singular

2d person
singular

3d person
singular

3d person
singular

No. of Times Used
16

Example
I is

2

You am

14

You is

1st person
singular

4

it am

1st person
plural

3d person
singular

5

we is

3d person
plural

3d person
singular

15

dey is
angels is

Russell used the verb be to show lack of concord
between subject and verb for a total of fifty-two times in
the twenty-four selections.

The number of times used is

not of prime importance, but it does help to establish this
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as a specific feature of dialect selected by Russell for
use.
Other than the prior occurrences listed, the verb
be was also used as an auxiliary verb in the formation of
several passive forms, such as:
wuz stole for was stolen
is took for was taken
Another dialect feature showing lack of concord was
Russell's use of the first person pronoun with the third
person verb, e.g.,
I
I
I
I
I

beliefs
digs
has
listens
knows

I
I
I
I
I

hears
'members
tells
tries
thinks

I gets was used three times and I knows and I sees were
repeated four times each in the twenty-four selections.
The use of a plural subject with a third person
singular present tense verb was the next most often used verb
form not considered in concord in general speech.
that took plural subjects were:

Verb forms

blows, comes, dresses, flings,

gets, grows, hopes, knows, makes, needs, puts, rides, runs,
sails, settles, steps, takes, tells, thinks, wants, and waits.
Dey makes was used four times and dey takes occurred three
times.

The plural form of a noun or pronoun accompanied by
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a third person verb form with the s ending thus becomes a
characteristic of Negro dialect as used by Russell.
Using the number of occurrences to establish the
order of consideration, the next step is to observe the use
of the second person pronoun and the third person singular
verb form.

This lack of concord was used twenty times in

the twenty-four selections.

You knows, you sees, and you

wants account for eleven of the twenty occurrences and
illustrate this feature.
Another feature of the verb form used by Russell was
the formation of the past tense by the addition of ed to
verbs that form their past by changes in the word.

Some

of them are:
growed for grew
knowed for knew

seed for saw
catched for caught

Some of the other interesting verb forms used by
Russell as part of his literary dialect were:
riz for rose
gwine for going
bruk for broken

mought for might
clum for climbed
holp for help

The weight of numbers in frequency of occurrence cannot be
used as the sole means of evaluation, but it is significant.
Russell used a lack of concord between subject and verb over
three hundred times in the twenty-four selections.
averages slightly above twelve usages per selection.

This
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In the data obtained from the six informants, all
of the major variations in Concord and Verb Form used by
Russell were present, but not in the same frequency in
relation to use.

The forms of the verb be were not used as

often as Russell made use of them.

One of the causes of

this could be the method used to obtain information from the
informants.

No attempt was made to get them to use a given

word or form as it was considered more important to get
speech that was as nearly representative of conversational
speech as possible.

Specific responses were prompted only

by questions relating to subjects used by Russell in his
poetry.
Informant

Some of the utterances using the verb be were:
Utterances

General Use

PH

[aiz]
[a az]
[it biz]

I am
I was
it is

HB

[az]

I was

IBG

[5aet biz]
[ju iz]

that is
you are

EM

[ai w3]
[a iz]

I was
you are

FT

[de az]

they are

JT

[hi
[ai
[it

he was
I was
it was

W31]
w3]
W3* ]
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It should be noted that the past tense was used
much more by the informants than by Russell, especially in
the use of the verb be.

The questions asked the informants

were about things that had happened previously, rather than
current occurrences, so the use of the past tense is under
standable.

The passive form, using be as an auxiliary verb

was used also, but not by all the informants.

The following

are examples of it as used by Informant JT.
[6ei iz noun]

[it ws apsreitid]

The present tense of the verb be did not lack con
cord in the speech of the informants as it did in Russell's
literary dialect.

The informants had more difficulty with

past tense of the verb be,

JT will serve as an example.

He used the generally accepted form showing concord in the
present tense.

However, third person singular subjects were

used with were.
[hi w?]
[Si w3 ]

Consider the following examples.
, ^
.
^
w3^

[skul w 3 ]
[iniGig w3 ]

The third person present tense verb forms were used
with first person subjects by the informants.
data obtained from FT the following were taken:

From the
[ai grouz],

[a fogits], [a: belogz], and [a: k A m z ] .
The plural subject with the third person present
tense singular verb form was in the speech of the informants.
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Informant HB illustrates this by his use of [de:its] and
[Sei steiz].
Russell's use of ed to indicate past tense in verbs
forming their past tense by vowel or word changes was veri
fied in the speech of the informants.

EM used [sladid]

for slid, [noud] for knew, and [sid] for saw. PH used
[Goud] for threw and [rAnd] for ran.

HB used [groud] for

grew and IBG used [sid] for saw.

7.

INTRUSIVE VOWEL
The intrusive vowel that Russell uses in his lit

erary dialect is an a before many ing words.

In twenty-one

of the twenty-four selections Russell uses this feature.
The use per selection is from eighteen in the longest,
"Christmas Night in the Quarters," to one time each in six
selections.

The examples from "Christmas Night in the

Quarters" are:
a-loggin'

a-squakin'

a-cl’arin*

a-nailin1

a-chippin'

a-bossin'

a-trabbelin'

a-laughin'

a-pshawin'

a-droppin1

a-sailin1

a-sawin'

a-playin*

a-feelin'

a-gwine

An even better picture of Russell's use of this dia
lect feature is shown in one of the verses from the poem:
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"01' Noah kep' a-nailin' and a-chippin'
and a-sawin';
An' all de wicked neighbors kep' a-laughin'
an' a-pshawin' ;
But Noah didn't min' 'em knowin1 what was
gwine to happen;
An' forty days and forty nights de rain it
dep' a-dr ippin.^6
It should be noted that this verse was selected be
cause of the number of occurrences.

It contains six of the

eighteen usages of this feature in the poem.
As a dialect feature it is impossible to determine
the extent of its use in Russell's time.

The _a as Russell

used it before ing words did not occur in the speech of the
informants.

Two of the informants used an intrusive [a]

attached to a word, but it was not the ^ prefix used by
Russell.

EM used the [a] in the following sentence:

faSa waz a sleivi reiz].

[ma

HB used it following wel 1 , but it

does not in any way resemble the way it was used by Russell.
It was more of a pause for effect, as [wel: a].
sive

The intru

as a prefix before ing words is not unknown to the

speech of Russell's area today as the present writer has
heard it, especially with the word going [agomn] in a
sentence such as "Are you a-going?".

26

Irwin Russell, Christmas Night in the Quarters and
Other Poems (New York: The Century Co., 1917), p. 18.
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Although the purpose of this study is descriptive,
it is interesting to note that "a very frequent syntactical
form of contemporary speech,11 according to Krapp, "is that
which puts ^ before every present participle, especially
after ^o as in go a-fishing. . . etc."

27

Since the speech

of the informants does not establish this feature, Krapp's
comment concerning it gives credence to its use.

8.

INTRUSIVE WORD
The purpose of this category is to point out

Russell's use of an Intrusive Word as a dialect feature.

The

words which are added make no real contribution to the mean
ing.

Perhaps a good description of this feature is redun

dancy for emphasis.
In order to compare and contrast the use of an
Intrusive Word as used by Russell as a feature of Negro
dialect with occurrences of similar nature found in the speech
of the informants, this feature has been divided into five
kinds of intrusive words:
(1) The use of an intrusive pronoun following
a noun used as a subject.

27

Krapp, o p . c i t ., Vol.

II, p. 26.
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(2)

The use of two function words with the
verb of an infinitive, e. g., fur to do.

(3)

The use of a demonstrative adjective
plus a form word for emphasis.

(4)

The use of double negatives.

(5) Miscellaneous.
Examples as used by Russell to represent Negro dialect in a
literary form are:
(1)

Intrusive Pronouns

"de rain it"
"that chicken he"
"angel oberseer he"

(2)

Two Function Words

"for to 1spect"
"nuffin fur to do"
"fiddle fur to keep"

(3)

Demonstrative Ad
jective Plus Form
Word

"da* 'ar wretched dog"
"that 'ar crick"

(4)

Double Negative

"didn't nebber nobody"
"wuzn't nar a one"

(5)

Miscellaneous

"I mebbe mought"
"Henry went and done"

In the use of the pronoun following the noun subject,
nothing is gained but a degree of emphasis.

In the second

group the for "is merely a form word supplementing the to
of the infinitive." 28

The that of the third group is a

demonstrative adjective and the 1ar used to represent there

28
Paul Roberts, Understanding Grammar (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 364.
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is simply a form word for emphasis.

The double negative is

a familiar form and is treated in this section because of
the characteristic of redundancy.

The fifth group is des

ignated to simplify the discussion of the few remaining ones
that do not fall into the other four groups.

The use of two

verbs as in "went and done" or "he takes and sots" accounts
for all but one in this group.

It is a double use of an

auxiliary expressing possibility, "I mebby mought."
In the speech of the informants
of group two was not present.

ne intrusive for

In the third group the word

there was not present, but the informant HB used sure in the
same position.

The following illustrate the use of this

dialect feature by the informants:
1.

Intrusive Pronouns

IBG

[mi aen ma stepmASe wi ]

FT

[miz i*ia:t $i w3kt]

HB

[hotrtel h£a $i heed]

2.

Double Negatives

IBG

[ju didnt neve go]

EM

[it WAdnt nA0in]

3.

Miscellaneous

PH

[ai njie baut fixin te liv]

EM

[mait wude haepnd]

JT

[ai neve did haev veri mAt$ kun dogz]

The use of the Intrusive Word as a dialect feature
is present in the data obtained from the informants as may
be seen by the above.

The only form used by Russell that

does not have a parallel in the speech of the informants
has a historical background of usage, so it is a reasonable
assumption that is was known and used in Russell's time.

9.

WORD ORDER
The feature of Russell's literary dialect classified

under Word Order was not original with him as a Negro dialect
feature.
This characteristic of dialect was put
to use by James F. Cooper in The Spy and is
probably Cooper's greatest contribution to
dialect recording. ^
The syntax is varied enough from the general patterns of the
standard dialect to call attention to the word order, but not
sufficiently distorted to make the meaning obscure.
Russell used this feature in thirteen of the twentyfour poems.

In ten of the thirteen it was used only once.

It was used twice in two poems and throe times in one for a

29

.
Tremaine McDowell, "Notes on Negro Dialect in
American Novels to 1821," American Speech, Vol. 8 , No. 4
(1930), 294.
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total of fourteen times.
times.

The six informants used it fifteen

It should be noted that there are no exact duplicates

but the pattern of the word order within the utterance is
similar enough to that used by Russell to verify his selec
tion and use of this as a dialect feature.

Some of the

illustrations of this feature used by Russell are:
"De people all wuz drowned out."
31
"Dere didn't nebber nobody."

30

"Dey'd cheat off de horns of a cow."

32

The following examples are from the informants.

IO.

HB

[dei rAn ol dei 9 taeksi]

FT

[tjeniz slim boi]

WORD CHANGES AND WORD SUBSTITUTIONS
One of the features Russell chose to use in his

literary use of Negro dialect was Word Changes and Substi
tutions .

The Negroes depicted in Russell's poems had been

free men for only a few years.
was limited if not non-existent.

Formal education for them
The English language as

they knew and used it was not learned under supervision in

30

Russell, op. cit., p. 20.

31Ibid., p. 31.
32

Ibid., p . 10.
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form or structure.

It was acquired as a necessary tool and

they attempted to imitate what they heard or thought they
heard.

Because of this, many words only slightly resemble

in sound the word that they had heard.
This element of dialect as it was used by Russell
can be considered accurate, as examples of similar nature
appeared in the data secured from the six informants.

The

following are examples from Russell:
submit for permit
oberflow for flood
pollytishners for politicians
sedition for condition
gwine for going
ballus for balance
tickle for tackle
mulennium for millenium
swivel for civil
perzackly for exactly
plainter for plaintiff
musicianers for musicians
Examples from the speech of the informants show a parallel:
JT

[mffngl] for mongrel
[lindib3'g] for Lindberg
[grisl] for gizzard

HB

[slAd^] for sledge
[matielz] for matures
[meleil] for malaria
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EM

[madal] for modern
[p9li$9s] for delicious
[marei$9n] for expressed admiration
[ziper] for zeppelin

FT

[pau:edit] for installed an electric motor
[pasemz] for pretends to sleep

PH

[kanf^in] for inferring
[hit] for iA
[maenad] for mannered

IBG

[t£St9fai] for testimonial
[p3gei$ 9 n] for purgative
[fritsz aen laesiz] for manna and honey

(Ex. 16:14-36)
The examples are similar enough to consider this
feature of Negro dialect as used by Russell and. found in the
speech of all six of the informants to be accurate.

Not

only was it used by all of the informants, but Russell must
have considered it a characteristic feature of Negro dialect
because he used it in twenty-three of his Negro poems.

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It is a challenging task to attribute a set of
features to the literary dialect of a person.
lation recognizes certain restrictions.

The postu

The exact pronun

ciation as intended by Russell cannot be definitely deter
mined.

Fortunately for this study, a complete reconstruction

was not necessary.
The features were determined by making lists of all
departures from the usual orthography.

In the process of

making these lists, certain patterns of features became evi
dent.

These patterns of features were used as classificatory

divisions.

The poems were rechecked, and any departures from

standard orthography were listed under the ten classificatory
divisions.
After Russell's Negro dialect poems were thus class
ified, the tape-recorded speech data of the six elderly Negro
informants w s transcribed phonetically.

The features chosen

by Russell to represent Negro dialect were used as a basis
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for the analysis of the speech of the informants.

No at

tempt was made to determine all dialect characteristics
found in the speech of the informants.

The purpose of the

use of the informants was to check the validity of the
features selected by Russell to represent Negro dialect.
The ten classificatory divisions of Russell’s lit
erary Negro dialect as compared to the speech of the informants
led to the following conclusions:
(1)

The use of dialect indicators which mean nothing

phonetically was handled well by Russell.

He did not over

load his work with them, so they did not detract from his
literary style.
(2)

The dialect feature Lost Word Elements was

present in all twenty-four of Russell’s Negro dialect poems,
and it was present in the speech of all of the informants.
It appeared more regularly in Russell1s poems than it did
in the speech of the informants.

This does not, however,

weaken his dialect, as it is the privilege of an author to
use features as they are suited to his purpose.
(3)

The third feature of Russell’s literary dialect

was Dropping Sounds or Loss of Consonants.

Russell’s dialect

dropped or lost more consonants than any of the informants
individually; however,, all but one of the droppings or losses
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were found in the speech of at least one of the six infor
mants.

The dropping of the v sound in have and of was the

one not substantiated.

This loss is conceivable in rapid

speech.
(4)

Russell used ten consonant Substitutions to

establish this as a feature of his literary dialect.
substitutions of b for

The

_t for [0], f for [0], d for [5],

n for [g], v for [5], jr for li, and _r for _f establishes the
feature of consonant Substitution as important in the lit
erary dialect of Irwin Russell.

The informant's use of

substitutions varied from eight to fourteen.

Three substi

tutions used by Russell were not found in the speech of the
informants.

They were _v for ^h in Novern, the

for h in

yer (here), and _r for £ in arter. Krapp classifies the last
two as low colloquial forms.^
(5)

The fifth feature of the literary dialect used

by Russell was Vowel Changes.

Russell made extensive use of

this feature as did the six informants.

All of the major

Vowel Changes used by Russell were found in the speech of the
informants.

The use of yer is classified on page 244 and the
use of arter is classified on page 204 of George Philip
Krapp, The English Language of America (New York: Century,
1925), Vol. 1.
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(6)

Concord and Verb Form as a feature of literary

dialect was used extensively by Russell.

The frequency of

occurrence is not the only thing to be considered, but
Russell used the feature Concord and Verb Form over three
hundred times in the twenty-four selections.

All of the

major variations in this feature as used by Russell were
present in the data obtained from the six informants, but
in a much lower percentage than that suggested by Russell's
usage when the volume of the data is considered.
(7)

The seventh feature of Russell's literary dia

lect was the use of an Intrusive Vowel.
prefix before ing words.

Russell uses an &

This use was not found in the speech

data obtained from the informants.

The present writer has

heard the use of the intrusive a in such sentences as "Are
you a-going?"
(8)

Intrusive Word use as a dialect feature desig

nates the use of a type of redundancy.

It does not detract

from the literary form, but is used in some instances to give
emphasis.

Russell's usage of this feature found comparable

counterparts in the speech of the informants, thus indicating
it to be an accurate portrayal of Negro dialect.
(9)

The next feature of literary dialect used by

Russell was syntactical arrangements that can be considered
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varied enough for the general patterns to call attention to
Word Order. The variation in Word Order is not distorted
sufficiently to make the meaning obscure to the reader.
Russell made limited use of this form.

He used it in thir

teen of his poems, but in ten of the thirteen it was used
only one time.

His total use was fourteen times.

The six

informants used a word order that varied from generally
accepted grammatical patterns fifteen times.

Although there

are no exact duplications, those used by the informants are
similiar enough to justify Russell's selection and use of
this feature.
(10)

The last feature selected by Russell to re

present Negro dialect in a literary form is Word Changes and
Word Substitutions.

This element of dialect as used by Russell

can be considered accurate, as examples of similiar nature
appear in the data secured from the six informants.

Russell's

use of this feature was extensive as he used it in twentythree of the twenty-four poems.
The question remains, is the dialect authentic?
Russell's literary dialect paralleled reasonably with the
dialect of the informants and from this viewpoint it may be
said to be accurate.

However, as both Buck and Harris have

pointed out, he was often careless and undisciplined in his
literary form.
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We must remember that no two utterances are ever
completely the same, and so every speech pattern is unique.
Russell's literary dialect is probably a composite of fea
tures he heard in the speech of a number of speakers.

It

should also be remembered that although the features used
by Russell were by and large present in the speech of the
informants, they can possibly be found in other areas as
well.

"It should be recalled, of course, that every dialect

shares many individual features with other dialects."

2

The kinship of Russell's literary dialect to the
koine of the area does not weaken it.

The Negroes repre

sented by Russell as part of the area learned the language
as they used it from those with whom they were associated.

2

Sumner Albert Ives, "The Negro Dialect of the
Uncle Remus Stories" (Unpublished dissertation, University
of Texas, 1950), p. 34.
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